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ABSTRACT
In 1856 Tucson exhibited its past as a fortified
presidio inhabited by people who perpetuated their Hispanic,
traditions.

The Anglo entrepreneur arrived seeking fortune

in the mines that surrounded the Old Pueblo.

With him the

immigrant brought his cultural patterns instilled through
out the years spent in the eastern United States.

During

the Civil War the military was stationed in Tucson, and
many of these soldiers remained after being mustered out in
the Southwest.

By 1870 the social life was dominated by a

masculine tone that meshed with the Mexican culture.

During

the 1870's American women from the East ventured into this
desert oasis, subdued the crude masculine environment, and
augmented the foundation for a potential cosmopolitan
center.

Ladies focused upon theology, intellectual pursuits,

education, and social amenities.

When the railroad entered

the city in 1880, the scene altered, and the unique iso
lated life of the Old Pueblo would vanish.

vi

CHAPTER 1
MANANA IN THE MESQUITE
The Devil was given permission one day
To select him a land for his own special sway;.
So he hunted around for a month or more
And fussed and fumed and terribly swore,
But at last was delighted a country to view
Where the prickly pears and the mesquite grew
With a survey brief, without further excuse,
^
He took his stand on the banks of the Santa Cruz.
Leaving his weary command in camp nine miles
distant, Major Enoch Steen of the United States Army rode
alone to his ordered destination--the Old Pueblo of
Tucson.^

Jagged, expansive mountains encircled this oasis

in the desert.

On November 14, 1856, after passing through

scraggy thickets of mesquite, bunches of sage and greasewood, and beds of thorny cactus, the veteran soldier was
3
appalled to see miserable huts unfit for humanity.
Four
1. Charles 0. Brown, "Arizona— How It was Made and
Who Made It, Or The Land That God Forgot," July 1879. MS
poem in files of Arizona Pioneers' Historical Society,
hereafter cited APHS. This is the first stanza of Brown's
poem. Other stanzas are used to open subsequent chapters
of this study.
2. Enoch B . Steen, born in Kentucky, entered the
Army as 2nd L t . in 1832, was promoted to 1st L t . of the
First Dragoons in 1836, and Major in 1853. B . Sacks, "The
Origins of Fort Buchanan--Myth and Fact," Arizona and the
West (Autumn 1965), 207-226.
•
*
3.

Ibid.
1

2
companies of the First U.S. Dragoons were assigned to
occupy this presidio recently acquired as part of the
Gadsden P u r c h a s e T h e detachment had been instructed
either to occupy the quarters vacated by the Mexican
garrison or build adequate and suitable accommodations
nearby.

Disgruntled by the lack of grain and good grazing

pasture, Steen instead chose a site sixty miles south of
4.
Paul N. Garber, The Gadsden Treaty
(Philadelphia: Press of the University of Pennsylvania,
1923), 217. From 1848 to 1853 political and economic
issues pressured the United States and Mexico into
negotiating the Gadsden Treaty. Dissatisfaction had arisen
from the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, February 2, 1848,
which concluded the war between the two nations. During
this period many Americans were seeking a railroad route
to the Pacific Coast. Secretary of War, Jefferson Davis of
Mississippi, desperately wanted a southern route to goldrich California. The primary objective of a trans
continental railroad was to facilitate trade relations with
Asia. This route to the Pacific must combine the most
agreeable climate, lowest construction costs, and accessi
bility during the year from any location in the United
States.
Colonel James Gadsden, president of the South
Carolina Railroad Company strongly advocated the southern
route.
In May 1853 Gadsden was sent to Mexico as U.S.
minister with the major objective to acquire all of the
territory needed for a transcontinental raiIway route. At
this time the Mexican Treasury was suffering a deficit of
$17,000,000 and a land sale would bring desperately needed
revenue. On December 30, 1853, the Gadsden Treaty was
signed.
For $15,000,000 the United States was to add
29,670 square miles to its southwestern domain. After a
lengthy vicious debate in the U.S. senate where northern
spokesmen feared an extension of slavery, President Pierce
proclaimed this great land bargain on June 30, 1854, which
increased the Territory of New Mexico. More recent articles
have examined the question. Frank C. Lockwood, "The
Gadsden Purchase," Arizona Quarterly, II (Summer 1946), 516; Louis B . Schmidt, "Manifest Opportunity And The Gadsden
Purchase," Arizona and the West, III (Autumn 1961), 245-264.

3
Tucson.

God apparently had forgotten about this arid land

along the Santa Cruz, and now the United States Army would
forsake its obligation.
Since the United States Boundary Commission had
departed from the Old Pueblo the previous year, the local
people eagerly awaited the promised soldiers.

Aware of the

hearty appetites of young robust soldiers, farmers had
planted additional crops to provide the extra food.

These

tillers of the soil anticipated a generous exchange for
their products instead of the outrageously low prices
previously paid by visitors.

In January the Mexican troops

had removed to northern Sonora; the garrison was relieved
to travel south and be farther away from attacks by the
dreaded Apache.^

Gone was their little band and its

disonant music paying tribute to its national flag at sun
rise and sunset.

Most of the courageous Mexicans who

remained in Tucson felt somewhat secure within the protec
tion of the presidio.

These fortifications had safely

shielded the citizens for eight decades, and many elderly
Mexicans could vividly recollect some harrowing episodes
with the marauding Apaches.

They were steeped in their

5.
San Francisco Weekly Chronicle, May 10, 1856.
Letter from Tucson was dated March 10, 1856. The Mexican
garrison went to Imuris and persuaded some native families
to accompany them to "avoid the brutal treatment and other
numerous evils . . . inflicted by the Americans on the
Spanish race wherever the former had the upper hand."

4
Spanish heritage.

An elderly gray-haired Mexican lady,

seated on the ground before her crude home, became
nostalgic as she silently reminisced her many years passed
in the Old Pueblo.
Located only sixty miles north of the newly defined
boundary, the village of Tucson displayed a unique
heritage.^

Originally the name was probably a Papago word

derived from "styuk" meaning black, and "zone" meaning the
base of a hill.^

In earlier days a Papago village called

Styukzone existed across the valley from Tucson at the base
O
of a dark mountain peak.
Apache uprisings forced the
Spaniards to build a fortified settlement at Tucson, begun
in 1776 and finished in 1781, and two years later construc
tion of a large imposing mission followed only nine miles
o

southwest of the presidio.
6. Arizona covered the western half of the New
Mexico territory.
7. Will C. Barnes, Arizona Place Names (Tucson:
University of Arizona, 1935)" A revised second edition,
edited by Byrd H. Granger, was published in 1960 by the
University of Arizona Press.
8. Ibid. Today this mountain is known as Sentinel
Peak. Arricivita spelled it Tugson; General Cooke used
Tueson in 1846; and Emory in 1848, Tucson. Further explana
tion is given by Merril P. Freeman in a brochure, The City
of Tucson (1912) where he tells that the black hill of
Sentinel Peak resulted from the weather stained volcanic
rock with which it is covered. In 1912 the Papagoes still
called it the black hill.
9. Cameron Greenleaf and Andrew Wallace, "Tucson:
Pueblo, Presidio, and American City," Arizoniana: The
Journal of Arizona History. Ill (Summer 19627, 18-26.

5
In 1692 Eusebio Francisco Kino, the great Jesuit
missionary of Pimeria Alta, had chosen this site on the
summit of a small knoll along the Santa Cruz River for
Mission San Xavier del B a c .

About 1783 construction of a

brick church combining Moorish and Byzantine architecture
started under the supervision of a Franciscan priest
stationed at B a c .

The large rectangular church was

unique by having two unmatched belfreys rising at either
side of the front entrance.

Niches for statues of saints

were carved in the elaborately sculptured facade.

Behind

the towers and sheltering the nave a dome rested above the
1?
principal altar.
In 1852 John R. Bartlett
visited the
mission and noted " . . .

along the eaves is a row of queer

looking creatures. . . . The interior is gaudily painted.
Around the altar, and in the niches, are many wooden
10. Juan Bautista Velderrain was the Franciscan
priest residing at Bac from about 1781 until his death in
either 1789 or 1790. Juan Bautista Llorenz succeeded the
deceased Father Velderrain and completed the construction.
Bernard L. Fontana, "Biography of a Desert Church: The
Story of Mission San Xavier Del Bac," The Smoke Signal
(Tucson: The Westerners, 1961).
11. Ibid. Many legends surround the unfinished
east tower, but the true story is unknown.
12. John Russell Bartlett, a New England Whig of
scholarly inclinations, was appointed United States commis
sioner for the Joint Boundary Survey in 1850 by President
Taylor. Odie B . Faulk, "The Controversial Boundary Survey
and The Gadsden Treaty," Arizona and the West (Autumn 1962).
See also his recent book, Too Far North, Too Far South (Los
Angeles: Westemlore Press" 1967).

1£

6
statues from the size of a foot to that of life."

13

In

1858 another traveler described the edifice:
The church is built of burnt brick of a large
size. . . . The walls are very thick and there are
no seats. . . . The interior is elaborately
carved, painted and bronzed. There are several
very large paintings on the wall representing
religious subjects. . . . The birds are its only
occupants and they sing praises from morning
until night. They build their nests on the heads
of the saints and warble their notes of joy while
perched on their fingers. They do not respect
the sacred image of Christ for a noisy swallow
has built her nest in the crown of thorns that
circle his brow . . . . 1 4
Surrounding the Mission a badly deteriorated Papago village
resembled dwellings similar to those commonly viewed in the
Old Pueblo.
Surrounded by a crumbling adobe wall approximately
ten feet high and three feet thick, Tucson exhibited its
past as a tightly fortified presidio.

Originally a walled

square about 300 yards to the side constituted the entire
13. John R. Bartlett, Personal Narrative of
Explorations and Incidents (New York: D. Appleton and Co.,
1864), 298-299.
In an article in the San Francisco Weekly
Chronicle of August 25, 1855, the correspondent alters
Bartlett's description:
"The church has an agreeable style
of architecture, and is in a good state of preservation.
. . . The interior of the church is bald, with the excep
tion of a few good pictures on the wall."
14. "Overland Via 'Jackass Mail' in 1858--The
Diary of Phocion R. Way," ed. by William A. Duffen, Arizona
and the West, II (Summer 1960), 163-164. This is the third
installment of Way's four-part diary, the whole of which is
published in the 1960 numbers of Arizona and the West.
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village.

Now as the blazing colors of sunset stretched

across the sky, a tired farmer returned from his fields
across the Santa Cruz River and shuffled through the small
gate along the east wall known as the "Gate of the Camp."
If he had driven his animal team or hauled a wagon load of
produce, he would have entered by the west side of the plaza
through a heavy mesquite door with a pointed arch."^
Beside each entry way stood a brass cannon imported long
ago from Spain.

Before going home, the farmer might

exchange a few words with one of the guards.

Heavy timbers

above every portal supported each sentry's box.

The farmer

climbed the quivering wooden ladder, pushing up the trap
door in the floor which gave him entrance to the parapet.
Finding it empty, he walked over to the round tower in the
northeast corner where his friend was peering through the
portholes watching the countryside.

Had the guard found

danger imminent, he would have given the signal to other
watchmen who fired the brass cannon.

This blast usually

terrified the attacking Indians, who fled to the

15. "Reminiscences of an Arizona Pioneer— Personal
Experiences of Hilario Gallego," APHS. Adobe was made by
mixing mud with dry grass and working it well with plenty
of water. Then the mixture was pressed into molds of
proper size and dried in the sun. In a few days the sundried brick was ready to use.
"Overland Via 'Jackass Mail'
in 1858," op. cit., 159.
16.

"Reminiscences of Cirilo S. Leon," APHS:

17.

Collection of Mrs. Samuel Hughes, APHS.

8
neighboring fields.

After some good-natured camaraderie,

the farmer crossed the quadrangle from the military area
and passed by the church.

He had reached that area of the

stockade designated for civilians.
Entering through what was called the "Door of the
Camp," one might have seen a large plaza rimmed by a chain
of tiny one-room houses.

In the center several women

usually clustered by the stone reservoir and well.

A burro

helped to hoist the rawhide bucket which dangled from a rope
18
lowered twenty-five feet to the bottom of the well.
A few
men sipping mescal leaned against the front of the only
saloon, operated by Surreal Juan,
blacksmith pounded on his anvil.

while across the court a
This was no regular anvil

but a meteorite weighing .600 pounds, a subject of curiosity
and wonder.

20

Her arms laden with provisions, one woman

scurried from Teodoro Ramirez's store to her adobe home.

21

Each person entered his domicile through a separate doorway 1
0
2
9
8
18.
"Leander Spofford As Told to A. S. Reynolds in
1926," APHS. Leander Spofford first visited Tucson in 1853
as a dispatch bearer from Sonora to Tucson. He delivered a
letter to the officer in charge of Tucson.
19.

"Reminiscences of . . . Hilario Gallego," APHS.

20. James G. Bell, "A Log of the Texas-California
Cattle Trail," ed. by J. Evetts Haley, Southwestern Historical Quarterly. XXXV (April 1932), 290-316 and XXXVI (July
1932) , 47-66. The anvil is mentioned in Bell, "A Log of
the Texas-California Cattle Trail," 315. In "Reminiscences
of Francisco Solano," APHS, the anvil is also mentioned.
21.

"Reminiscences of . . . Hilario Gallego," APHS.

t \

9
inside the plaza.

Either the side or back wall of every

dwelling was a portion of the adobe bulwark.

Because the

back wall rose four or five feet above the other sides, it
formed an effective breastwork for defense in case of
22
attack.
The design of these mud boxes varied little.
Some inhabitants boasted about their wooden doors, rawhide
coverings, or cactus ribs bound together by twigs, but •
23
the less fortunate accepted a stark entrance.
Most
people lived in huts without any other ventilation, but a
few favored citizens had homes with windows covered by rawhide thongs.

No one used beds; instead the Mexicans slept,

and by day sat, on straw mats spread across the hard mud
floor.^

These low flat-roof homes quartered the soldiers,2
4
3

22. "Tucson in 184811--Reminiscences of Judge F.
Adams, Arizona Historical Review, II (January 1929), 83.
23. The roof was composed of joists with small
straight limbs like fishing poles laid across them. On
these a layer of grass cut from the prairie was placed, and
then a coating of clay or mud and another layer of dry eartii
completed the flat roof. "Overland Via 'Jackass Mail' in
1858," op. cit., 291. In "Reminiscences of . . . Hilario
Gallego," APHS, tells that most of the homes had only one
source of light, the entrance. His father was Ysidore
Gallego, a farmer who owned some land west of the city
where he kept a few cows. Two Apache boys worked for him
and also trapped small game such as squirrel, rabbit, and
quai1.
24.
The floor is prepared by digging the earth to
make it loose and soft. After the surface is fairly even,
men wet it thoroughly several times. When it is partially
dry, heavy pounders are used to beat it down.
"Overland
Via 'Jackass Mail' in 1858," op. cit., 291.
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their families, and a few other people.

Being conscien

tious in religious displays on Sundays, everyone paused
from their routine and attended Mass in the chapel.
On Sunday morning soon after dawn the church bell
began to clang, calling the devout Mexicans to Mass.

A few

minutes later at the west end of the plaza families filed
into the simple church which men, women, and even children
had helped to build.

After a strenuous day of work in

their fields, the men had hauled adobes, water, and muddled '
"mortar" to raise this simple structure to honor their God.
The facade of the chapel of Guadalupe was unadorned except
for plaster relief above the door and a gable from which
hung a bell.

To the right of the door were two more bells,

one inscribed NUESTRA SENORA DE GUADALUPE AMO 1807.25

The

25.
Bell, "A Log of the Texas-California Cattle
Trail," op. cit., 315. A version of the legend of the
Virgin of Guadalupe, or Nuestro Senora de Guadalupe, is
given in "Leander Spofford As Told to A. S. Reynolds . . .,"
APHS: "The legend of Guadalupe is the prettiest legend of
Mexico. That is the reason why so many churches are called
Guadalupe. A pious Indian, Juan Diego of Tolpetlac came to
the hill of Tepeyacas. He heard singing and looking up saw
a lady who called to him and said that it was her wish that
a temple should be built in her honor on this hill. She
told him to take her bidding to the bishop. This message
was sent on Saturday, the ninth day of December. The Indim
delivered his message but was doubted by the bishop, who
listened to him but sent him away. On Sunday he saw the
saint again and told her that the bishop wanted proof of
her bidding. She told him to come back to the hill top the
following Sunday, and he journeyed back as bidden and saw
her again. She told him to gather the flowers at his feet
and take them to the bishop. Looking down he saw roses
growing out of the solid rock also a living stream of water

-

11
pious citizens had decorated the interior with paintings,
statues of saints, and a well sculptured figure of Our Lord
of Esquipulas with a Lady of Sorrow at the foot of the
Cross.^

In contrast with their congregation, the padres

lived quite comfortably.

Because the clergy did not receive

any compensation for performing marriages, baptisms,
burials, and other ecclesiastical duties, the farmers
donated a generous portion of their annual products to
27
their priests.
Even more fortunate was the third estate who lived
at the other end of the quadrangle.

The Mexican Army

officer strode toward the military headquarters, an Lshaped plaza which was adjacent to the principal wall of2
7
6
gushing from the rock. He gathered the roses and wrapped
them in his tilma or cloak and ran as fast as he could to
show them to the bishop. When he unrolled his cloak, the
roses rolled out at the bishop's feet and on the tilma or
cloak appeared the Virgin Mother.
The bishop built a
church on the hill and hung the tilma over the altar. The
water from the living spring became a cure for all ills of
the living flesh."
26.
Way quoted his impressions of the Mexicans
practicing their Roman Catholic religion.
"They have a
Saint's day to celebrate here about once a week. Their
religion seems to consist chiefly in keeping these
inumerable holidays and shooting off guns, getting drunk
when they can get liquor to make them drunk, and raising
Hell in general."
"Overland Via 'Jackass Mail' in 1858,"
op. cit., 290.
27.
A. P. K. Safford and Samuel Hughes, "The Story
of Mariana Diaz," Arizona Citizen, June 21,. 1873.

12
the village and was similarly enclosed by an adobe wall.

28

He marched through the ground floor of the two-story
building, where some officers resided, and climbed the
sturdy wooden ladder to the council chambers above.

All

was in order, except that the animals quartered in an
adjoining corral had not been cared for that day.

While

the Mexican populace greatly respected their military
protectors, one American visitor in particular did not
share this attitude.
The Military, what shall I say of them? Their
appearance twice a day, at morning and evening
parade, is well calculated to keep one fat; or
kill him; for if a certain amount of laughter
will keep one fat, a greater amount would have
the latter effect, and the consequence, would in
all probability, be death. The band of musicians
is composed of five boys with brass trumpets, and
one with a drum; his style of beating is spasmodic;
it is difficult to distinguish the soldiers from
the citizens, and can only be done so by the dif
ference in ornament.
Each soldier has an ornament
stuck on some part of the body, without regard to
fitness. They are in fact a set of ragmuffins.29
Notwithstanding such sarcasm on the part of an
outsider, the military effectively upheld the presidio.
Another visitor, after viewing the military operations and
observing the general environs, found significant resem
blance to a scene from the Middle Ages.

Trenches around2
9
8

28. "Leander Spofford as Told to A. S . Reynolds
. . .," APRS.
29. Bell, "A Log of the Texas-Califomia Cattle
Trail," op. cit., 315.
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the village cast a resemblance to a medieval fortress
30
elevated above its moat.
The flashing spring and summer
thunderstorms filled these trenches with rushing water.

At

each entrance gate, a log and dirt-covered bridge spanned
the ditch.

These moats were formed almost a century before

the villagers began molding the loose dirt into adobes for
construction of the wall.

The trench on the south side of

the enclosure sprawled wider and deeper because earlier
residents had packed huge amounts of soil from this area
into adobes for their homes and the church.

Water that

accumulated in the ditch served for domestic purposes.
Accompanied by armed guards, the women washed their few
clothes here by scrubbing their garments on the flat
rocks.

From these ditches the people also scooped water

into their ollas, where the liquid cooled and later
refreshed a parched palate on a summer day.

31

When the

ditches became contaminated by dead cattle and other debris,
farmers detoured the water past a row of cottonwood trees
32
to irrigate the fields south of the village.
At this3
2
1
0
30.

Leander Spofford, APRS.

31. An o11a is a large clay vessel for storing
water. The thick porous material naturally cools the
water. The olla was placed outside the home to collect
rain water. Arizona Citizen, June 20, 1931.
32. Leander Spofford, APRS. Several years later
James Pennington used this broad ditch for a whip-saw pit.

J
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oasis of the desert, life was uncomplicated, but it did
call for ingenious methods to meet its needs.
Although the people efficiently utilized their
surroundings, the porous clay soil that served well for
making adobes did not yield an abundant variety of crops.
Most men cultivated a little plot of land west of the
Santa Cruz River.

On a morning late in August the farmer

walked to his vegetable patch and proudly glanced at the
ripening wheat shafts and at the tall cornstalks.

He

picked a few chillies, onions, garbanzos, and lentils to
take home for his wife to prepare for dinner.

He thinned

out the bean and squash vines, and staked some tomato
plants which had tumbled.

He scattered feed on the ground

of the tiny corral where he raised a few pigs for lard and
salt pork.

Returning from a nearby orchard, his eldest son

carried a basket of peaches, pears, and quinces.

With

sufficient produce and fruit, only meat was needed.
Tomorrow morning the father and son would hunt game in the
hills beyond the Old Pueblo. -On their return they would
stop to pick the fruit from the saguaro, prickly pear, and
33
tasejo cactus.
Perhaps they might gather some mesquite
beans which the wife would dry and grind into the flour3

33.
When the tasejo, a cactus similar to the
cholla, blossomed, the fruit was picked, dried and used
with pinole.• This tart fruit resembled a large berry or
small apple. When mixed with the pinole, it tasted like a
pickle.
"Reminiscences of . . . Hilario Gallego," APHS.
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called pinole.

When provisions were low, the families made

rag dolls and traded them with the Pima or Maricopa Indians
for tapery beans, c o m , wheat, and black-eyed peas.
With such an unstructured existence, the inhabit
ants adjusted their mode of living to the climate.

During

the torrid season most of the men dressed in loincloths,
similar to the roving Indians, but twice a year the Mexican
government delivered bolts of manta, or unbleached muslin,
which the women tailored into trousers for their husbands.
These industrious ladies dressed themselves in long skirts
and shawls.

Both men and women wore either taguas, a rough

shoe of buckskin, or guaraches, flat pieces of leather
secured by buckskin thongs.

Small children frequently went

naked or copied the male attire.

'

;

As sunset silhouetted the dingy adobes, the strains

o/
of a violin invited people to a Fandango later that night.
The ominous clatter of a pounding drum announced the
arrival of a maromeros, or traveling circus, comprised
mainly of clowns and acrobats.

Perhaps the summons of the

evening was a roar of laughter from a "Punch and Judy"
show.

Gathered around a fire of crackling cholla branches,

the crowd guffawed while the dolls danced or performed
34.
The people danced, played, and generally
enjoyed themselves in this self-sufficient life. Crimes
were few, and confinement to the stocks for several days
was the punishment usually meted out. Arizona Citizen,
June 21, 1873.
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amusing gestures.

Ubiquitous clatter filled the plaza

despite confessions being heard by the priest a few feet
away in the church.
Occasionally the Padre had a social engagement for
the evening.

Esteemed visitors had the special privilege

of dining with the Padre.

As the dinner gong sounded, the

stout, tonsured Padre, slightly inebriated, entered the
Comandante's cramped quarters.

Since the table accom

modated only four, the Comandante relinquished his bench to
35
the guest of honor and waited for the second sitting.
Large glass tumblers and a pitcher of water comprised the
stark table ware.

When the guests were seated, the first

course of boiled rice garnished with green peppers was
served.

The cook proudly displayed her culinary master

piece with the main dish.

She had individually simmered

beef, squash, quinces, whole peppers, and green beans but
scrambled them together on a platter.

To clear the palate

a course of dried beans and peppers with the third round of
thin tortillas.

For desert a confectionary delight, boiled

flour pudding flavored with almonds and coated with a peach
35.
The Comandante's large, stout, rather attrac
tive wife (weight estimated at 250 pounds and height about
six feet) graciously excused herself and had her dinner
carried to her room. Although she had three grandchildren,
she appeared to be about thirty-five years old. Bell, "A
Log of the Texas-California Cattle Trail," op. cit., 47-48.

17
marmalade s a u c e . A f t e r this tasty repast the visitor
retired to the plaza where a crowd of men danced to the
music of a fiddler standing beneath a brush shed.

The next

evening the guest might accompany the Padre to the monte
table.
On another evening the visitor to Tucson might
witness another nocturnal scene.

Strains of lively music

filled the air while many Mexicans whirled about a mysteri
ous object in the distance.

Indeed, it was a dance.

Illuminated by flickering candlelight the corpse of an
eight year-old girl lay upon the table placed before the
doorway of her adobe home.
over the lifeless form.

Neither father nor mother bent

According to Mexican philosophy,

parents rejoiced at the death of their innocent child who
would be taken into heaven and be spared the woes of the
world.

37

Because of the scarcity of lumber, coffins were
38
practically unknown.
Brothers and sisters had tenderly

wrapped the lifeless form in a blanket and placed it on a
few planks.

Two brothers and two sisters carried this

frail litter on their shoulders to the chapel for a
36.
Ibid. Bell sarcastically recounts: "Upon the
whole, I have never . . . sat down to a meal that was better
suited to the appetite than this."
37.

Arizonian, September 17, 1870.

38. John G. Bourke, On The Border With Crook (New
York: Scribner, 1891) , 91. A facsimile has been done
(Chicago: Rio Grande Press, 1962).
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religious ceremony conducted with plaintive melody wailing
39
in the background.

Musicians led the procession which

slowly wended to the final resting place, a grave unmarked
by stone or m o n u m e n t . T h u s

religion offered not only

consolation, but also some diversion from a repetitious
pattern of life.
Before the influx of Americans in 1856, the daily
routine of Tucson varied little.

Awakening at sunrise, the

eldest family member led the morning prayers and changed
the Alba or morning hymn.

"Praise the Lord.

Lord for giving us the light of day.
my heart, soul, and body.

Bless the

Oh my God, I give you

Vouchsafe to accept in order

that Thou, my most sweet and meek Jesus may possess it.
After matins, the family breakfasted on c o m meal, bread,
and coffee.

About eight o'clock a more substantial meal of

fried eggs, meat, and bread was c o n s u m e d . B y noon the
women had prepared and stirred their spicy stews and
kneaded corn batter into dough which was patted into the
39.

Arizona Citizen, June 20, 1931.

40. M r s . Lucero remembered her grandmother telling
about the death of a beloved padre, Juan Banos. As he
recited his morning prayers, he was bitten by a mosquito
and died eight days later of blood poisoning. During the
four days his body lay in state, the people covered his
grave with flowers because the Padre had been so fond of
flowers.
"Reminiscences of Carmen R. Lucero," APHS.
41.

"Reminiscences of Francisco Leon," APHS.

42.

"Reminiscences of Carmen R. Lucero," APHS.
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flat tortillas.

Baked, the tortillas were served with

chile into which they might be dipped.

Beans and

enchiladas or tamales might complete the menu.^

Despite

this hearty repast, the sweltering heat of mid-day depleted
energies and called for a two-hour siesta to revive the
spirit.

After the men had rubbed the sleep from their eyes,

they ate a light lunch where more warm tortillas and chile
were served.

As the sun's rays became less intense, El

Senor walked to his little garden plot and cultivated his
bean patch.

Gathering her daughters around h e r , Senora

helped them to fashion manta into dresses.

By eight

o'clock the day's tasks were completed, the sunset radiated
its fiery spectrum on the horizon, and hearty appetites
were again satisfied by a supper of c o m m e a l gruel and a
meat which was frequently jerked beef.

As the dark shadows

of night permeated the adobe h u t , the family knelt down
together and recited the Rosary before each weary laborer
43.
Enchiladas are corn-batter cakes dipped in a
stew of red chili with tomatoes, cheese, and finely chopped
onions.
Tamales, a holiday favorite, combined chopped
meat— beef, pork or chicken, or a mixture of all three-with c o m meal, which was rolled up in c o m husks and baked.
Bourke, On The Border With Crook, 86.
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wrapped himself in a thick blanket and stretched out on the
dirt floor to rest for the day which lay ahead.
The Mexicans placed great emphasis on the Saint's
Day.

On June 24, for example, they paid tribute to the

baptism of Christ by San Juan, or St. J o h n . ^

Early in the

morning the musicians serenaded the inhabitants as they
gathered in the plaza.

The musicians led the hymns that

were sung as the procession meandered toward the running
stream for bathing.

This act was symbolic of Christ's

spiritual immersion in water.

After the noonday siesta, as

temperatures rose, so did the fevered tempo of the celebra
tion.

The men mounted their horses and galloped into the

plaza in a traditional race.
toasts saluted the victor.

Round after round of tequila
The bands echoed louder and

more vibrantly; it was time for the highlight of the
sporting competition, the sacar el gallo, or rooster-pull.
44. The Mexican-born population of Tucson revealed
considerable turnover. Of the 485 persons b o m in Mexico
counted there in 1864, only about 25% were in Arizona in '
1860, twenty-five of whom were in the Territory at the time
of the Gadsden Treaty. There was considerable turnover and
fluctuation during 1854-1856 due to Apache attacks. Joseph
F. Park, "The History of Mexican Labor in Arizona During
the Territorial Period," Unpublished Master's Thesis.
University of Arizona, Department of History, 1961.
In
1856 the community was reported to have from 300 to 400
Mexicans and about 30 Americans. William T. Ross, "Social
Functions of the Mexican American Godparent System i n ;
Tucson," Unpublished Master's Thesis. University of
Arizona, Department of Anthropology, 1953.•
. ■
45.
cit., 245.
*

"Overland Via 'Jackass M a i l ' in 1858," op.
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Terrified chickens cackled, and clouds of thick gray dust
billowed through the plaza.

A rooster was buried neck-deep

in the dirt, and riders raced headlong to retrieve the
animal but still remain in the saddle.

When the winner

captured his prey, he tossed the animal at his competitors
until the chicken was quite dead and feathers floated every
where.

From the surrounding crowd the champion selected a

senorita, who mounted and rode away with him amid laughter
and s h o u t i n g . A succession of street fights occupied the
rest of the d a y , with short intermissions for tequila
libations.

At night bonfires of mesquite twigs illuminated

the plaza.

Every horse, mule, or jackass was pressed into

service and paraded or galloped through the square bearing
a lady and gentleman.

They danced the jarabe of pascola

until late at night to the cacophonic clatter of fiddles,
flutes, harps, and guitars
As the elaborate festivities of San Juan's Day
signalled the coming of the parched summer months, so also
the spectacular holy day of St. Augustine marked a change
toward a more propitious season.

On August 28 the citizens

paid a flamboyant tribute to San Augustine, the patron

46. Interview with Henry I. Yohn by Frank
Lockwood, APHS.
47.
"Reminiscences of Carmen R. Lucero," APHS.
The jarabe is a dance similar to the Mexican Hat Dance,
while the pascola is a religious dance to the Virgin or
other saints.
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saint of T u c s o n . O n

the previous evening a religious

procession followed the statue of the saint around the
plaza.

Violins and a thumping bass-drum furnished back

ground music for vespers.

The entire procession, pounding

bass-drum included, marched into the chapel for benediction
which concluded with peals from the Angelus bells.

A

solemn high Mass ushered in the festivities of the Saint's
49
Day and completed the religious ceremonies.
Little
urchins then ignited blasts of gunpowder, horses charged
into the plaza, crowds assembled for the thrilling sacar el
gallo contest.
next eight days.

The merry tenor of fiesta persisted for the
Women clutching rebosos or scarves, and

men clad in white holiday dress'*® feasted on the tortillas,
fruit, and little cakes featured at the crudely constructed
booths.

Crowds thronged to the canopied stands selling
48.

"Reminiscences of Carmen R. Lucero," APRS.

49.

Ibid.

50. The men wore roundabout jackets with pantaloons
slashed up the sides revealing large white cotton drawers'
beneath.
Some pantaloons were lined with pink or pale
blue, but all were trimmed with a row of bell buttons or
clasps extending from hip to ankle. A red silk sash bound
around the waist and anchored the pantaloons while over the
shoulder the men flung a multi-colored serape. John R.
Bartlett, Personal Narrative of Explorations and Incidents,
411, 428.
51.
The booths were constructed by laying green
boughs across forked posts. Frank C. Lockwood, Life.in Old
Tucson (Los Angeles: The Ward Ritchie Press, 1943), 8.
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52
colored lemonade, tezuin,
mescal, and other intoxi53
cants.
Gambling occupied all ages. Six year-old boys
laid down their coppers at tables alongside men casting
their reals.

Children thronged toward "Curiosity Mack," a

man garbed as an Indian, who conducted their favorite game,
a wheel of f o r t u n e . W o m e n expert at shuffling cards
beckoned challengers to their tables.

Night after night,

caballeros whirled lovely senoritas in a spirited fandango
or twirled to the slow measure of the Spanish reel.
Ardently devoted to dancing, the Mexicans continued their
waltzes until daybreak.

Such was the vociferous conclusion

55
to a pious holiday.
52. Tezuin, or "tiswin" as the Americans called it,
was made from fermented c o m and panocha, a brown sugar.
53.
"Frontier Days in Tucson As Told by Warren
Allison," APHS.
54. Veronica Power, "Some Phases of Tucson, 18801881," unpublished manuscript in the Special Collections of
the University of Arizona Library, hereafter cited as UASC.
55. Fiesta dominated as a principal celebration.
In later years it was held at Levin’s Park or at Mission
San Xavier Del Bac where the city increased its revenue by
auctioning off the booths.
In 1879 the city realized a
profit of $600. G. W. Barter, Tucson Directory--1881. In
"A Soldier's Christmas in Old Tucson— 1872," a later
governor of the Territory, Alexander 0. Brodie, commented:
"Fiestas . . . brought life, sport and the conviviality as
no other function could. People met at a common level, a
cosmopolitan mass of humanity bent on enjoying all the
pleasures of the day." MS in APHS.
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Perhaps during the dancing a young man's fancy
might turn to affairs of corazon.

When a gentleman became

enamored of a senorita, he paid court by serenading her
with songs of woe and despair.

Tradition dictated that

the maiden accept the rush with heart of crystalline ice.
The despairing troubador threatened to leave forever,
to sail the treacherous seas, to face the intolerable
perils of the desert, if the young lady remained aloof,
casting not a gentle glance or even a frosty smile.

At the

first indication of relenting by the adored one, the suitor
instantly apperceived that he could scarcely endure the
fervor of her gaze, which rivaled the splendor of the sun.
He begged her with song not to torment him with those
ardorous smiles.

Predestined to accept his fate, the

serenader would now depart forever and sing of his sorrows
in remote lands.

Having thus discharged his mournful task,

the caballero meandered to the home of another fair lady
and repeated exactly his heart-rending saga of unrequited
love.

The repetitious strains of "La Paloma" and "Golon-

drina" echoed in the night until the lovely damsel
responded to his gallant affection.

Then the lover again

took flight.
Such was life in the Old Pueblo of Tucson at the
time of the arrival of Major Steen's U.S. Dragoons in the
56.

Bourke,.On the Border With Crook, 89-90.
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fall of 1856.

Just before and even after the coming of the

Americans, some Mexican families had fled southward to
Sonora.

They were those who felt either a particular dread

of the marauding Apaches or a new fear of the non-Catholic
gringos coming into their midst.

Most of them remained,

however, and on an autumn evening of 1858 the noisy clatter
of hoofbeats signaled an occasion for jubilation in the Old
Pueblo.

A historic moment it was, because now Tucson would

no longer be isolated from the outside world.

Dozens of

people, most of them in the sarapes and shawls of their
ancestors, congregated at the Buckley House to scrutinize
new arrivals and distinguished visitors anticipated on the
Butterfield Overland Mail.

But only one exhausted

passenger, a newspaper correspondent, alighted from the
stagecoach, sipped strong coffee, and chatted with the
station-keeper before resuming his journey westward.
Undaunted, the citizens of Tucson kept coming to the
station house four times a week to greet the coaches which
arrived from points east and west
The Old Pueblo was changing, a new era unfolding.
For the next twenty years the coaches would bring adven
turous men and women from "the States" across the desert to
Tucson, and finally in the 1880's the railroad would bring
57.
Thomas H. Peterson, J r . , "The Buckley House:
Tucson Station for the Butterfield Overland Mail," The
Journal of Arizona History, VII (Winter 1966), 153-167.
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enterprising Americans in ever-increasing numbers.

With

the influx of the Anglo entrepreneur, the old adobe wall of
the presidio began crumbling.
symbolic.

Its deterioration was

For not much longer would Tucson remain a tiny

outpost of Hispanic culture amid the mesquite, its people
content in a self-contained life where mahana was often
only a repetition of yesterday.

CHAPTER 2
ENTER THE ANGLO PIONEER
He saw there were some improvements to make,
For he felt his own reputation at stake;
And an idea struck him— he swore by his horns,
To make a complete vegetation of thorns.
He studded the land with the prickly pears
And scattered the cactus everywhere,
The Spanish dagger, sharp pointed and tall,
And last— the cholla--the worst of all.1
Passing the cholla on an August day in 1856,
Charles D. Poston and his band of seasoned frontiersmen
9
excited the entire population of the Old Pueblo.
Poston
had come into the valley of the Santa Cruz to organize an
exploring and mining company in which Eastern capitalists
had subscribed a million dollars.

Over the next two

decades a constantly increasing number of speculators came1
1.
God Forgot."

Charles 0. Brown, "Arizona . . . The Land That

2.
Frank C. Lockwood, Life in Old Tucson, 57-58.
Charles D. Poston made his first trip to Arizona in 1854
with Herman Ehrenberg, a respected metallurgist and mining
engineer, organized the Sonora Mining and Exploring Company.
He spent 1862 in Washington trying to secure territorial
government, served as Superintendent of Indian Affairs in
Yuma, Arizona, represented Arizona in the Congress of the
United States in 1864. Poston was given an honorary com
mission to study immigration and irrigation in Asia in 1868,
returned to Washington, D.C., in 1876, and from that time
until his death on June 24, 1902, Poston served as appointee
in a variety of governmental capacities. Also see: B . Saks,
"Charles Debrille Poston: Prince of Arizona Pioneers," The
Smoke Signal, Tucson, Spring 1963.
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to tap the great natural resources of the land or the
people tapping the land.

Blasphemous teamsters, rowdy-

soldiers, enterprising merchants, and hustling gamblers
jostled each other in the muddy streets.

Some newcomers

burned with a fever of optimism about their golden future
in this rising oasis in the desert; in contrast, another
visitor found
A town of mud-boxes, dingy and dilapidated,
cracked and baked into a composite of dust and
filth; littered about with broken corrals, sheds,
bake-ovens, carcasses of dead animals, and
broken pottery; barren of verdure, parched,
naked, and grimly desolate in the glare of a
southern sun. Adobe walls without whitewash
inside or out, hard earth floors, baked and
dried Mexicans, sore-backed burros, coyote dogs,
and terra-cotta children; soldiers, teamsters,
and honest miners lounging about the mescal
shops, soaked with the fiery poison; a noisy band
of Sonora buffons, dressed in theatrical costumes,
cutting their antics in the public places to the
most diabolical din of fiddles and guitars ever
heard; a long train of Government wagons pre?
paring to start for Fort Yuma or the Rio Grande.
In spite of their new contact with the outside
world, the Tucsonans continued to remain provincial in
measuring, time.

In this land of mahana one rarely heard

3.
J . Ross Browne, Adventures in the Apache
Country: A Tour Through Arizona and Sonora (New York. 1869;
reprinted as A Tour Through Arizona, 1864 [Tucson: Arizona
Silhouettes, 1950J), 131. Brown claimed to be a literary
man traveling for romance and local color who learned of
Tucson from the imaginative descriptions by Poston, then
in Yuma.
See also: Richard A. Dillon, J. Ross Browne
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1965), and David M.
Goodman, A Western Panorama, 1849-1875 (Glendale,
California: A. H. Clark Co., 1966).
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days, weeks, or months mentioned; instead aspects of daily
living identified an event.^

The narrator of a story found

it far more convenient to name an event of local history
rather than tax his memory for the precise date.

One might

hear a story injected with "Jes* about t h 1 time Pete
5
Kitchen's ranch was jumped."
This recollection was not
particularly satisfactory because Pete Kitchen's ranch was
perpetually being "jumped."

Another narrator might inter

sperse his story with "Th' time of th' feast when Bob
Crandall broke th' Chusas' game fur six hundred dollars."
To use "T h ' year th' Injuns run off Tully, Ochoa 'n' Delong
bull teams," left questions in the mind of the listener
because Indian depredations were too numerous to remember.^
During the day a citizen need not consult his watch to know
4.

Bourke, On the Border With Crook, 64.

5. Peter Kitchen was b o m in Kentucky about 1819
(no known record), came to southern Arizona in 1854 where
he engaged in ranching. He traded his crops with various
Army forts, frequented the better-known establishments of
Tucson, and died on August 5, 1895. Elizabeth B. Snoke,
"Peter Kitchen: Arizona Pioneer." A seminar paper for Dr.
John Alexander Carroll, Autumn 1964.
6. Bob Crandall, 1832-1876, was b o m in Ohio, and
in May 1862, he arrived in Tucson. He was inspector of
customs between Fort Yuma and Tubac in 1867; the following
year Crandall served in the territorial legislature. He
was a professional gambler. APHS. The feast referred to
was St. Augustine.
7. Tully, Ochoa & Delong, a mercantile firm-in
Tucson, operated a freighting line. Lockwood, Life in Old
Tucson, 238.
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the hour because the bells periodically clanged from sun
rise to sunset at San Agustin church, reminding the pious
of their numerous religious obligations.
San Agustin appropriately enough stood on Church
Street between Camp and Congress, which had quite a differ
ent genre, being named for Congress Hall, a gambling
establishment and saloon.

8

The church was a large struc

ture with one side facing Meyer Street which honored Judge
9
Charles Meyer who owned a drug store across the street.'
Parallel with Meyer was Convent Street which led to the
religious community occupied by the Sisters of St. Joseph.
Walking south two blocks along Convent one entered Military
Plaza, so named for the site where United States troops had
camped "temporarily" for ten years until Fort Lowell was
built.^

One side of the Plaza was bordered by Ochoa

Street which honored one of the prominent families who
settled in Tucson.

Nearby, Pennington, Cushing, and

Simpson Streets and Stone Avenue were named for early

8.
Ironically the church was only one block away
from the "Red-light District."
"Tucson, Arizona Territory
circa 1880"--a map prepared by Don Bufkin to accompany "The
Landmarks Of Historic Tucson, A Descriptive Guide To 100
Sites," by Ray Brandes, Arizoniana, III (Summer 1962), 2738.
9.

Phoebe M. Bogan, "Tucson Streets," APHS.

10. Soldiers had camped there from 1862 to 1873
when they moved seven miles from town to the permanent post
of Fort Lowell. Thomas H. Peterson, J r . , "Fort Lowell,
A.T., Army Post During The Apache Campaigns," The Smoke
Signal, Fall 1963.
---------
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pioneers killed by Apaches.^

These streets were offi- ,

cially named in 1873, when the original townsite was
12
enlarged.
Two years later in 1875, anyone improving land to
the extent of $100 and residing there for six months
received village land free.

13

During the following year

local officials encouraged tree planting along the streets,
and newspaper editors vigorously campaigned for better
streets, parks, and drives necessary to maintain trading
and social supremacy . ^

With the advent of the railroad in

1880 new buildings were being erected and old ones enlarged
and renovated; city officials granted a franchise for gas
works and lighting, and proposed numbering houses and
placing street names at c o r n e r s . T h e s e numerous efforts
to improve the city were vitally necessary because most1
11. Pennington Street was named for Elias G.
Pennington, whose daughter was stabbed by the Indians. She
was stabbed by a lance and thrown over a bluff onto a pile
of rocks. In 1869 Elias G. Pennington was killed by
Indians.
Ibid. Albert F. Santa, APHS, gives another
version of Stone Avenue being named for A dj. Gen. Stone of
New Mexico, who afterwards came to Arizona and opened a
gold mine near Camp Bowie.
12.

G. W. Barter, Tucson Directory--1881, 17.

13.

Ibid., 18.

14. Arizona Daily Citizen, September 10, 1879,
"Dormant public spirit must be aroused, and the local
citizens needed to wake up and work."
15.

Barter, Tucson Directory--1881, 22.
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visitors had been appalled at the filth which littered the
city.
In 1864, the entrepreneurs who sometimes traveled
thousands of miles to the Old Pueblo expected a "Hamlet in
the Holy Land" but, instead, the jaded observer found, "the
most wonderful scatteration of human habitation ever
b e h e l d . A n o t h e r visitor was convinced that under a pile
of stray cards, empty tomato cans, and beer bottles were
17
arrowheads and other relics of the "Conquistadores."
Filthy conditions prevailed.

Carcasses of dead animals and

garbage piles littered the dusty streets, serving as land
marks for directions.
You want to find the Governor's? Wa'al podner,
jest keep right down this yere street past the
Palace s'loon, till yer gets ter the second
manure-pile on yer right; then keep to yer left
past the post-office, 'n' yer'11 see a dead burro
in th' middle of t h ' road, 'n' a mesquite tree
'n' yer l e f , near a Mexican 'tendajon' (small
store).
'n' jes' beyond that's the Gov's outfit,
Can't missit. Look out fur th' dawg down ter
Miinoz's Corral; he's salivated son ov a gun.18
After a drenching summer rain, holes pock-marked the muddy
street.

When a local citizen had to be out on the dark

streets at night, he automatically walked down the middle

16. J. Ross Browne, Adventures in the Apache
Country , ♦ ., 131.
17.

Bourke, On the Border With Crook, 63.

18.

Ibid.
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of the narrow street where the moonlight better illuminated
the chuck-holes.

One famous yawning cavity, dubbed Fish's

Hole, was created by a merchant who decided to build a
larger store, but halted work after excavating a huge
19
basement.

Although newspaper editorials continually

deplored the unsanitary conditions, few improvements were
made.

The city fathers sought to improve conditions, but

the extent of their official actions was an ordinance in
1875, which prohibited butchering within the city limits.
Newspapers continued to harp at local citizens to clean up
the area in front of their property.

The extent of the

depraved conditions might be gleaned from a plea in the
Star to build a morgue to take care of the most appalling
street, litter, dead bodies.

20

Another health concern was water.
in the desert, water was a vital necessity.

At this oasis
Wells first

produced "sweet" water, but when "alkali" impregnated them,
they were abandoned and remained a menace to pedestrians
who became easy prey for broken legs.

On a dilapidated

cart an old enterprising Mexican hauled barrels of spring
19. Edward Nye Fish was b o m in Massachusetts and
after coming to Tucson was a local merchant, and estab
lished trading posts and flour mills. Louis Martin, APHS.
20.

Arizona Daily Star, November 6, 1879.
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water which he peddled for five cents a pail.

21

Each

resident purchased a ticket, and he received a bucketful of
water a hole was punched in his ticket.

The water was

stored in ollas which hung by the entrance of most
dwellings.

If drinking water was expensive, the price

of a bath was dear indeed.

Dirt floors, dusty streets and

intense heat gave reason for frequent bathing, and on
Sunday mornings the men congregated at a bath house near a
spring on the west side of town.

23

Those people who pre

ferred not to travel so far could stop at a barber shop or
hotel and pay one dollar for a bath in a tin washtub.

One

traveler told of being charged seventy-five cents to have
his hair washed in a dirty horse-trough behind the barber
shop.

In 1878, with soap selling for fifty cents a bar,
x..

cleanliness was considered a luxury.

Well-intentioned

citizens sought to remedy the situation, and in 1879, the
city granted a franchise for supplying water from artesian
\

21. Business flourished and expanded to three
wagons that sold water; "they are getting rich." Letter
from J . Knox Corbett to his father, APHS.
22. Every spring on their backs the Papago women
carried their new supply of ollas to town to be sold. The
prices of the ollas ranged from one cent to one dollar for
a Mexican purchaser, but if an American purchased it up to
two dollars and a half. Arizona Citizen, May 20, 1876.
23.
"Reminiscences of Mose Drachman," APHS.
Saunders operated the bath house.

Adam
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wells.^

Another convenience was added when an ice machine

was installed in the summer of 1879, but at ten cents a
pound the average citizen consumed a limited amount, and
25
the ice business suffered financial struggles.
"Mexicans
are too poor," wrote an American pioneer journalist, "to
indulge in . . . the luxury.

Miners generally do not run

around hunting for ice; they prefer whiskey.
Tucson was a haven for miners seeking riches in the
surrounding mountains.

They came to town seeking supplies,

socializing, and a soft bed.

For sleeping accommodations

they had a choice of two hotels in the late 1850's.

Using

part of the old wall as a foundation for a string of oneroom adobes, Robert Phillips began in 1856 to take in
boarders in an establishment known as the Phillips House.
24. Barter, Tucson Directory--1881, 20.
franchise was given to T. J. Jeffords and Assoc.
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The

25. The machine with a twenty horse-power engine
and boiler was located at Levin's Park. The freezing
apparatus was capable of turning three to four tons of
water into ice daily. Arizona Daily Citizen, July 29, 1879.
26. A. H. Noon, "Before the Railroad," Chicago
Tribune, November 15, 1879.
27. Edith Kitt, "Tucson Landmarks," APHS. Similar
information is given by Mrs. James Kilroy Brown in "The
Self Book," APHS, and "Tales Told by the Walls of an Old
Hotel" done by Harold Henry, APHS. Bernice Cosulich in
Tucson (Tucson: Arizona Silhouettes, 1953), 214-225, dis
cussed hotels but did not present accurate facts.
It is
unfortunate that there is no discussion of Tucson hotels
in Richard A. Van Orman's otherwise rather excellent book,
A Room for the Night: Hotels of the Old West (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1966).
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Despite the sparse furnishings, travelers sought lodging at
this hotel because of its reputation for palatable food.
Besides, the only alternative for an exhausted stage
passenger was a "Tucson bed" which consisted of an armful
28
of straw spread in a corner of a corral.
In 1868,
Francis Hodges bought the property, changed the name to the
Hodges House, and expanded the hotel to twelve rooms.

The

business did not flourish, and Hodges planned to dispose of
it at a lottery on April 15, 1869.

99

For a mere twenty

dollars, he advertised in the Weekly Arizonian, the winner
could acquire a little fortune, rather than, squander his
earnings on an old watch or an old horse.
Before the raffle was held, however, Hiram S.
Stevens purchased the hotel, increased its size, and made
numerous improvements.

30

During the following year Stevens

leased the property to Alexander Levin, already well known2
0
3
9
8
28. Jose del Castillo, "Historical Sketches of
Tucson," APHS.
29. An advertisement in the Arizonian, February
17, 1869, mentioned 350 chances were offered for the Main
Street property containing "twelve large and commodious
rooms, fronts 235 feet on two streets and has all necessary
outbuildings and garden of about half an acre attached."
30. Hiram S. Stevens moved to Tucson in 1854,
became a wealthy trader and speculator, was a member of the
Fifth and Sixth Legislatures which convened in Tucson.
From 1874 to 1878 he served as Territorial delegate to the
Congress of the United States.
Frank C. Lockwood, Pioneer
Days in Arizona (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1932),
142, and Lockwood, Life in Old Tucson, 170-171.
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for his brewery, and the name was changed to Levin's
Hotel.

31

Despite an elaborate "Open House" for one hundred

friends to celebrate the new acquisition, Levin apparently
did not keep the property long, and it reverted back to its
owner.

By the end of 1870, it was advertised as the

Stevens House and boasted rooms of every size from "an
ordinary chicken coop to those of a corral.

Bath furnished

without extra charge— the party wishing this peculiar
accommodation having unrestricted permission to use in
addition the stream of water which coursed through the
32
yard."
At the table a patron could expect "all succulent
birds and beasts known to field, forest and flood in
Arizona— frogs excepted."
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From the parlors and bar

Stevens conducted his political affairs and for a decade
this hotel served as unofficial headquarters for politics
in Arizona.

Stevens shared many business enterprises with

his brother-in-law, Samuel Hughes, who later became partowner of the venture when it became the Cosmopolitan
Hotel.3
34
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1
31. The Arizonian, March 26, 1870. Levin also
later owned Levin's Park, a bull ring and a theater.
32.

The Arizonian, December 10, 1870.

33.

Ibid.

34. Samuel Hughes arrived in Tucson in 1858,
married Atanacia Santa Cruz, was active in ranching, pros
pecting and business. As Hughes stated "I "had a spoon in
every soup." Lockwood, Life in the Old Pueblo, 200-220.
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The partners continued to enlarge and enhance their
property which became one of Tucson's most elegant settings.
Lighted with multi-colored lanterns, the spacious patio
served as a social spot for banquets and balls.

Improve

ments continued, and by 1879, a newspaper commented about
35
the shower baths that had been installed.
That same year
a guest at the Cosmopolitan Hotel penned a description of
her first quarters in Tucson.

"The hotel covered the half

block bounded on the west by Main Street, and on the north
by Ott Street . . . adobe construction, one-story with high
beamed ceilings, and had a stairway to the flat roof, where
36
guests were sent to sleep on hot summer nights . . . . 11
It was U-shaped, with the main entrance through a patio
facing Pennington Street.

Room Number One, twenty-feet

square with a twenty-foot ceiling, and furnished with
marble topped tables and dressers, became the bridal suite
37
and also accommodated visiting celebrities.
The less
affluent or famous chose either the Buckley House or the
Palace Hotel.
«
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When the Butterfield Overland Mail coach clattered
into Tucson on October 2, 1858, it stopped at the Buckley 3
7
6
5
35.

Arizona Daily Citizen, September 22, 1879.

36. Mrs. J . K. Brown, "The Self Book," APHS.
arrived on December 26, 1879.
37. When he was governor of Arizona from 18781883, General Freemont made his home in Room One.

She
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House, an old home converted into a stage station.

38

This

first "hotel" in Tucson was a large, square building with
an arched portal leading into a large inner courtyard and
several outbuildings in the back shaded by thick trees.
The sides and rear of the stage station complex were fenced
in providing an enclosed area for animals.

During that

first year of stage service one passenger gave an unhappy
account of his arrival in Tucson:
There is no tavern or other accommodation here for
travelers, and I obliged to roll myself in my
blanket and sleep either in the street or in the
corral, as the station house had no windows or
floor and was too close and warm.39
By 1860 this hotel, now managed by J. H. Fitch, had seven
teen tenants, some of whom were Overland Mail employees.
In the following year, with the outbreak of the Civil War,
good fortune reversed itself.

Lacking military protection

and suffering frequent attacks by Indians, the Butterfield
company discontinued service on its southern route in 1861.
The Buckley House lost its steady stream of incoming
passengers and hotel guests.

Visitors were now forced to

look elsewhere for lodging.
Tucsonans considered the Palace Hotel on Meyer
Street to be the first adequately equipped hostelry, a
one-story adobe building with saloon, dining hall, and a3
9
8
38.
39.
cit., 160.

Peterson, "The Buckley House

♦ ."

.

"Overland Via 'Jackass M a i l ' in 1858," o p .
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few rooms in the rear furnished with cots.

In 1877, the

owners enlarged the hotel, added a second floor, covered
the facade with brick, and leased the renovated building to
George Rayfield, a vociferous but congenial man of great
physical proportions.^

For $1,200 Rayfield was master of

a domain that consisted of a bar, a billiard room equipped
with three tables, and a restaurant.

Bedsteads with

mattresses and springs, washbowls and pitchers furnished
some sixty rooms on the second floor.

Since water was

transported by two-wheeled carts, guests paid an extra fee
to enjoy the rare luxury of bathing.
If a visitor to the Old Pueblo sought really
luxurious accommodations and could afford twenty dollars
a week, he might stay at the Richardson House operated by
Dr. and Mrs. N . P . Richardson.

This hostelry was designed

for the fastidious traveler; if the price was too steep for
a clean airy room, the itinerant could enjoy a meal there4
0

40.
Maish and Driscoll owned the Palace Hotel and
leased the property for $1,200 a month to George Rayfield.
M. P. Freeman, "The Regeneration of Tucson, Earlyday
Conditions Contrasted With Today," June 28, 1914, a bro
chure, APHS. These renovations are mentioned in an
advertisement in the Weekly Star, October 4, 1877. George
Rayfield, an old hotel man from California, was noted for
setting a fine table. He slept on a second-floor balcony
of the hotel, and in the early morning hours his champion
snoring carried to neighbors a block away. Rayfield, a
large man, weighed about 250 pounds, and ate voraciously.
C. C. Wheeler, "History and Information of Hotels in Tucson
of Early Dates," APHS.
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for one dollar, paid in cash because credit was not
accepted.

Evidently most visitors to Tucson could not

furnish cash, because the Richardson House closed four
months later.^

The hotel business was somewhat slow in

the decade preceding the approach of the Southern Pacific
Railroad, but in anticipation of the railway station at
Tucson, several hotels were constructed to care for the
expected influx.

Before 1880, the I.X.L. and the Belmont,

both sparsely furnished, two-story adobe edifices, were
erected on Church Plaza.^

The Belmont featured a washroom

with benches, basins, and roller towels.

Since none of

these new hotels had eating facilities, their patrons had
to seek nourishment elsewhere.
In 1869, recent arrivals to the Old Pueblo, and
resident bachelors, were eating their meals at the Shoo Fly
Restaurant, a long, narrow adobe room with low ceilings and
yellow walls.

The floor was of tamped earth, and the

ceiling was covered with muslin.

The name of this unpre

tentious establishment was a misnomer, as "the flies
/ Q

wouldn't shoo worth a cent."

Some of the patrons4
3
2
1

41. Arizonian, May 1, 1869. Dr. Richardson left
for California! On May 22, 1869, the newspaper stated that
the hotel reopened in the Buckley House where Mr. Collins
was the present proprietor.
42. The I.X.L. was operated by Phil Downey while
Pauline Darms managed the Belmont. C. C. Wheeler, "History
and Information of Hotels . . .," APHS.
43.

Bourke, On the Border With Crook, 57.
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grumbled and cursed; others looked upon the presence of the
flies as an indication that the food was at least edible.
Mrs. Wallen, the attentive and well-meaning proprietor,
required that meals be paid for in a d v a n c e . Y e l l o w lead
castors filled with spicy condiments ornamented the eight
or ten rickety pine tables covered with cheap cloths clean
in the morning, glassware, and thick white china.

By

evening the tables were covered with a layer of grey dust
thicker than the flies.

Seated on pine benches or rawhide

chairs, only the regular boarders received napkins; the
"mealers" could not expect such luxury.

A broken wooden

clock and a streaked mirror graced the wall opposite the
entrance.

Two Mexican boys attired in white jackets,

baggy trousers, and colorful sashes served the meals.
These young waiters were bestowed with a fly-flapper as a
badge of office.

No one expected a bill of fare since the

menu was limited to chile at every meal, bacon, chicken,
mutton, or jerked beef made palatable in savory stews and
hashesEggs,

frijoles, beets, tomatoes, and lettuce

were regularly served.

Sitting at a table by the window,

one dinner guest peered out and saw a pile of tin tomato4
5
44.
An advertisement in the Arizona Citizen,
October 22, 1870, mentioned that Frank S . Ailing managed
the Shoo Fly. A later notice in the Arizona Citizen, April
22, 1871, stated that Mr. Ailing closed his Shoo Fly
Restaurant and departed for Arizona City. .
45.

Ibid.
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cans, chicken feathers, and chile peppers, and close by
"Old Juanita . . . face plastered with the cosmetic of the
southwest," a heavy coating of flour paste.
If either the patrons or the flies were dissatisfied
with conditions, they might buzz over to the Palace, a
bitter competitor of Mrs. Wallen's establishment.

As the

number of visitors to Tucson increased, the demand for
better accommodations grew, and the proprietors of the
Palace Hotel completely redecorated and refurnished their
restaurant.

One patron lamented the new food; gone was the

little green pickle in whose rind he had carved his initials
three years before.

/7

Likewise thrown into the trash was

the catsup bottle which he had defaced to read "Superior
Tom Cats."

Sophistication and propriety were displacing

the bachelors' haphazard pattern of living, and new places
were established to cater to these entrepreneurs.

Gaudy

paper enlivened the walls of the Oriental Restaurant and
Saloon, which opened in 1879, at the corner of Congress and
Meyer S t r e e t s . I n the same year Charles Schuts opened an
ice cream "saloon" behind his soda fountain in a room where
a large oven produced frothy confections and pastries.4
9
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7
6
46.

Bourke, On the Border With Crook, 58.

47.

Arizona Citizen, November 18, 1875.

48.

Arizona Daily Citizen, October 6, 1879.

49.

Arizona Citizen, September 13. 1879.
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During the cool months Schubs offered a special delicacy,
oysters on the half shell.
. Other Tucsonans preferred to patronize the town's
most elegant eating place, Won Tai's Celestial Restaurant.
A new waiter at Won Tai's in 1874, created quite a sensa
tion by his unusual appearance, but his speech difficulty
afforded patrons a hearty laugh . ^

Sometimes the six-foot

Chinaman was clothed in pure white; on other occasions he
resembled a high priest attired in a flowing toga.

Such

officious attire and excessive attention made one nervous
patron uncomfortable, and he compared dinner as the pre
liminary for a sacred rite or "hari kari."

The perverted

dialect of the waiter broke the tension as he pronounced
oxtail soup with an accent similar to oxtail but substi
tuting an "s" for the "x," or he whispered lice pudding,
or clam belly pie in a way that deprived people of their
appetite.

A luncheon standard at Wong Tai's was cold

tongue, and the new waiter was instructed that he should
promptly offer this dish to every new arrival.

The result

had been that quite a number of strangers fled the restau
rant with disgust and nausea after being asked if they
would have cold dung.
Most residents did not subject themselves to the
cooking and crudities of dining out; they preferred the5
0
50.

Arizona Citizen, November 4, 1876.
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comforts of their homes.

Fortunate were the men who had

married and built their own homes even though most of the
dwellings were simple shelters barren of aesthetic orna
mentation.^^

By 1866, several mercantile firms had trans

ported large stocks of goods to Tucson which caused a
building boom creating more substantial and convenient
houses to replace the old hovels.

Earlier some primitive

shelters had been built by putting planks across mesquite
poles and then forming walls by stretching rawhide from
pole to pole.
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Most of the new structures were harrow

one-story adobe buildings limited to a few windows which
created very dark interiors.

In the finest residential

area the houses displayed the best of Spanish and pueblo
styled architecture.

In this more exclusive neighborhood

wider paved streets and shaded sidewalks strongly contrasted5
3
2
1

51. One visitor said, "The American traveler
spends just enough time here to find out how many of his
own countrymen have found a home within its limits, and
congratulates them upon their hopes of meeting their reward
in the future." E. Conklin, Picturesque Arizona (New York:
Mining Record, Printing Establishment, 1879), 2^5.
52. Richard J. Hinton, The Handbook of Arizona.
206. William Talleck passed through Tucson in 1860 and
said ". . . a small wretched town of adobe hovels, each
having a door and one small unglazed window." William
Talleck, "The California Overland Express" (Los Angeles:
Special Publications of the Historical Society of Southern
California, 1935), 40.
53. Interview with Henry I. Yohn by Frank C.
Lockwood, APHS. Yohn was in Tucson between 1866-1868.
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with the old section marked by wooden sidewalks, muddy
lanes, and no trees.

Five or six servants cared for the

larger homes and their flowering gardens, while a male
servant tended to the mules, horses, and hogs in a corral
adjacent to the residence
Gradually bricks and wood replaced adobes for the
construction of homes.

In 1879, a resident proudly boasted

about his shingle roof, the first covering any home in
Tucson.

One soldier stationed at Tucson felt that "the

people deprived themselves of many home comforts to provide
for those who came to mingle there and enjoy the hospi
tality of those good-hearted pioneers.

Crude and

unpolished as the comforts were, they were given amply,
and jovial hospitality knew no e n d . H o u s e s

were very

difficult to rent and very costly; three rooms poorly
furnished cost fifty dollars a month in 1878.*^

Until

1880, the city was neither supplied with water works or5
7
6
4

54.
"Some Unpublished History of the Southwest."
An old diary found in Mexico by Mrs. Granville Oury and
annotated by C. C. Smith, APHS.
55. Pat M. Ryan, "Trail-Blazer of Civilization:
John P. Clum's Tucson and Tombstone Years," The Journal of
Arizona History, VI (Summer 1965), 53-70.
56.
17, 1904.

The Tucson Post, Christmas Number, December

57. Anita Rose, "A Glimpse of Border Life in
Arizona," Nevada, Ohio Enterprise (n.d.).
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lighted by gas.
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Despite the lack of conveniences the

elite of the Spanish-speaking population either cultivated
colorful and fragrant gardens within the inner courtyards
of their homes, or other proud residents had flower beds
raised three or four feet from the ground and walled around
with stones.

One man humorously embellished his parlor

wall with an object peculiar to the West, a pair of dried
59
jackrabbit ears.
Tucson's more affluent citizens added luxuries to
their homes that imitated their previous dwellings in the
East.

A local banker built one of the town's more elegant

residences and designed a two-story brick structure on West
Congress Street.^

Many of the local citizens passed

through the iron fence surrounding his property and watched
the goldfish swimming in the pond on the front lawn.

Many

happy hours were spent watching the water cascade down from
the fountain into the pond at this local "showplace."
Another resident, M r s . Josephine Brawley Hughes, who had
moved to Tucson from Pennsylvania, was determined to
duplicate some of the conveniences she had known in the5
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58.

Noon, November 15, 1879.

59.

Letter from J . Knox Corbett, APHS.

60. It was the home of William C. Davis built in
1879. Since Tucson did not have a brickyard, the masonry
was carted from Phoenix. Arizona Citizen, July 12, 1954.
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gasped in horror at the insects, tarantulas,

and scorpions darting across the mud floors of her
dwelling.

On the following day she purchased a flock of

chickens to rid her yard and house of these despicable
pests.

Within a week a carpenter had nailed down floor

boards throughout the home, and Mrs. Hughes laid carpets
over the planks.

Later she covered the doors and windows

with screens.
Because there were no electric lights, Mrs. Hughes
followed the local custom of dipping rags in a saucer of
grease.

Most of the people yearned for the conveniences

enjoyed in their homes before they journeyed to this oasis
of the desert.

Because another housewife could not

tolerate a brick oven and wide-open hearth for cooking,
she received the first stove in town.

Standing on fancy

legs, it was small and cast-iron complete with an oven.
News of the arrival spread to the ears of the excited
Governor who asked her to prepare a big wild turkey for a6
1
61.
File of Josephine Brawley Hughes. A speech
delivered by Mr. Murdock of Arizona and entered in the
Congressional Record in February (n.d.), 2224. Josephine
Brawley Hughes founded the first public school in Tucson,
helped her husband with the Star, started the first
suffrage club in the state, and helped raise funds for the
first Protestant church in the state. APHS.
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stag party.^

After cutting off the wings and legs the

bird was crammed into the small oven, arid the impromptu
dinner was served out on the patio.

Another woman gladly

paid $200 for a sewing-machine shipped from St. Louis which
she placed in the kitchen, a separate building behind her
home.^

She was quite comfortable doing her needle-work

there because the adobe construction furnished natural
insulation.
The peculiar merits of an adobe home became
apparent when temperatures rose to 110 degrees, a frequent
occurrence during the summer months.

As the thermometer

climbed in the morning, a domestic copiously sprinkled
water on the floor of tamped earth arid closed the doors of
the home to trap the cool air inside.

During the day when

the sun became increasingly stronger, the thick adobe walls
resisted much of the heat, but by evening the penetrating
rays of the sun heated the mud walls making sleeping6
3
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62.
"Reminiscences of Mrs. Mary C . Moss," APHS.
Mrs. Herbert Lord proudly displayed the new stove. Sophie
Whipple Root, "Red Head: Her Story," Arizoniana, III
(Winter 1961), 23-28. The Governor was Anson Peacely
Killen Safford who had ruled Arizona from 1869-1877.
Judith Tobias, "The Administration of Governor A. P. K.
Safford: A History of Territorial Arizona, 1869-1877,"
unpublished Master's Thesis, University of Arizona, Depart
ment of History, 1965.
63. In 1866 Mrs. Samuel Hughes purchased the first
sewing machine in Los Angeles. It caused considerable
excitement and many of Mrs. Hughes's friends brought"
material to sew on the new machine.
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indoors virtually impossible.
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At night the spectacle

presented a city sleeping out-of-doors where cots and
hammocks filled the porches, the yards, and even the
streets.

A visitor wrote:

While the gamin lays himself down to pleasant
dreams on the sidewalk, and covers his dusty
limbs with mere imagination and starlight, the
dark-eyed senorita swings in a hammock on the
back porch, where the amorous night-winds play
with her luxurian wealth of trees, black as the
wing of the night.64
Not only was adobe a less costly building material, but
also the scorching summer sun rendered a wooden structure
u n i n h a b i t a b l e C o n s t r u c t i o n was forced to adapt to the
climate and the conditions.
Not everyone wanted to live in town; some people
sought their residence beyond the limits.

One rancher

proudly gazed at his 7,000 acres of rolling expansive land
where his herd of three to four thousand cattle grazed.
For his family he had built an eight-room house with thick
adobe walls and high ceilings.

He could only afford wooden

floors for the two living rooms and economically used the
hard-packed dirt floors for the less important rooms.6
5
4
64. James Wyatt Oates, "Arizona," The Californian,
I (April 1880), 367-373.
65.
In the Arizona Daily Citizen, October 24, 1879,
a comment stated, "The recent reduction in lumber makes it
a cheaper building material than adobe, and the day is not
far distant when adobe will be referred to as a relic of
barbarian!sm." Humorous when one considers the dominance
of adobe homes in Tucson today.
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Feeling the warmth of the noonday sun, the rancher again
appreciated the shield offered by the twelve-foot wide
porch which extended around three sides of the building.
Realizing the need for protection, he had surrounded the
entire residence with a high adobe wall
Ranching families were not the only ones to live
beyond the city limits.

Enclosed by a protective adobe

wall, but seven miles northeast of Tucson, was Fort Lowell,
a military supply depot . ^

There the post commander and

his family dwelt in a four-room home along a low line of
adobe buildings.

Each home was shielded from the parching

sun by a ramada which extended around three sides of the
building.A

long row of cottonwood trees shaded the

front of the houses that bordered the parade ground.

Upon

arrival the officer's wife entered the white-washed
spacious hallway necessary for ventilation and gazed up at
the twelve foot high ceilings which were covered with mudstained manta to catch the falling debris from the roof.
Her countenance lighted when she saw the redwood floor, no6
8
7
66. Biography of M r s . J . K. Brown, APHS. She
lived at the Sahuarita Ranch. Mrs. Brown became the first
teacher for a school built in 1882 on the ranch for the
benefit of school-age children in the neighborhood.
67.

Peterson, "Fort Lowell . . . "

68. A ramada was a crude awning made of brush and
supported by cottonwood poles. Martha Summerhayes, •'
Vanished Arizona (New York: J . B. Lippincott, 1963).
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more lumpy hard earth.

At the windows hung redwood

shutters that could be closed during the heat of the day.
In the rear was a separate building which housed a kitchen
and the cook's quarters.

Now, it was time for the dutiful

wife to unpack the five chests of household goods and make
the house livable until the next assignment carried them to
unknown lands.

A few crude furnishings could be purchased

at the sutler's store.

Later that evening after taps

sounded and lights were o u t , she discovered the mode of
living for hot summers in southern Arizona.

At twilight

shadowy figures clutching pillows darted from their homes
to cots placed under the cottonwood trees.

She spent that

first night under the mantle of stars and dreamed of her
more civilized ancestors back in sophisticated Boston.

Her

husband's career had brought her to the West, and adapt she
would to the climate and conditions.
Regardless of the comforts and conveniences within
the home every housewife found setting an elaborate table
virtually impossible; the people ate what was available.
Many citizens relied on vegetables grown in their own
gardens.

One could enjoy the Mexican fare of thin tor

tillas , frijoles and carni seca, or pay dear prices for

53
products transported from Sonora, Mexico.
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In the 1870's

lard, coffee, and sugar were each a dollar a p o u n d . ^

By

1879, the mistress of the house and her cook could buy
fresh meat from local butchers

Produce stands displayed

a variety of fresh vegetables and fruits such as tomatoes,
cucumbers, apricots, cherries, apples, pears, oranges,
72
lemons, peaches, plums, and currants.
Soldiers at Fort
Lowell purchased tins of ham or chicken and added to their
groceries a bottle of Cocomonga rather than drink the local
v
73
wine crudely produced.
Perhaps an officer returning home
from a campaign shot some quail, ducks, or deer to present6
3
2
1
0
7
9
69.
Frijoles were Mexican brown beans with lard
and salt added and simmered for hours until very soft with
a thick red gravy. Garni seca was beef stewed with chile.
Summerhayes, Vanished Arizona, 136. John Spring winced at
the shop-keeper who charged seventy cents for a paper of
needles and twenty-five cents for a spool of thread. The
merchant replied, "it is not the value of the article, but
the cost on the freight, you know." Spring wondered how
bulky are needles and thread? "Diary of John Spring,"
APHS.
70.
"Some Unpublished History of the Southwest,"
an old diary annotated by C. C. Smith, APHS.
71.

Arizona Daily Citizen, July 2, 1879.

72. Woodhead and Gay on Meyer Street advertised
their wares which were received daily by express. Arizona
Daily Citizen, June 2, 1879.
73. Local wine was made by having barefoot men
crush the juice from the grapes and then collect it.
Arizona Daily S tar, March 5, 1910.
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to his wife.

As people adapted their menus to the climate,

so did they alter their style of clothing to the locale.
For years the Mexican women had adapted their
clothing to the climate.

In their casas they wore a low-

necked and short-sleeved camisa, fitting neatly, with bands
around the neck and arms.

Over this they put a long

calico skirt; always white stockings and black shoes.

When

visiting friends or attending social functions, the younger
women donned long muslin gowns and carried parasols.
Paradoxically American ladies adhered to the Eastern styles
of fashion and sweltered during the day in a high ruffled
collar and long-sleeved white calico dresses which fell to
the floor.

The seamstresses never quite achieved a proper

fit, and the gowns usually looked as if they were designed
for some corpulent person six inches taller and fifty
pounds heavier.

Occasionally a bolt of imported silk or

satin brocade arrived at the White House and ladies eagerly
purchased the fabrics for a ruffled ball gown complete with
train.^

Perhaps the "fashion conscious" splurged on a

satin hat trimmed with genuine ostrich plumes.

A strand of7
5
4

74. •Summerhayes, Vanished Arizona, 138.
75. The White House was a clothing store with a
department for ladies and another for infants. .Arizona
Daily Citizen,October 31, 1879.
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pearls or a diamond broach completed the ensemble

The

average woman was not so stylish and chose a very tailored
pattern which she wore for years, only the color of the
calico varied from red to navy-blue.^
Men's fashions varied less.

During the day heavy

wool "California pants" and cotton or wool shirts were
78
popular male attire.
Hats were in all forms, from low
crowns and narrow brims to straw "ten-gallons" or Mexican
sombreros.

For dress wear the dark wool suit was a

classic, and sometimes the men added a matching vest.
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Under the heavily starched collar he wore a floppy bow tie
of silk.

An expensive beaver pleu hat in a dark color

completed the outfit.

He found boots most suitable for

during the day, but for dances he sported leather spats.
His long beard and moustache were always immaculately7
9
8
6
76. "Reminiscences of M r s . Juana Arvizu," APHS.
M r s . Arvizu was the wife of a prosperous merchant and
trader. She mentioned that M r s . Estevan Ochoa was always
beautifully gowned.
77.

Arizona Daily Star, March 15, 1910.

78. Linen shirts sold for about fifty cents.
"The
California Pants were long and without cuffs. Pepper pants
were another type of wool pants. The men preferred wool
fabric because it shielded their skin from the sun and
absorbed the perspiration. Vests were worn by cattlemen."
Personal interview with Mr. John Gilchriese, UASC, August
17, 1967.
79.
209.

Photograph in Lockwood, Life in Old Tucson,
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trimmed.

He might select a little velvet jacket and wide

leather belt ornamented with a large silver buckle for an
evening spent at the saloon.
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Sporting his finest garb for the evening, the miner
or rancher jogged along his horse to the men's social
center— the everpresent saloon.

After spending several

weeks at an isolated mining camp, a gregarious man longed
for the camaraderie found by sharing a few shots of whiskey
with other robust pioneers seeking the "town's finest
hospitality."
Some saloons are full of rough-looking men, miners
and others with a sprinkling of red-nosed, bloated
looking gentry, plainly belonging to the ancient
order of the mining camp bummer, who lives on free
drinks, dollars borrowed from genuine miners, and
an occasional mining location that he stumbles
across and sells it as soon as he can, to spend
the proceeds in whiskey and gambling until used up
and exhausted, he pays the last debt of Nature,—
the only debt he ever does pay,— and is finally
buried at the public expense, or by a local
subscription.81
Drinks were downed in a stifling atmosphere of unwashed
humanity, whiskey fumes, and clouds of cigar smoke.
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Tearing off the wrapper of his own "segar," the miner
glanced down at the band and found the manufacturer's
motto, "The cigar that don't need a four-horse team to8
2
1
0
80.

"Interview with Henry I. Yohn," APHS.

81.

A. H. Noon, April 12, 1879.

82.

Ibid.
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draw—

83

After puffing several cigars and consuming a

number of drinks, the contented miner stepped outside and
inhaled the fresh air feeling satisfied by the light
hearted conversation and spirits.
Walking down Main Street in January of 1869, a
traveler was attracted to a place where hearty male
laughter trailed to the outdoors.
way read Wheat's Saloon.

The sign over the door

Stepping inside, he noticed

pictures large and small cluttering the w a l l . ^

Over on

one side of the crowded room, a man executed a swift
stroke with his cue while his opponent concentrated on his
next move in the billiard match.

The visitor walked up to

the bar, gaudily ornamented with a large collection of
liquor bottles, and ordered a whiskey— straight.

Observing

the strong Boston accent, the bartender learned that his8
4
3
83.

Arizona Daily Star, February 1, 1959.

84. Wheat's Saloon was leased by Augustus Brichta.
The Arizonian, January 31, 1869.
In September of that year
Alexander Levin leased the saloon to sell beer which he
brewed in the Park Brewery. Arizonian, September 4, 1869.
A famous Tucson patron of the saloons was George Hand who
was b o m in 1830 in Oneida County, New York and went to
California as a miner. During the Civil War Hand was
stationed at Tucson, formed a partnership with George F.
Foster for the saloon in 1875, and achieved notoriety for
chronicling events of Tucson from a male viewpoint while
consuming much alcohol. From 1882 until his death in 1887
Hand was employed as a janitor of the Court House. For
years the Arizona Daily Star has published excerpts from
his diary. George Hand, Hayden Biographical Collection,
APHS.
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guest had just arrived that morning.

First drink was "on

the house," a sign of the cordial hospitality of the South
west .
The saloons were an important factor of the economy,
and their number kept multiplying.

By September of 1869,

newspaper advertisements lauded the opening of Leopold
85
Carillo's new two-story brick building on Main Street.
The following year a man could enjoy a drink while piano
music played his favorite melodies at F. M. Hodges, the
front room of his h o t e l A

few years later in 1874

"Shorty," a famous mixologist, opened the Cosy Saloon, and
promised "liquors dealt out straight or mixed in the
87
tastiest styles."
A patron could also enjoy fine brands
of wine, beer, and ales.

As the population increased, the

saloon acquired the appearance of the men's club.

In the

reading room at the Gem Saloon in 1879, gentlemen could
read the newspapers from all of the large western presses.
There was also a private dining room where ladies could
join their husbands for luncheon and sample the house
88
specialty, oysters on the half-shell.
At the same time8
7
6
5
85. Arizonian, May 1, 1869. For a more thorough
study of alcohol in Arizona see: Nancy Tisdale, "The Prohi
bition Crusade in Arizona," unpublished Master's Thesis,
University of Arizona, Department of History, 1965.
86.

Arizonian, December 10, 1870.

87.

Arizona Citizen, April 11, 1874.

88.

Arizona Daily Citizen, November 11, 1879.
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the Germania Hall was opened on Meyers Street.

If ever

there was a lull in activity within a drinking establish
ment, patrons drew upon their humor.

At one such occasion

a dollar's worth of onions decorated Billy Reid's Saloon.
Everyone danced the "Onion Dance" and drank until day
light.8
909
9
1
91
Most owners of saloons had many y a m s to tell.
One day Leopold Carillo, the owner of a saloon, was
approached by a Papago Indian who wanted to sell him his
92
mule for thirty dollars.
Carillo invited the man in for
a drink, and they discussed the price of the mule, thirty
dollars.

The owner poured his guest a second drink and

again asked the cost, thirty dollars.

Seven drinks later

the Indian became quite inebriated, and Carillo inquired
about the cost of the mule.

The guest grinned and stated

that he only wanted some money to get drunk.

Now that he

had accomplished this, he walked out of the saloon, mounted
his mule and rode away.

All types of humanity gathered in

the saloons.
89. .Arizona Daily Citizen, August 18, 1879.
90.

"Reminiscences of William Grafen," APHS.

91. Congress Hall Saloon was the city's most
notorious drinking and gambling establishment. A descrip
tion of this saloon will be found in Chapter 5 of this
thesis.
92.

Arizona Daily Star, October 26, 1958.
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People who were stingy when buying drinks were
93
named a "short-bit sport."
The local term originated
because a shot of whiskey cost twelve and one-half cents
or a "bit."

Usually a man never drank alone; he bought a

whiskey either for a friend or the bartender.

His bill was

twenty-five cents or "two bits," however, if he bought only
one drink, he was expected to pay fifteen cents for it.
The bartender would not complain if he paid only a dime, as
long as he did not do it too frequently.

One extremely

penurious man would buy a drink in one saloon and pay for
it with a ten-cent piece.

When he wanted another whiskey,

he would go to another saloon and again put down a dime,
thus saving five cents on the two drinks.

His reputation

spread through Tucson; he was the original "Short-bit
Sport."

So also was anyone else who practiced the same

economy.

Calling any man by this term became a deadly

insult and "a fighting matter."
"Passing the cholla," the Anglo pioneer arriving
hot and dusty in the Old Pueblo discovered his "Hamlet in
the Holy Land" to be a far cry from his imaginative expec
tations.

Walking along the filthy pot-holed streets, he

grumbled but accepted a "Tucson bed" or else he would have
had to dole out his hard-earned savings to pay for hotel
lodging and mediocre meals at one of the fly-infested
93.

"Reminiscences of Hose Drachman," APHS.

u
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restaurants.

Established residents, secure in their lovely

homes, were oblivious to any newcomer, and he felt their
indifferent attitude.

After enjoying the warm welcome and

good fellowship of the saloons, his attitude began to
change.

Here he had found his haven in the sun, his

opportunity to make a fortune.

The enterprising young man

would stay a while.
Here the early Padre trod
Filled with zeal for Spain and God;
Here the red man and the white,
Waged their soul-destroying fight;
But the spell of desert haze,
Silver nights and golden days,
Bound the hearts of all who came
To those scenes of blood and flame.
Priest and pioneer have gone
But they left the word— Tucson.

94.

Arizona Citizen, April 7, 1925.

CHAPTER 3
CHURCH, CLUB, AND CLASSROOM
He imported the Apaches direct from hell,
And the ranks of his sweet scented train to swell,
A legion of skunks, whose loud, loud smell
Perfumed the country he loved so well.
And then for his life he could not see why
The river should carry even water supply,
And he swore if he gave it another drop
^
You might take his head and his horns for a mop.
The Santa Cruz was still a running stream a century
ago when the American pioneer arrived at Tucson and
attempted to refine the Hispanic culture by injecting his
philosophy, theology, romantic inclination, intellectual
needs, and academic pursuits.

He brought in the cultural

traditions of the East, and laid foundations adaptable to
the conditions of the Southwest.

His first attempts were

simple, sporadic, and pragmatic, and the result was a rough
fabric dyed by the local color of the region.
Because the Mexican population was Roman Catholic,
the influence of the padres was omnipresent.

In 1864, when

Bishop John B . Lamy of Santa Fe visited the town, his
heraldic arrival on March 19, the feast of St. Joseph, gave1
1.
God Forgot."

Charles 0. Brown, "Arizona . . . The Land That
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2

cause for elaborate festivities.

Lamy was the first

Bishop of the Roman Catholic Church to pay a pastoral visit
to this area where Catholicism dominated.

San Augustin,

the recently established parish in Tucson, was affiliated
with the diocese of New Mexico, and the apostolic leader
had surmounted hazardous conditions traveling from Santa Fe

3
to minister to this remote land.

Although Bishop Lamy1s

visit coincided with Holy Week and Easter rituals, his
arrival took precedence.

Prominent citizens greeted the

cleric and ushered him down the Camino Real, Main Street,
under a triumphal arch of cottonwood branches specially
erected at the entrance to the c i t y A s

the Bishop

stepped on the tarpaulin carpeting spread for him, he noted
that the buildings along the street were embellished with
greens and colorful paper flowers, and his eye took in the
colorful and variegated Mexican and Indian blankets draped
on porches and balconies.

Attired in their finest shawls

and heirlooms, ladies approached the Bishop, knelt down and2
4
3
2. Bishop John B . Lamy was born in France about
1815, arrived in Santa Fe in 1851 as Bishop of Agathon and
later as Archbishop of Santa Fe, resigned in 1885, and died
in 1888. Norman Whalen, "The Catholic Church in Arizona,"
unpublished Master's Thesis, University of Arizona, Depart
ment of History, 1964.
3. Bishop Jean B . Salpointe, San Xavier Del Bac
(San Franciscos Thomas' Steam Printing House, 1880).
4.

Lockwood, Life in Old Tucson, 97-98.
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devoutly kissed his ring.

The procession concluded when

the religious leader reached the W. S. Oury residence,
where he was entertained and lavishly feasted during his
three-week visit.^

To mark the liturgical prominence of

Easter, he sang a Pontifical Mass in the partially com
pleted church begun the previous year.

Seeing that the

adobe walls reached a height of only eight feet, Lamy
expressed in his sermon his sincere wish that during the
following year a roof would cover the structure.

In the

few weeks that followed, many solemn religious duties were
performed; children were confirmed and marriages sanctified.
On April 11 the official visit concluded, and the Bishop
and his companions departed to tend to other pressing
clerical duties and honor other parishes by his presence on
prominent feast days.
Corpus Christi, a holy day of the Roman Catholic
Church held in the late spring, offered an imposing5
5.
William Sanders Oury was b o m in Virginia in
1817, fought in the Texas Revolution"at the Alamo, came to
Tucson in 1856 as a general agent for the Overland Mail
Company, and participated in the "Camp Grant Massacre."
Oury, a public-spirited citizen, served as Sheriff of Pima
County 1873-1877 , clerk of the Board of Supervisors in 1879,
and held the offices of councilman and county supervisor.
On March 20, 1880 Oury made the official welcome speech to
the president of the Southern Pacific Railroad, served as
first president of the Arizona Pioneers' Historical Society,
and died in 1887. Frank C. Lockwood, Life in Old Tucson,
92-102, and Cornelius Cole Smith, William Sanders Oury:
History-Maker of the Southwest (Tucson: University or.
Arizona Press, 1967).
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celebration of pomp and solemnity.^

Always on a Thursday,

the week varied according to the ecclesiastical calendar
which was determined by Easter.

About eight o'clock in the

morning a crowd of more than a thousand was composed of
priests, acolytes, sisters, schoolchildren and laity who
began their procession which meandered through the deco
rated streets of Tucson.

The previous night citizens had

lined plazas and both sides of the streets with green
boughs.^

A large assemblage of the devout marched beneath

arches and arbors bound with green gauze and embellished
with garden flowers.

8

Leading the procession was the band

which played hymns appropriate for the solemn occasion.
The onlooking crowd was especially attracted to the
beautifully groomed little girls holding the hand of their
older sisters, a picture of innocence in white dresses and
veils.

9

Most of the marchers carried banners and emblems

and paused at lavishly ornamented ermitas positioned at
10
frequent points along the route.
Nearing the church, the
pious stopped at the most artistically decorated shrine,
which was elevated on a platform festooned with fresh6
0
1
9
8
7
6.

Arizona Citizen, June 22, 1877.

7.

The Arizonian, May 29, 1869.

8.

Arizona Citizen, June 6, 1874.

9.

Lockwood, Life in Old Tucson, 8.

10. An ermita is a beautiful extemporized altar
placed outdoors.
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evergreens, while, in front a little fountain scattered its
waters.

By ten o'clock in the morning the procession

entered the elaborately embellished church for Mass; after
wards the crowds dispersed for feasting in their own homes.
Not only did the Mexican Catholics pay such homage
on high holydays, but they were continually honoring their
favorite saints with prayers and tribute.

An elderly lady

attired in black walked solemnly toward the adobe wall,
placed her candle on the ground, and lighted it while
intensely repeating a brief prayer that her wish be granted.
Like others before her, she gave credence to the tradition
of the Wishing Shrine located south of Main Street near
West Simpson Street.^
this hallowed site.

Many legends mysteriously surrounded

One generally accepted version stated

that Juan 01iveras had died on this spot.

In the late

1870's Oliveras, a sheep herder, was living with his wife
and father-in-law at a ranch located north of Tucson, but
the young man had become infatuated with his mother-in-law
who resided in Tucson.

While visiting the Old Pueblo, the

father-in-law accidentally intruded upon his wife and Juan
in their guilty love.

In his fury the enraged older man

seized an ax on top of the woodpile, struck and killed1
11.
Mrs. C.
Shrine," UASC. M r s . Perkins
Goodwin who owned the ranch.
hand as Oliveras's widow and
her family's employ for many

B . Perkins, "The Story of the Wishing
was the daughter of Dr. F. H.
She heard the. story first
mother-in-law both remained in
years.
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Oliveras, then fled to Mexico.

12

The young widow returned

to her mother's home, the scene of the tragedy, where they
12.
One variation of the legend stated that the
guilty person was a teamster from Mexico who was pursued by
the grown son of the mistress he had murdered. At that
time teamsters were camped at the site of the Wishing
Shrine, and the avenging son found and killed the guilty
one. "Reminiscences of Mose Drachman," APRS. Other legends
claimed that a man was killed there but buried elsewhere.
Another story stated that the shrine was dedicated to the
mothers of fallen daughters.
Tucson Daily Citizen, May 11,
1965. The following version was found in a poem, initialled
MMG and dated Feb. 10, 1925, in UASC:
TO FRANCISCO OLIVAN
WHO DIED ON THE WISHING SHRINE
SHOT BY HIS STEP-SON, JESUS CHAPO
. . . And answers come to prayers and wishes, too,
Convincing that the claim for shrine is true,
That virtue lingers where in tragic death
An injured grief-bowed man had last drawn breath.
Oh, fearful thing it was that his step-son
Cut short his life before his race was run.
Took all the joy from out his father's life
And left but bitterness and woe and strife.
The autumn colors wreathed the father's time,
His new-made bride in lovely vernal.prime
Recalled his early wife, a widow fair,
Who died and left this step-son to his care.
Step-son and bride were spring, in tender green,
Oh joyful days, their love began unseen,
Until by passion's blossom uncontrolled, c
It shattered lay in dust, its guilt was told.
The husband's horror wracked each waking thought,
In sleep no rest, in dreams with demons fought,
He craved one moment's respite from his tortured pain,
And dulled by drink his weary, fevered brain.
His drunken shouts affright his son from sleep,
He gains an open window at one leap
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lived together for many years.
the spot where he was murdered.

The deceased was buried on
According to Mexican

religious custom, candles frequently were lighted and set
on the grave.

Eventually stories circulated about wishes

granted after praying for the departed castaway, making a
wish and lighting a candle especially one that burned all
night.

Hence, the Wishing Shrine became a hallowed tradi

tion.
Although Roman Catholicism was still the dominant
faith in Tucson, people with other religious beliefs were
settling in this village of Hispanic traditions.

Judaism

appeared in 1863 when Philip Drachman, a Russian Jew,
arrived.

Three years later his brother Samuel followed,

and together they founded a dynasty that would dominate
13
local society for the next century.
As other Jewish
With guilty hand on trigger of his gun,
His benefactor sees, the deed is done.
The women bringing water for the day,
From common wells, passed where the dead man lay,
For he had crept to site of shrine and died,
They gazed in terror, crossed themselves and cried.
In pity, how they b u m these candles clear
On Saturdays and Mondays through the year,
And prayers ascend for souls of those who die.
And wishes whirl in spirals to the sky.
13.
Philip Drachman was b o m in Poland in 1830,
moved permanently to Tucson in 1865 where he engaged in
merchandising with a contract to carry U.S. mail and grain
for the Army. Drachman married in New York in 1868 and
fathered ten children, the eldest of whom was Harry Arizona
Drachman; the family became one of the most prominent in
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merchants arrived, Judaism grew.

In the absence of a

rabbi, Samuel conducted services during the High Holy Days
and performed weddings for the Jews living in the dusty
desert c o m m u n i t y . W h e n Jewish families assembled in a
home on Friday evening, Drachman led the canted prayers and
singing of Hebrew songs.
While Jews held services and Catholics were busy
proselytizing the heterogenous population, two Protestant
churches appeared on the scene.

Regular meetings of the

Protestant denomination accompanied the growth of the female
population from the East.

On Sunday nights a crowd of at

least fifty gathered at the Court House for sermons preached
by ministers of the Methodist C h u r c h . T h e

topic for the

evening might be "The Religious Persecution of the Jews"
delivered in an earnest and somewhat eloquent discourse.
Arizona even to present times. Drachman served in the
Fourth Territorial Legislature and on the Tucson Council,
and died in 1889. Philip Drachman Collection,-APHS.
Samuel Harris Drachman was b o m in 1836 in Poland, was a
business partner with his brother Philip, owned the S. H:
Cigar Grand Lottery of Juarez, Mexico, and died in 1911.
Samuel H . Drachman Collection, APHS.
14. Gilbert Kushner, "The Jewish Community in
Tucson: Structure and Forms of Jewish Self-Identification,"
unpublished Master's Thesis, University of Arizona, Depart
ment of Anthropology, 1958, 14.
15. Arizona Daily Citizen,.October 6, 1879. Rev.
George H. Adams and Rev. William .G. Mills were the two
ministers in residence.
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"It was replete with beautiful gems of sentiment and
language and expressed a liberal Christian spirit,
compatable with the progress of the nineteenth century.11^
Following the homily, a collection sufficient to pay for
the lighting apparatus was taken up.

Previous contribu

tions had amassed $500, an amount adequate to begin build17
ing the proposed church and parsonage.

After the services

the Methodist Society, a select group of dedicated church
members, met and admitted nine members.

Another Protestant

denomination similarly was enlarging its congregation and
establishing its permanent foundation in the community.
On the evening of June 13, 1878, the cornerstone
for the new Presbyterian Church was laid in a solemn
c e r e m o n y . D e p o s i t e d in the stone were late issues of all
the newspapers in the Territory, a succinct history of the
church society, a copy of Hinton's Handbook of Arizona, and
the latest issues of American Coins.

Religious services

were previously held at the Court House and in the parlors
of the Palace Hotel, but now the congregation anticipated*
16.

The Arizona Citizen, November 11, 1879.

17.

The Arizona Daily Citizen, October 13, 1879.

18.

Arizona Star, June 13, 1878.
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a new edifice to accommodate their spiritual activities.

19

Stone and adobes were molded into a Gothic style church
20
ornamented by two towers.
On the left of the vestibule
rose a small spire, while the larger one on the right
encased the belfrey.

To compliment the altar, ladies of
c

the Westminster Church in Elizabeth, New Jersey, presented
a handsome silver communion service.

As the building

neared completion, a Sabbath School for children began
meeting regularly on Sunday afternoons at the Court House;
this rapidly expanding group proudly displayed the new
hymnals they purchased that would soon be used in the new
edifice.

21

On August 17, 1879, an audience of sixty

persons, undaunted by the summer rain, attended the opening
of the Presbyterian Church and heard the dedication sermon
preached by the pastor.

This handsome church would furnish

the setting for numerous notable events in the Old Pueblo,
and most important to young ladies was the thought that it
would be the place for their weddings.
19. Arizona Weekly Star, February 14, 1878.
In
the Arizona Citizen, April 8, 1876, an editorial criticized
the poor attendance at church services: "Let them [ladies]
suggest to their husbands and male friends for once to
neglect the everlasting contemplation of profit and loss,
or to forego the latest sensation, the problem of politics,
the comic weekly, the agile billiard ball, the seductive
seven-up, or the Sunday morning's n a p , and wend their way
to the house of worship."
20.

Arizona Weekly Star, May 23, 1878.

21.

Arizona Daily Citizen, August 2, 1879.
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One young gentleman from the East, arriving in
Tucson, found the unmarried ladies of Mexican heritage
quite charming, gracious, and desirable.

At Mission San

Xavier del Bac on May 27, 1863, wedding bells rang for the
marriage of Atanacia Santa Cruz and Samuel Hughes.

22

The

couple journeyed out to the mission because they wanted to
be married on Wednesday, and the priest only visited Tucson
on Saturday.

Wedding attendants and several friends

accompanied the bride and groom, who rode out in a surrey
with a white top.

When the bride gracefully walked down

the aisle, she wore a long black silk gown trimmed with
many ruffles and on her head a black lace mantilla.

Miss

Santa Cruz longed for a white bridal dress, but her aunt
soberly insisted that marriage was as serious and solemn as
a funeral when black was the proper color to wear.

After

the lengthy Catholic ceremony, the couple and their friends
returned to town for their festive wedding dinner held at
the impressive adobe home Hughes had built for his bride.

23

Not every wedding in Tucson was a small personal
gathering.

Other nuptial ceremonies extended to elaborate

22. "Reminiscences of an Arizona Pioneer— Personal
Experiences of Mrs. Samuel Hughes,” APHS. Atanacia Santa
Cruz was b o m in Tucson on August 4, 1850, in a little
house west of the presidio gate. She was nearly thirteen
years old when she married Samuel Hughes.
23. Fifty years later the couple celebrated, their
golden wedding anniversary in this same house and used the
same china that graced the table for their wedding recep
tion. Arizona Citizen, April 28, 1965.
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celebrations for the couple's many friends and acquaint
ances .

One's wedding was sure to be a social highlight if

one were Governor of the Territory.

At eight o'clock on a

July evening in 1869, the wedding of Governor Anson P. K.
Safford and Miss Jennie L. Tracey was performed at the
Governor's Mansion in Tucson.

Many ladies and gentlemen

were gathered to witness the event, and after the ceremony
many more friends streamed into the Mansion to offer their
congratulations and share in the merriment.^

The

Territorial Secretary, Coles Bashford, delivered an
appropriate address, after which several toasts with
25
sparkling champagne were proposed.
At midnight the
24. Arizonian, July 31, 1869. Jennie L. Tracey
dated A. P. K~ Safford in April of 1869 in San Francisco,
was formally engaged to him in June, and followed him to
Tucson in July for their wedding. Jennie Tracey was from
humble circumstances, but little is known of her back
ground.
In 1872 Jennie instituted divorce proceedings in a
San Francisco court charging him with "gross incountenance,"
meanwhile the governor brought suit in Arizona, and in
January of 1873 the Territorial Legislature granted the
divorce. On February 24, 1873, Jennie Tracey Safford
married H . B . Loomis in Sacramento at the Albion House.
Constance Altshuler, Personal Communication, August 21,
1968. Judith Tobias, "The Administration of Governor
A. P. K. Safford; . . . "
25. Coles Bashford was b o m in New York on January
24, 1816, and later studied law. After moving to Wisconsin
he served two terms in the State Senate from 1853-1857, was
elected Governor, and served one term. He came to Arizona
in the winter of 1863-1864, on February 1, 1864, was
appointed Attorney General of the newly created territory,
was elected to the First Territorial Legislature in 1864,
and in 1866 he was elected delegate to Congress.
President
Andrew Johnson appointed him Secretary of the Territory in
1868; he died on April 25, 1878. Arizonae (Tucson: L. A.
Printers, 1966).
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Tucson band offered a final serenade to the newlyweds, and
the crowd dispersed.
At such an elegant gathering the presence of the
military complimented the occasion.

Activities and troops

at Fort Lowell were increasing, and eligible young officers,
full of charm and gracious manners, were introduced to the
daughters of prominent citizens.

Romances flourished, and

weddings in full military splendor followed.

One such

occasion was the marriage of ,a Quartermaster of the United
States Army, Captain Gilbert C. Smith, to Lola, the eldest
daughter of William S. Oury in July of 1868.^

Many

officers, attired in their impressive uniforms and epau
lettes, stood at attention during the ceremony.

The bride

was elegantly dressed in antique ivory moire, white satin
slippers, and white veil.

As the nuptial ceremony con

cluded, the military assemblage formally saluted the bride
groom.

The military band struck up a waltz and played

until the early hours of the morning, interrupted only by
the splendid dinner served after several hours of dancing.
26.
Josephine Clifford, "Camp Life in Arizona,"
Overland Monthly, IV (March 1870), 246-252, and Cornelius
Cl Smith, William Sanders Oury, 178-179. Gilbert Cole
Smith was born in 1839 in New York, first entered the
military service in 1861 with the Fifth California Volun
teers , and arrived in Tucson in 1863 as 2d Lieutenant with
Carleton's California Column. In 1867 Smith was appointed
Captain and Quartermaster of Fort Lowell, promoted to the
rank of Major in 1885, commissioned Lieutenant Colonel,
during the Spanish-American War he held the rank Of Colonel
before he died in 1899 in St. Louis. Gilbert Cole Smith
Collection, APRS.
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In contrast to such military weddings, the first
Hebrew nuptials in the Old Pueblo were exchanged between
97

Miss Lillie Marks and Joseph Goldtree in June of 1879.
Amidst a colorful background of many flowers blooming in
the garden, massive white bouquets in urns and candelabra
with flickering candles banked the table where the ceremony
28
was officiated by the uncle of the bride.
Following
Hebrew tradition, the groom stood beneath a white silk
canopy held by four unmarried gentlemen; the bride walked
down the garden path and took her place on the left of her
future husband.

The ceremony began with blessings for

the couple, after which a silver cup containing wine was
passed first to the bride and then the bridegroom.

Holding

the first finger of the right hand of his espoused, the
groom repeated in Hebrew, "Thou art sanctified unto me with
this ring, as the law of Moses and of Israel," and placed
27.
Lillie Marks was born in Oroville, California
to Simon and Sarah (nee Keller) Marks, and married in Tucson
on June 29, 1879. Joseph Goldtree was b o m in Berlin,
Prussia in 1844, came to Tucson from New Mexico in 1864,
formed a partnership with Alexander Levin for the Pioneer
Brewery in 1869, and took over Augustus Brichta's Wheat
Saloon from 1870-1878 when Levin bought him o u t . Goldtree
owned a cattle ranch, a hay and grain store with branches
at Tubac and San Xavier, and a gold mine on the San Pedro
River in 1883. He died in San Francisco on December 10,
1897. Joseph Goldtree, Hayden Biographical Collection,
APHS.
28. Mr. and Mrs. H. Solomon who resided on Main
Street were the aunt and uncle of the bride.
29.

Arizona Weekly Star, July 1, 1879.
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the wedding band on her finger.

Several blessings were

pronounced, concluding with the great Hebrew benediction,
the Javer, which is the blessing of the high priest Aaron.
When the Hebrew rite was concluded, Judge Neugass performed
30
a civil ceremony according to the laws of the Territory.
Their many friends present extended their congratulations
and toasts with wine were offered.

William Zeckendorf

responded with pleasant salutes and closed with, "Here is
to the Goldtrees— May they bear golden fruit and may all
31
their troubles be Little Ones."
Several young bachelors
extended sympathetic remarks to the benedict while other
men offered toasts.

Until late at night the guests enjoyed

the elegant and bountiful refreshments.
The course of romance did not always run smoothly,
nor did it always end happily.

One couple experienced a

three-party courtship because the gentleman b o m in Sonora,
30. Judge Joseph Neugass was b o m in Prussia in
1836, operated a restaurant in the Steven's House in 1872,
and was elected Justice of the Peace in 1874. The City of
Tucson, Ninth Decennial, United States Census, June 10,
1870, the County of Pima, 32.
31. William Zeckendorf arrived in Tucson in 1869,
began a partnership with Louis and William Zeckendorf in
1873 for a merchandising firm, dissolved the partnership and
formed a new contract for Zeckendorf & Staab which lasted
until 1880 when Zeckendorf became sole owner. During the
same year he managed the Huachuca Mining and Smelting Co.
An article in the Star on June 19, 1954, mentioned that
William Zeckendorf, grandson of the pioneer, purchased the
major interest in the Statler Hotel chain.
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Mexico, could not speak English.

32

Every few months the

wealthy young Mexican trekked across the Santa Fe Trail to
Kansas where he ardently pursued a sweet damsel whose
acquaintance with Spanish did not extend beyond saluta
tions.

To promote his courtship, the Senor hired an

interpreter who constantly accompanied the couple until
they were married.

Despite awkward obstacles, love

triumphed for that pair, but another romance culminated in
tragedy.

On the afternoon of his wedding in January of

1880, a bridegroom met several of the invited guests and
inquired if they were attending his wedding that evening,
and was answered in the affirmative.

33

They gathered in

the church and patiently awaited the ceremony, but in vain.
The bride in all her blushing beauty retired from the scene
in tears.

A committee of young men, seeking the benedict

at his hotel room, found his wedding garments ready to be
donned--but no groom.

The frightened gentleman had fled

town, oblivious to honor or social decorum.
The rules of etiquette in this unconstrained
western town varied greatly and perplexed an occasional
traveler.

A few simple instructions were offered to the

man who anticipated his first visit to the frontier and,
32. Kansas City Star, January 21, 1911. The young
man, Epifanio Aguirre, wooed Miss Mamie Elkins of Westport,
Kansas. After their marriage the couple settled in Tucson.
33.

Arizona Daily Citizen, January 24, 1880.
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34
being adequately briefed, he could avoid blunders.

In

Tucson the social life was dominated by two classes of
people who clashed on every subject except whiskey and
tobacco.

To gain the favor of the higher class required

quantities of cash and liberal spending, as well as
perpetual conversation, regardless of its value, for
nonsense attracted more friends.

Walking through the

town, a gentleman was expected to nod to all the merchants.
During a promenade a stranger to the Old Pueblo seldom met
a young lady, but occasionally if that good fortune
occurred, the only caution to observe was to avoid treading
upon her dress.

Such conduct produced admirers, but to

gain friends required providing an evening of select and
elegant entertainment costing at least one hundred dollars.
While courting the favor of the higher class, the
recent arrival made enemies with the others.

Becoming

inebriated weekly, fighting violently, and sporting a black
eye pleased the latter class.

Upon meeting a drunkard

staggering along the street, the visitor agreed with all
of his garbles and praised his powers.

Having received

adequate instruction in Arizona etiquette, either social
class could be chosen; to please everyone was impossible.
By seeking the companionship of men not because of their
wealth, but rather because of their brains, a gentleman
34.

Arizonian, March 21, 1869.
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never achieved great popularity, but secured the esteemed
friendship of a few.

In this singular and isolated

community, a man eventually adapted to the cultural tradi
tions, unique though they be.
Any action contrary to the ideas of courtesy and
decorum of the Mexican gentleman was bitterly resented.
One young sales clerk, who had resided in Tucson only a
year, politely greeted the don who asked for a light for
35
his cigarette.
The youth was puffing the last of a
cigarette, and with a graceful bow he handed his stub to
the caballero who lighted his cigarette and then returned
the stub with a flourish to indicate his gratitude.

The

new employee innocently replied that the Mexican should
throw the cigarette stub away.

With a startled expression

on his face, the don indignantly strode away.

Later in the

day, the young clerk was summoned into his employer's
office and questioned-why he had insulted the customer.
The bewildered boy replied that his actions were courteous
and inoffensive.

The elder man reminded him that after

offering a cigarette for a light, one must puff it again,
or one implied that the other person's fingers contaminated
it.

After this explanation the two men exchanged apologies,

shook hands, and parted friends.

Etiquette of the South

west had its esoteric qualities that surprised visitors,
35.
APHS.

"Autobiography of Abraham Maurice Franklin,"
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most of whom rapidly adapted to the local traditions
rather than be shunned by the community.
As a limited social life prevailed in this isolated
desert town, one sought and enthusiastically patronized all
artistic events and especially the musical performances.
In 1876, the audience heartily received a musical perform
ance featuring a violinist who traveled through several
towns in Arizona.

The young violinist chose classical

selections familiar to his audience, and a local pianist
accompanied him; both performed beautifully and were
vigorously applauded by the audience.

Patrons of music

were likewise delighted by a vocal concert given in 1879.
The soprano received encores for "Baby Mine," an American
37
favorite, and "La Paloma," a celebrated Spanish song.
In a final duet shared with a baritone, the couple sang
"Goodnight, Farewell" whose sentimental lyrics touched many
38
a romantic heart in the audience.
Music had the power to
mellow many emotions.

Following Hispanic tradition, a

young man enamored of a beautiful lady frequently serenaded
36. Professor A. E. Weineawski was the talented
violinist who was accompanied by William Raichendach, the
local pianist. Arizona Citizen, November 11, 1876.
37. The Arizona Daily Citizen, December 18, 1879.
Miss Markham was the soprano who sang a duet with Mr.
Nichols of Tucson.
38.

Ibid.
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her.

Near midnight one occasionally was awakened from

one's dreams by the strains of a sentimental solo.
If a gentleman wanted to practice his vocal talent
before singing to his lady love, he joined the Tucson Glee
Club which formed in 1869 and eagerly welcomed new
members.

39

Upon special occasion this musical group

entertained an audience.

As an infant settlement, the

community lacked many cultural resources found in a more
mature city.

At first men gathered for amusement and

entertainment which motivated founding the Arizona Club in
1871, which was directed by prominent male citizens for its
limited d u r a t i o n . F o u r years later a similar type of
organization, the Arizona Social Club, proudly displayed
its two spacious rooms, comfortably furnished, carpeted,
and well stocked with newspapers, magazines, and books.
tables men assembled for checkers or a chess match.

At

With a

constantly increasing population other groups also formed.
On April 11, 1875, the initial gathering of the Masonic
Lodge was held and regular meetings continued at "Fish
Hall" located at the corner of Congress and Main Streets
39.

Arizonian, August 14, 1869.

40.

Arizonian, April 8, 1871.
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until February 3, 1876, when the Lodge d i s b a n d e d T h r e e
years later on October 19, 1879, the Tucson Masonic Relief
Association was reorganized at Levin's Hall and became a
permanent club which still operated many decades later.
Besides social and service organizations men felt
athletic endeavors needed attention.

On July 31, 1879, the

first regular meeting of the Tucson Athletic Association
was held at L e v i n ' s A f t e r the meeting was called to
order, the president stated that compulsory gymnastic hours
were Tuesday and Friday evenings from nine until ten
o'clock.

Men of the rugged Southwest required strong

physical endurance, and now an opportunity for regimented
gymnastics was provided.

Some male citizens had already

strengthened their arm muscles by tossing down drinks at
the saloons or throwing dice at gaming establishments, but
a more complex exercise program was needed.

Other men dis

played their athletic prowess on the exercise machine built
of heavy gas-pipe framework at Levin's P a r k . ^
41. Taken from a pamphlet issued in commemoration
of the fiftieth anniversary of the Masonic order in Tucson.
M r s . James K. Brown Collection. The first official room
for Masons was located at the c o m e r of Church Street and
Maiden Lane. The Lodge met at this location from February
1881.until March 1882. On November 28, 1881, Tucson Lodge
Number Twenty-three contracted Hiram S. Stevens to erect a
hall on the second story of the Cosmopolitan Hotel.
42.

Arizona Daily Citizen, July 31, 1879.

43.

Arizona Daily Citizen, June 30, 1879.
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A scarcity of books in Tucson prompted ladies to
initiate a project to purchase recent periodicals and
books, both English and f o r e i g n . W h e n a subscriber paid
his annual dues of five dollars, he submitted a short
suggested reading list of items to purchase and was entitled
to check out available literary material.

Within several

months the Library Association had acquired nearly two
hundred volumes to be circulated among its membership for
reading during leisure hours, or one could research subjects
for debate if one had agreed to serve on the panel for the
Library Society.

The new public schoolroom provided the

setting for the first gathering called in November of
1873.^

After preliminary business, election of officers,

and adoption of a constitution, four learned citizens
debated the topic, "Whether the Annexation of Mexico to the
United States Will Be Beneficial to Both Countries."

Both

affirmative and negative sides presented fine arguments to
the large audience, many who returned the next week to
become informed on "Whether Free Trade or Protective Tariff
Be Most Beneficial to the United S t a t e s . S e v e r a l months
later the Citizen publicized a topic of great interest to
most residents, "The Effects of Draw Poker Upon the Game of
44.

Arizona Daily Citizen, October 24, 1879.

45.

Arizona Citizen, November 15, 1873.

46.

Ibid.
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Human Life."

Although some regarded this as a jocose

subject, a large crowd congregated to hear the results of
exhaustive research by the opposing teams.

A pleasant

evening was passed as serious and witty comments were
disputed.
As the social order became increasingly more
sophisticated, men used various means to embody their
ideas and ideals.
press.

The favorite mouthpiece was the local

Even in semi-isolated Tucson, early American

settlers were keenly interested in news of the nation and
the world.

Visitors and residents obtained newspapers

through the mail a n d , after publication began locally, in
racks at the saloons, the hotels, and the publishing office.
In 1859 The Weekly Arizonian, the first journal in the
Territory, was moved from Tubac to T u c s o n . L a u n c h e d four
months earlier in Tubac by a mining company to propagate
its political and business interests, this four-page tabloid
focused on topics that would stimulate investments and
expansion of its company.

Small profits coupled with

political pressures seemed the reasons for transferring
operations to Tucson where a more populated location might
sway political opinion into granting territorial status for
47.
Kenneth P. Hufford, "Journalism In PreTerritorial Arizona," The Smoke Signal published by the
Tucson Corral of the Westerners, Tucson, Arizona, Fall 1966.
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Arizona.^

By August 4, 1859, the press had been trans

ported and the first issue of the Democratic Weekly

49
Arizonian was published under J . Howard Wells.
Civil War activities and competition from outside
business ventures caused intermittent publication of the
Arizonian until the summer of 1867 when it was issued every
Sunday.

Governmental matters packed the journal, but out

dated and erroneous news-items pertaining to the Southwest
48.

Ibid.

49. Estelle Lutrell, Newspapers and Periodicals
of Arizona 1859-1911, University of Arizona Bulletin
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1950), 63-64. J .
Howard Wells was b o m in New York about 1830, became editor
and proprietor of the Weekly Arizonian in 1859, and elected
secretary of the convention held to nominate a delegate to
represent the Territory. Wells was relieved of his edi
torial duties in 1861 and little is known of him after that
time. J . Howard Wells Collection, APHS. Wells was pur
ported to strongly support Mowrey and was instrumental in
having him nominated as territorial delegate to the United
States Congress. Editorial in the first issue of the
Weekly Arizonian, March 3, 1859.
"We commence today the
publication of a weekly newspaper . . . devoted to the
interests of Arizona and the development of its resources.
. . . One great object we shall have in view will be to
advocate the establishment of law and government in Arizona.
In politics our opinions are fixed, and when the special
requirements of our state demand that, we shall speak our
sentiments freely and fully. . . . In general we will
endeavor to give our readers a summary of the events which
are passing in the world. . . . In the enterprise we have
now begun, we have little hope of pecuniary gain. . . . Yet,
if we feel that we have the sympathy and good wishes of the
people of our country, and that our labors contribute some
what, however little, to produce for them the boon they're
now asking of the general government, we shall feel amply
rewarded for the toils and labor we have undertaken.*
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were occasionally inserted.

Two years later a witty plea

for a stable existence was written in an editorial entitled
"Autobiography of the Arizonian."
I am yet a child. . . . Thus far I have struggled
against and surmounted obstacles which would never
have been encountered by one less persevering than
myself. . . . I had well nigh perished when a kind
and benevolent hand was extended to me '. . .
viewing my destitute condition, and feeling that a
child of such fair promise was worthy of support
and encouragement . . . decorated my puny form
with "dress" to which I was hitherto a stranger;
filled me with precepts of wisdom and truth;
taught me "love of country"; taught me to advocate
justice, virtue and industry--and while yet in my
period of blushing innocence introduced me to the
whole world. It is needless to say that under
such auspices I throve rapidly, increased in
size, and at the end of eighteen months. . . . I
was almost mature in wisdom, virtue and all the
other good qualities which a youth should possess.
The generous nature is always grieved at the
separation from those dear to it and from which it
has received boundless favors. So it was with me.
My kind protector having supported me until it
was evident that my existence was indispensable
and that I would no longer be permitted to suffer
from want, bade me a cordial farewell.50
.When the determined Pierton W. Dooner assumed the
editorship of the paper in 1870, he changed the spelling to
the A r i z o n a n . A s
50.

part of his journalistic

Arizonian, February 24, 1869.

51. Pierton William Dooner was b o m in Canada in
1844, edited and owned part interest in the Arizonian from
1869 to 1871, purchased an interest in the Prescott Miner
in 1872 until the next year when he left for California to
practice law. As editor of the Arizonian he was rabid
about the Indian depredations, politics, and the proposed
railroad. On April 25, 1871 he wrote the valedictory for
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responsibilities, Dooner took it upon himself to launch
a venemous campaign to defeat Governor Richard C. McCormick
52
in his bid for the Territorial delegate seat in Congress.
McCormick moved swiftly and decisively by removing his
press from the clutches of Dooner and proceeded to turn out
prolific text lauding his own character.

Dooner resur-'

rected the old press previously used at Tubac, a n d , until
McCormick accomplished his political victory, the two
publications waged bitter battles.

With McCormick's

triumph the pioneer tabloid's epitaph was written.

By

April 1871, the early territorial newspaper was doomed but
firmly entrenched in its place was McCormick's spokesman,
the Arizona Citizen.
On October 15, 1870, John Wasson began editing the
Arizona Citizen, a position for which this journalist was
the Arizonan (Dooner had altered the name). Mabel Sicard,
"Pierton W. Dooner and the Weekly Arizonan," APHS. Kenneth
Hufford, "P. W. Dooner--Pioneer Editor of Tucson," Arizona
and the West, X (Spring 1968), 25-42.

52.
Richard C. McCormick was b o m in New York Cit
in 1832, appointed Secretary of the Territory in 1863 by
President Abraham Lincoln, and was appointed Governor of
Arizona.
In 1869-1875 McCormick was sent as a delegate to
the U . S. Congress from Arizona, owned the Arizona Miner,
moved to the East in 1876, appointed as Assistant Secretary
of the Treasury in 1877, and served as Commissioner General
to the Paris Exposition in the next year. From 1895 until
1897 McCormick represented Long Island in Congress, and he
died in June 1902 in New York.
Effie R. Keen, "Arizona
Governors," Arizona Historical Review, III (October 1930),
8. B . Sacks” M.D., Be It Enacted; The Creation of the
Territory of Arizona (Phoenix: Arizona Historical Founda
tion, 1964).
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well qualified by having viewed many facets of life in his
53
world travels.
Using the press owned by McCormick,
Wasson conscientiously performed every task.

"He approached

every duty with the alertness and earnestness of a Scotch
t e r r i e r . L a c k i n g telegraphic communications in the
Territory, Wasson crammed the newspaper with local news.
He endeavored to stimulate village reforms:

street clean

ing, establishment of schools, street lighting, and taxes
on "gin mills" and saloons.
Devout Mexicans crossed themselves as they passed
this fanatic, whom nothing would seem to satisfy
but the subversion of every ancient institution.
Even the more progressive among the Americans
realized that Joe [sic] was going a trifle too
far, and felt it was time to put .[on] the brakes.
. . . But no remonstrance availed, and editorial
succeeded editorial, each more pungent and aggres
sive than its predecessors.55
Stinging and aggressive editorials went unchallenged until
competition appeared.
Another reaction to news of the day was offered in
March of 1877 when Louis C. Hughes, Charles H . Tully, and
53.
John Wasson was b o m in Ohio in 1833, taught
school there and in Utah, and published a newspaper in
Idaho. In 1869 Wasson purchased an interest in an Oakland,
California newspaper, and arrived in Tucson in 1870 where
he edited the Arizona Citizen. President U. S. Grant
appointed him Surveyor General in 1870, and Wasson kept the
position until 1882; he died in 1909 in California.
Kenneth Hufford, "P. W. Dooner . . .," 36. Estelle
Lutre11, "Newspapers . . ."
54.

Bourke, On the Border With Crook, 94-95".

55.

Ibid.
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A. E. Fay initiated the Daily Bulletin, a four page
j o u r n a l A l t h o u g h it boasted telegraphic bulletins from
San Diego, the paper survived for only twenty-eight days
when the editors changed the name to the Arizona Star and
published it t r i w e e k l y B y June the proprietors realized
that they could divide greater profits by publishing their
56. Ibid. Louis C. Hughes was b o m in Philadelphia
in 1841, studied law, and served in the Union Army during
the Civil War. Hughes married E. Josephine Brawley, a
teacher, moved to Tucson in 1871, but in 1874 met failure
after he was removed from the office of Territorial
General. To launch his career he founded the Arizona Star
in 1877 which led to Hughes founding the Arizona Press
Association in 1892. After fortuitous political maneuver
ing Hughes was appointed Governor of Arizona in 1893, but
was ordered to vacate the governorship in 1896 after a
publicized court trial. Until his death in 1915 Hughes
spent his years crusading for prohibition.
Dianne D.
Dysthe, "Louis C. Hughes of Arizona, Territorial Governor
1893-96," Seminar paper for Dr. John Alexander Carroll,
Fall 1964. James H. McClintock, Arizona: . ♦ ., 5-8.
Portrait and Biographical Record of Arizona (Chicago:
Chapman Publishing C o ., 1901), 22-23. Charles Hopkins was
b o m in 1853 in Las Cruces, New Mexico, and after being
orphaned was adopted by P. R. Tully, a good friend of his
father's who gave him his name, Charles Hopkins Tully. He
received a college education at Santa F e , New Mexico, moved
to Tucson where he became a partner with Tully, Ochoa &
DeLong, a merchandising firm. Tully also served as a court
translator and Notary Public before his death in 1923.
Charles Hopkins Tully, Hayden Biographical Collection, APHS.
A. E. Fay was a printer by trade, later wrote of oil
regions, owned part interest in the Arizona Star, dis
appeared from Arizona, but was later located in California
penniless, and in 1886 was connected with the San
Bernardino Morning Hour.
57.
"That was a fearful and wonderful telegraphic
line strung even on giant cactus, its wires frequently
utilized by unfeeling teamsters for wagon repairs." James
H . McClintock, Arizona: . . ., 503-504.
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tabloid on a weekly basis.
Star was issued as a daily.

This lasted two years until the
The Arizona Star, a Democratic

paper, rivalled the Arizona Citizen, the Republican spokes
man, which waged a bitter war against the more recent
entry.^
The Citizen is the only paper south of the Gila
that has arrangements for Territorial telegraphic
specials. All specials to the Citizen have been
promptly paid for out of the earnings of the
paper and no others have been appropriated and
the insinuation to the contrary is another of
"Pin Head's" infamous imputations thoroughly in
keeping with the man who had been publicly cowhided once and ought to be again. The fact is
that the Territorial specials printed in the
evening Citizen invariably appear in the local
columns of the Star the following morning without
giving us any credit.59
And so the "mud-slinging" campaign was perpetuated with
each of the competitive editors scrutinizing the other's
character and all printed matter for the slightest provoca
tion to insert the knife and stab deeply.

By 1879 Tucson

58.
John P. Clum, an Indian agent, thought he
would like to venture into the newspaper business, so he
bought the Arizona Citizen on November 9, 1877. Estelle
Lutrell, Newspapers . . . .
In "Reminiscences of Rollin
Brown," APHS, "[l] . . . became impatient with Clum, he was
so brainy but not active and neglected things, so I bought
him out." Brown published the Citizen for some time and
then sold it to W. C. Davis and went into the cattle
business. Arizona Daily Citizen, February 6, 1880.
Despite Brown's insistence about Club's apathetic attitude
and lack of accomplishment, Clum in July of 1879, traveled
to San Francisco to attend the first annual meeting of the
Pacific Coast Press Association. Arizona Citizen, July 12,
1879.
:
•
59.

Arizona Citizen, October 14, 1879.
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was well supplied with two daily and five weekly newspapers
to serve a population numbering less than 9 , 0 0 0 . ^
Since most of the population spoke or understood
some Spanish, several Spanish journals appeared, but only
one endured more than a brief existence.

In 1877 Charles

H . Tully, editor of the Arizona Star, used his press to
also"publish las Dos Republican which boasted a large
circulation in the Southwest and northern Mexico.
Predictably two years later the journal died after suffer
ing competition from el F r o n t e r i z o A weekly, this
paper crusaded for support of the Republican Party and
existed for thirty-six years.

Not to be defeated easily

by competitors Tully, in 1879, along with Ignacio Bonillas,
a young school master, opened la Sonora which survived for
a year.

The intellectual spectrum of Tucson had been

60. Arizona Daily Star (n.d.), taken from an
article written by Audrey Hunter in 1959.
61.

Estelle Lutrell, Newspapers

62.

Ibid.

. ♦ ♦ .

63. Ibid. Ignacio Bonillas was b o m in Sonora in
1858, attended a private school in Tucson in 1870 which was
operated by a professor from Sonora for a brief period.
In
1872 Bonillas attended the public school, became an assist
ant teacher in the Congress Street School for which he was
paid $15 a month, and in 1879 was in charge of the boys
department with the help of William B . Horton. He went to
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, served later as the
first ambassador to Washington, D. C . , from Mexico, and
became a member of Carranza's Cabinet as Secretary o-f
Communications and Public Works.
Ignacio Bonillas, Hayden
Biographical Collection, APHS.
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greatly widened by the influence of newspapers and other
literary-oriented citizens.
In 1870, after jogging thirty days in a buckboard
packed with supplies, Jacob Samuel Mansfeld was financially
committed to remain in Tucson for some time.

While probing

business opportunities in the Ancient Pueblo Mansfeld
noticed the scarcity of books in the t o w n . ^

The only

volumes available had been packed in trunks and shipped
westward with personal possessions.

During the winter

newspapers arrived monthly but the delivery doubled during
the warm summer.

Despite the small population of 3,000 and

limited monetary gain, Mansfeld opened the Pioneer News
Depot.
. . . Taken Everything together, the outlook for
Literary Business was not very Encouraging at
that time, but having made up my Mind to stay and
having no money to leave, I may just as well say,
I had to stay, I rented from John B . Allen one
half of his Place Corner Congress and Warner
Alley.65
The obliging merchant suffered numerous transportation and
financial obstacles.

When the soldiers at Fort Lowell were

64.
Jacob Samuel Mansfeld was born in Pasewalk,
Prussia, Germany, in 1832, and came to Tucson in 1870. He
served on the first Board of Regents for the University of
Arizona, held several positions in local and Pima County
government, served as president of the Arizona Pioneers'
Historical Society, and died in 1894.
"Jacob S. Mansfeld
Arizoniana, III (Fall 1961), 31-34.
65.

Ibid., 32.
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paid on an irregular schedule, money circulated and
Mansfeld settled his accounts.
The Start of the first Business of the Print in
Arizona was very modest and the first Lot of
Papers brought by mail, was two Weeks on the
Road and amounted to two Dollars and fifty
Cents.66
Since the local citizenry thrived on a manana philosophy,
Mansfeld cheerfully accepted his Christmas merchandise
delivered in mid-January.

During the following year of

1871, he expanded his enterprise to a dirculating library,
the first public library in the Territory.

When educated

gentlemen visiting from the East, accused frontier tastes
of being dominated by such popular dime novels as Grizzly
Jake, Smallpox Dave, or Squint-Eyed B o y , the librarian
proudly indicated the constant circulation of works by
Dickens, Trollope, and D u m a s . ^

The selection of magazines

and newspapers exhibited similar good taste.

A young clerk

employed at the Pioneer News Depot recorded in his reminis
cences, "This was more than a store.

Here men met to

discuss literature and the topics of the day.

It was

surprising how many well educated men there were in Arizona
even in the early days."
66.

Ibid.

67.

Arizona Daily Star, April 12, 1959.

68 . George F. Kitt, APHS.
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As mediums of communication increased, so the
desire for intellectual pursuits intensified bringing the
advent of the public school.
Although the cultural focus of the Old Pueblo in
the 1870's was concentrated in the center of town, an
attempt at education occurred nine miles away in the
parochial school at San Xavier in 1864.

Father Carolus

Evasuis Messea founded this tuition-free school to educate
69
the Papago Indians and Mexicans living nearby.
Earlier
in the year when Father Messea and his companion, Father
Aloysius Bosco, reached Bac, the Papago chiefs welcomed
them with a fireworks celebration.

While awaiting the

arrival of their clergy, the Indians swept and cleaned the
dusty church and its unkept grounds, and decorated the
70
altar with mistletoe.
Exerting hard work and deep
interest, prospects for success were optimistic except for
money matters.

Despite Father Messea's personal financial

69. Father Carolus Evasuis Messea was b o m about
1824 in Finelborge, Italy, taught in European Colleges
after having joined the Society of Jesus. In 1863 Father
Messea came to Tucson where he taught school at Mission San
Xavier del Bac, but was recalled in 1864, and three years
later was transferred to California. He died at Santa
Clara College, California in 1897. Rev. Carolus Evasuis
Messea, Hayden Biographical Collection, APHS. Norman
Whalen, "The Catholic Church . . . "
70. Charles D. Poston, "Building a State in Apache
Land," originally printed in the Overland Monthly, XXIV
(July-October 1894), and reprinted by the Aztec Press,
Tempe, Arizona, 1963, 115.
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contributions, the impoverished mission school remained
wanting.

When Governor John Goodwin toured the Catholic

Mission in the summer of 1864, he was favorably impressed
with the school but noted the lack of suitable textbooks
and the dire need for financial aid.^

Included in his

message to the first Legislature of the Territory, he
recommended aid for this "ancient and most laudable charity
of the church."

By November the mission school was awarded

two hundred fifty dollars to purchase books, stationery,
72
and furniture.
Regrettably after a few months of
progress, the priests were summoned back to California.
A later but abbreviated attempt at operating the school
occurred when the Rev. Jean B. Salpointe delegated a young
man to teach the Papago children.

Deprived of formal

schooling for so long, the Indians had acquired an indif
ferent attitude.

The rejected school master returned to

\ 71. Governor John Noble Goodwin was b o m in Maine
in 1824, graduated from Dartmouth College, admitted to the
bar, and elected to the House of Representatives in 1860.
On March 6, 1863, President Lincoln appointed him chief
justice of the Territory of Arizona, and upon the death of
Governor John A. Gurley in August of 1863, he was named to
the Governorship.
In 1865 Goodwin was elected a delegate
to Congress but was charged with fraud. He resumed a law
practice in New York and died in California in 1887.
72.

Norman Whalen,."The Catholic Church . . ."
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Tucson where he opened a temporary school in the main room
of the priest's small home.

73

When the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet
arrived on May 26, 1870, to institute their convent school,
a permanent attempt at parochial education succeeded.^
After a harrowing journey the seven nuns were escorted into
Tucson by a detachment of U. S. Cavalry from Fort Lowell.
The peal of bells and a noisy fireworks display welcomed
them.

Only a few days later on June 6, the pious young

ladies opened their school, the Academy of St. Joseph, to
children regardless of their religious b e l i e f . T u i t i o n
scholarships were offered to indigent children attending
this Catholic institution where everyone was enrolled in an
academic program of two sessions each lasting five months 7^
At the end of June when school closed for summer vacation,
73. Del Castillo Collection, APRS. Rev. Jean B .
Salpointe had secured Mr. Vincent as an instructor.
74.

Norman Whalen, "The Catholic Church . . . "

75. Patrick Hamilton, The Resources of Arizona
(San Francisco: A. L. Bancroft and C o ., 1884), 248.
76. Mary Wilbur Collection, APRS. Course of
instruction comprised:
ortography, reading, writing,
grammar, ancient and m o d e m history, astronomy, mythology,
rhetoric, botany, intellectual and natural philosophy,
chemistry, arithmetic, algebra, book-keeping, French,
piano, drawing, oil painting, water colors, pastels, plain
and ornamental needlework, tapestry, embroidery, hair and
lace work, and making artificial fruits and flowers.
Richard J. Hinton, The Handbook of Arizona, 266-267.
Hinton erroneously stated the school did not open until
1871.
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the Sisters traditionally held an exhibition.

Needle work,

hair flowers, sketches, and paintings were displayed in the
spacious classrooms while students recited dialogues, sang
and played musical instruments to a crowd of about one
thousand.

The band from Lowell performed their choice

selections before the highlight of the event, awarding
prizes to students in various academic fields.^

Recogni

tion of the academy was increasing, and by 1877, the
Territorial Legislature awarded a three hundred dollar
donation.^
While the Sisters of St. Joseph were establishing
their private school directed toward training young ladies,
several struggles simultaneously attempted to launch the
first public school in Tucson.

The State Legislature had

decreed that wherever the population totaled more than one
hundred within an area of four square miles, a school.must
be founded; however, no money was appropriated.

Influen

tial citizens of Tucson had successfully filed the petition
necessary to initiate a public school and levy a property
tax from which money would be used to rent school rooms,
77. Arizona Citizen, July 5, 1873, and the Arizona
Citizen, July 1^ 1876.
78.
248.

Patrick Hamilton, The Resources of Arizona,
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employ teachers, and purchase furnishings.

79

Since gaming

establishments were heavily taxed, local citizens face
tiously jested, that gambling financed the public schools.
Now with local funds available in the spring of 1869,
Augustus Brichta, a pioneer Arizonan, attempted teaching
fifty-five Mexican boys in the first English-speaking
school which met in a large room with a dirt floor, cactus
beamed roof and crude furnishings.

Brichta was hired to

teach for seventy-five dollars a month for a six-month
term, but funds were prematurely depleted and the instructor
81
taught the last two months without salary.
Although the
school was terminated, the quest for education was instilled
in the male youth of Tucson and their parents.
79. Pima County Board of Supervisors, November 4,
1867. Bancroft, Hubert Howe, 605, The Works of . . .;
History of Arizona and New Mexico, 1530-1888, XVII (San
Francisco: The History Company, 1889).
80. Kathleen McQuown, "Tucson Public Schools,
1867-1874," Arizoniana, V (Summer 1964), 38-43. Augustus
Brichta was born in 1821 in New York City, graduated from
St. Louis University, joined the army for the Mexican War,
and saw action at Corpus Christi, became the first public
school teacher in Tucson from 1868-1869, and rented Wheat's
Saloon on Main Street 1869-1870. From 1873-1875 Brichta
served as a clerk for the Territorial Legislature and
Justice of the Peace in Nogales, owned several mining
claims in the Tucson Mountains, and died in Tucson in 1910.
Augustus Brichta, Hayden Biographical Collection, APHS.
81. Madeline F. Pare and Bert Fireman, Arizona
Pageant (Phoenix: Arizona Historical Foundation, 1965).
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Governor Anson P. K. Safford, later bestowed with
the sobriquet, Father of Arizona Education, tenaciously
pressured the Legislature to pass a bill furnishing Pima
County with money adequate to begin a public school.

This

was a preliminary but vital measure to continue the founda
tion laid by Brichta.

In March of 1871, a young Swiss,

John A. Spring, who resided in Florence, Arizona, was
persuaded to teach at the all-boys' school located in an
oblong adobe building at the corner of Meyer and McCormick
82
Streets.
Behind the two long rows of crude desks with a
high propensity for shedding splinters, was a cement "black
board" painted with dull black oil.

Three or four boys

were squashed into each desk, disregarding that the ages
spanned from six to twenty-one years.

From tots who

dangled their bare feet from benches to men with beards,
all mingled to absorb a little education.

Of the one

hundred thirty-eight boys entrusted to Spring, only six
82.
John A. Spring, "Teaching School in the Early
Days," APHS. Address delivered by Prof. John A. Spring
before the teachers' institute in Tucson, December 31,
1897. John Arnold Spring was b o m in Bern, Switzerland in
1845, came to New York in 1864 where he enlisted in the
U. S. Army, mustered out of the service in 1865, but re
enlisted and served in southern Arizona until 1868. Spring
taught school in Tucson, held government contracts, col
lected for the Smithsonian Institution along with Henry
Buehman, became a court reporter, and died in Virginia in
1924. Reminiscences of John A. Spring, "A March to Arizona
From California in 1866, or: 'Lost in the Yuma Desert,"'
Arizoniana, III (Fall 1962), 1-6. A l b u m M. Gustafson, ed.
John Spring's Arizona (Tucson: University of Arizona Press,
1966).
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comprehended any English.

Every day two boys were assigned

the task of sprinkling water on the earthen floor and
followed by pounding the floor with the two brooms.
Usually the mornings were devoted to penmanship, reading,
grammar, history, geography, and Latin, while arithmetic
and art were subjects taught in the afternoon.

Rigid

discipline prevailed and was helped by co-operative fathers
who brought a fresh ash switch to be administered upon
their sons at the slightest provocation.

In the beginning

Spring focused upon such essentials as attendance,
punctuality, and appearance which meant washed, combed, and
brushed.

The latter violation swiftly improved after a few

boys were plunged into a nearby well of cold water to
perform the forgotten morning ablutions.

Spring managed to

keep the boys firmly in tow.
In autumn of the next year, 1872, Mrs. Louis C.
Hughes founded a public school for girls with classes held
83
in the Old Pioneer Brewery at Levin's Park.
Because of
83.
Mrs. Louis C. Hughes formerly E. Josephine
Brawley, came to Tucson in 1872 from Meadville, Pennsylvania.
Because she founded the girls' school in Tucson, Mrs.
Hughes was known as the "Mother of Arizona Schools." She
raised funds for the first Protestant church in Arizona,
organized the first chapter of the Women's Christian
Temperance Union in the Territory, and started the first
women's suffrage club in Arizona.
"Pioneer Women in
Arizona," a collection of articles copied from newspapers
and magazines compiled by Louise M. Miligan, University of
Arizona, 1937, 24. Levin's Park was at the foot of •
Pennington Street bordering the Santa Cruz River. A
lengthy description is given in Chapter 4.
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poor health, Mrs. Hughes was forced to conclude school at
the end of April.

To mark the closing of the term the

students of the Tucson Public Schools gathered for a picnic
held at Levin's.

After the pupils had played and danced,

the Cavalry Band from Fort Lowell furnished a concert.

The

hungry children sampled the food from a buffet table until
sundown when the festivities concluded.^

Both Spring and

Mrs. Hughes had resigned their teaching positions, and the
scarcity of qualified teachers in Tucson was perilous.
Aware of the grave threat to local education, on May 20,
the townspeople voted to levy a district tax for schools.
Influential citizens sought eligible teachers to replace
the two who had resigned.

At the last moment good fortune

intervened.
When John Wasson, editor of the Citizen, was
traveling on a train, he met Miss Maria Wakefield, a teacher
from Stockton, California.

After extoling the beauty of

the Old Pueblo, Wasson produced an official letter from
Governor Safford stating the dire need for teachers.

His

persuasive speech enticed Miss Wakefield to accept a posiO C

tion teaching the boys of Tucson in school.
84.

To care for

Arizona Citizen, May 3, 1873.

85. Maria Wakefield was born in 1848, came from
Stockton, California to teach school in Tucson in November
1873, married Edward Nye Fish on March 12, 1874, and. had
three children. Edward Nye Fish, Hayden Biographical
Collection, APHS.
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the girls, she brought along Miss Harriet Bolton.
Arriving near the beginning of November in 1873, the
educators immediately began their instruction in a new
building rented from Samuel Hughes for fifty-seven dollars
a month.

These two spacious classrooms ventilated by five

windows were situated next to the county jail.

To shield

the building from the intense rays of the sun, a porch
extended across the front and back.

A grassy playyard

shaded by trees furnished a place for games and athletics
when the children were not swinging on the swings, each a
plank on ropes knotted to a tree limb.

At the far edge of

the play area were placed two outhouses.

The crude desks

and benches were built in Tucson but did not comfortably
seat the children.

87

Attendance rapidly increased, and a

count after the Christmas holidays showed fifty-five girls
and eighty-five boys enrolled.

The industrious Miss

Wakefield desperately needed another teacher to assist with
the boys.

"Miss Wakefield finds it impossible in her own

view, to do justice in the teaching of so many boys of all
ages and this fact only needs to be stated to be accepted
86.
Harriet Newell Bolton came from Stockton,
California, taught school in Tucson, and in 1874 married
John Wasson who published the Citizen.
87.

Arizona Citizen, November 1, 1873.
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oo

by all intelligent persons."

A variety of potential

solutions existed.
Although twice as many boys were registered, no one
dared to suggest two equally divided groups.

The proper

parents of Hispanic background firmly believed the sexes
did not mingle in schools.

In seeking a solution to this

problem, plans for expanding the number of classrooms had
been solicited for months.

The Citizen had suggested

enclosing the back porch and using the excess of awkwardly
89
constructed desks to fill this proposed classroom.
Observing the crowded conditions, the School Board
purchased land on Congress Street at a reasonable price
from Estevan Ochoa for a new school.

90

Complaints raged

that the site was distant from the center of town, but
despite the criticism, a vigorous campaign was launched by
Mrs. Edward Nye Fish, the former Miss Wakefield, and Mrs.
91
D. Lord.
After the public raised $1,320, a four-room
88.

Arizona Citizen, February 21, 1874.

89.

Ibid.

90. The land was bounded on the south by Congress
Street, the west by Belknap Street (Scott), the east by
Sixth Avenue, and nearly to Pennington on the north.
Kathleen McQuown, "Tucson Public Schools, 1867-1874."
91. Mrs. D. Lord was married to Dr. Charles H.
Lord, a former army surgeon who was a partner of Lord and
Williams, a merchandising firm. The Lord family ranked
among Tucson's most prominent families until the business
failed in 1881. Charles H. Lord, Hayden Biographical
Collection, APHS.
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adobe building was constructed.

In back of the school a

large playground was equally divided for girls and boys.
Within five years the local residents had witnessed rapidly
expanding educational facilities.

From crude beginnings in

a rented room, to girls' classes held in the brewery, to a
suitable and adequately constructed building, the Tucson
Public School system in 1874 was substantially established
and would be a significant social force in the community.
When the Tucson Public Schools closed in June of
1875 for summer vacation, students treated their parents
and other citizens to a display of their talent presented
at the courthouse.

The students exhibited their rapid

improvement and fine scholarship by reciting academic
material learned during the past term.

Glancing at copies

of the school newspaper, the spectators praised its humor
and talent.

The main address was delivered by Ignacio

Bonillas, a young man who spoke not a word of English when
he began school four years before.

92

To inspire his class

mates, Bonillas alluded to his own perseverance to acquire
an education.

Wanting to secure a good education for his

children, the elder Bonillas moved his family to Tucson.
Ignacio was enrolled in Spring's class when Governor
Safford became interested in the boy.

93

Noticing his

92.

Arizona Citizen, June 19, 1875.

93.

"Ignacio Bonillas Reminiscences," APHS.
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occasional absences, the Governor inquired about the
reason.

After being informed that the child had to help

his father so that he could earn money for books and
clothes, Safford paid the cost of the youth's books.

The

industrious Bonillas refused to accept charity, but he did
agree to earn his stipend by doing tasks.

Before school

in the morning he tended to his valet chores of polishing
the Governor's boots and brushing his clothes, and then
swept out the mule stalls.

When Bonillas turned sixteen,

he joined the teaching faculty of the school as an instruc
tor.

Along with William B. Horton they educated all of the

boys in the ungraded classes, each receiving one hundred
dollars a month salary.

94

During the late summer of 1879 Prof. M. H. Sherman,
Arizona Superintendent of Public Instruction, spent several
95
days in Tucson with Bonillas evaluating the school system.
Although laws existed which required compulsory school
attendance, neither gentleman could find an effective solu
tion to enforce the laws as long as Indians raided the area
94.
Arizona Daily Citizen, August 30, 1879.
Drachman, a member of a pioneer family which rose to
prominence, remembered having Mr. Bonillas as a teacher.
He also remembered that later on girls and boys were placed
in the same class together.
Some of the well established
families objected and withdrew their children.
"We all
thought it was fun not to go to school, but it lasted only
a week." Hose Drachman. The salary for the principal was
$150 a month. Barter, Tucson Directory--1881.
95.

Arizona Daily Citizen, August 4, 1879.

Hose
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and students lived a distance from school.

Those children

who faithfully attended classes learned rapidly and later
contributed significantly to their community.
During the early Arizona Territorial years the
rough fibers of Tucson were woven into a unique fabric.
The Hispanic heritage offered the crude backing for this
tapestry fashioned by American refinements.

Catholicism

had existed as the singular religion until the American
voyager introduced Judaism, and the Methodist and
Presbyterian churches.

With theology being promulgated,

young couples further embellished the religious principles
with ornamented weddings, the height of propriety and
decorum.

The Eastern woman brought along her refined

background and instilled the principles of etiquette into
this rugged masculine atmosphere.

While an increasing

number of young gentlemen were striving for intellectual
achievement, their female counterparts likewise labored
toward intellectual accomplishments, but oriented their
projects toward ones benefitting the entire community.
Persevering feminine efforts established education which,
in turn, propagated further intellectual endeavors.
Mingling charm and grace, the young ladies of Tucson
championed the cause of edifying the culture into a
striving and polished community.

Their presence enriched

man's theological, philosophical, and intellectual fibers.

The Southwestern tapestry of Tucson had a few coarse
threads in its colorful pattern, but essentially it dis
played a refined and pleasing aspect.

CHAPTER 4
THE PLEASURES OF THE OLD PUEBLO
He filled the river with sand till it was almost dry,
And poisoned the land with alkali
And promised himself on its slimy brink
The control of all who from it should drink.
He saw there was one more improvement to make,
He imported the scorpion, tarantula and rattlesnake,
That all who might to this country to dwell
Would be sure to think it was almost hell.-*After the basic fibers of the tapestry were woven,
the citizenry of the Old Pueblo united in community
endeavors to embellish the weaving with character and
individuality.

During the Mexican era Tucson belonged to

one genre; then the American influence evolved a two and
then three class society.

Prominent merchants, leading

politicians, mining engineers and officers from Fort Lowell
automatically ranked in the first class.

The second class

included men who owned and were employed in smaller
businesses, some miners, and some ranchers.

Into the third

stratum were the servile workers, Mexican farmers, heavy
drinking saloon patrons, itinerants, loafers, and outlaws.
The activities of the first class generally dominated
newspaper publicity and praise, while the third class was
constantly rebuked by the local press.
1.
God Forgot."

Occasionally the1

Charles 0. Brown, "Arizona . . . The Land That
108
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middle class, which constituted the bulk of the population,
achieved recognition.

In contrast to the leading citizens

who constantly sought to improve their culture and ornament
the tapestry, the middle class found pleasure in the simple
unceremonious aspects of life.
Regardless of one's social standing, winning a bet
strongly appealed to the masculine-oriented culture.

Every

time a man accepted a challenge, his honor was at stake;
subconsciously he sought the opportunity to demonstrate his
superiority.

Sidney R. Delong of Tucson eagerly delighted

in a contest offered to him by a San Franciscan for the sum
O

of $2,000.

In a discussion Delong had firmly stated that

he could ride his horse Jerry from Tucson to San Francisco
in twenty-five days.

For weeks local friends had supported

the venture by making wagers with each other.

All of the

2.
Arizona Citizen, February 28, 1874. Sidney R.
Delong received the challenge from Hugh McCrum. Sidney
Randolph Delong was b o m in New York in December, 1828,
graduated from college in Plattsburg, N. Y . , traveled
around the Horn to California in the 1850's, fought with
the First California Volunteers, and after the Civil War
settled in Tucson,
letter from Rachael Delong Whitaker
about her father dated May 27, 1943, APHS.
In 1870 Delong
became a partner with the merchandising firm of Tully and
Ochoa, participated in the Camp Grant Massacre in 1871,
elected the first mayor of Tucson in the same year, and
became a member of the Territorial legislature in 1875.
Besides owning and operating several mines in Arizona,
Delong also found time to write The History of Arizona:
From the Earliest Times (San Francisco: The Whitaker & Ray
Company, 1905). He died in 1914. Sidney R. Delong, Hayden
Biographical File, APHS, and Kenneth Hufford, "P. W.
Dooner— Pioneer Editor of Tucson," Arizona and the West, X
(Spring 1968), 25-42.
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excitement was squelched when the San Franciscan challenger
sent a telegram declaring his satisfaction that Delong
could succeed, but he preferred to withdraw this novel bet
and forfeit $500 to Delong.

Honor was restored and the

wager settied--until the next opportunity occurred.
A spontaneous prize fight took place one day in
Tucson when two military men from Fort lowell exchanged
personal insults.

While the men tested their warrior

dexterity, an appreciative audience swiftly gathered and
wagered ten dollars on the outcome.

For fourteen rounds

a member of the Cavalry fiercely battled one of the
Infantry, with the latter throwing in the sponge.

Both

contenders shook hands and went off drinking together.
This pair resembled other soldiers wandering vacantly along
the streets of the Old Pueblo with holes in their breeches
worn thin on the barroom s t o o l s D i s p a r a g i n g citizens
commented that the rowdy young soldiers awaited a fist
fight while their gilded officers preferred to punch balls
around the billiard table from morning to night.^
When the church bell clanged on a Sunday morning,
it not only summoned worshipers to a church service but
3.

Arizona Citizen, July 15, 1871.

4. Stephen Powers, Afoot and Alone (Hartford,
Conn.: Columbian Book Company! 1872), 20Ol
5. Ibid. , "In the long mud barracks some of them
are reading the Bible, more are playing cards, betting,
swearing, yelling . . . ."

Ill
also signaled the start of a horse race worth one thousand
d o l l a r s M o s t men of the Old Pueblo and some ladies
assembled near San Xavier Mission to see if Juan Elias's
horse would receive the purse.^
varied greatly.

Prizes for the big race

Ladies who had staked their jewels, rings

and earrings, on Elias's horses wildly applauded when he
finished the 700 yards first.

At such races the Mexican

citizens wagered their cattle and bales of barley.

8

In any

contest a man could lose all his savings and sources of
income on a disappointing mare.

In another kind of contest,

young boys awaited their golden opportunity to ride a
spirited bronco.

Hoping to capture the purse, each rider

employed toes, fingers, and teeth to help stay on "hurri
cane deck" of a tossing beast who usually tumbled his
tormentor into the dust.
Another animal, el^ toro, was so popular that a bull
ring with a seven-foot fence was built in the northwest
6.

Anita Rose, "Glimpses . . . ."

7. Juan Baptiste Elias was b o m in Tubac in 1838,
became an Arizona rancher, participated in the Camp Grant
Massacre, fought vigorously in several Indian campaigns,
owned the Sopori Ranch about forty miles southeast of
Tucson. Elias was elected poundmaster of Tucson in 1871,
and died in 1896. Juan Elias Collection, Hayden Biographi
cal File, APHS, and James E. Officer, "A Note on the Elias
Family of Tucson," Arizona and the West, I (Winter 1959),
378-380.
8.

Arizona Citizen, May 5, 1877.
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section of town.^

On Sunday morning a band playing lively

tunes traversed the streets trying to arouse potential
spectators.

By 2:30 in the afternoon a crowd of 1,200

people occupied every seat within the a r e n a . ^

After the

horn sounded, the featured matador paraded around the
amphitheater carrying a red cape.

Walking behind.him two

assistants each carried a short purple blanket.

The first

bull, a spotted one with uncropped horns, was released from
his pen but offered little battle.

After the audience

clamored their displeasure, the animal was driven out.
When the principal fighter attempted to plant a pair of
gaudy paper ornaments and firecrackers in either shoulder
of the last bull, the animal became wild and charged his
attacker.

Unfortunately the clown stumbled, and the raging

animal plummeted on top.

Rescuers lassoed the bull, while

another man remained astride the black beast's neck.
Cheers from the amphitheater spurred the heroes on and
sport with the bull lasted an hour.

Finally the animal

appeared sufficiently jaded and ready for the kill.

The

pompous matador ostentatiously tried to still the bull with
his hand, but instead, received a fierce kick which knocked
him unconscious.

An entertained audience deemed the after

noon a grand success and anxiously anticipated a repeat
9.

A 1ward White in the 0. S. O s b u m Collection,

APRS.
10.

Arizona Daily Star, March 1, 1959.
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performance next Sunday when four more bulls would meet
their creator, meanwhile, the injured bull-fighter was
treated with contemporary medicines.
During the 1860's and '70's in the Southwest,
medical treatment was quite provincial and primitive.
Mexican Mustang Liniment was advertised as miraculously
curing more ills for man or beast than any other compound
on the g l o b e . D e s p i t e

its modest price this patent

medicine for external pain produced extraordinary results
upon human flesh and the brute creation.

Every household

should stock a generous supply because each day brought
news of the agony of an awful scald or b u m subdued, or
rheumatic martyrs restored, or a valuable horse or ox
saved by the healing power of this liniment for swelling,
b u m s , scalds, cuts, bruises, lameness, old sores, ulcers,
frostbite, and chilblains.

12

Brutes were restored from

sprains, swinny, stiff joints, harness sores, hoof disease,1
11. Arizona Daily Star, February 1, 1959. It is
beyond the purpose of this study to present a detailed
account of the practice of medicine in pioneer Tucson. For
a full treatment of the subject, see Frances E. Quebleman,
Medicine in Territorial Arizona (Phoenix: Arizona Historical
Foundation, 1966).
12. In 1875, surgeons and doctors had to record
their diplomas and certificates in order to practice. G.
W. Barter, Tucson Directory— 1881, 17. During the follow
ing year all indigents in the village were vaccinated by
Dr. Handy.
Ibid., 18. If the illness was not so readily
cured by the patent-medicine, a person could be treated in
the new St. Mary's Hospital, two stories high, located on
the west side of the Santa Cruz Valley. Arizona Citizen,
September 8, 1879.
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foot rot, screw worm, and ring bone.
Liniment also cured poverty.

Mexican Mustang

Green advertising bills for

the medicine closely resembled greenbacks and were ille
gally exchanged for denominations ranging from one to fifty
dollars.

In Mexico several young Tucsonans passed a

festive week of wine, women, and song purchased with the
phony money.

Most residents of the Old Pueblo only used

the ointment for medical purposes and frequently carried
a bottle along on a picnic.
San Xavier Mission ranked as a favorite site for
picnics.

Early one Sunday morning in May of 1870, before

the parching sun rose above the mountain crest a group of
young ladies and their escorts traveled in a caravan of
13
carriages along the plain.
After arriving at the mis
sion, the assemblage toured the ancient church and admired
its carved statues and religious frescoes.

In a grove of

shady cottonwood trees the couples spread out their redcheckered tablecloths and arranged their delectable repast.
From their wicker picnic-hampers the young ladies proudly
produced an appetizing array of tamales, chicken, salads,
and fruit, while the gentlemen uncorked bottles of vintage
wine.

A pleasant day slipped away until the evening

temperatures cooled the air.

As the sunset illuminated

the desert sky, the train of buggies journeyed home
13.

Arizonian, May 21, 1870.
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praising their delightful picnic.

In later years families

from Fort Lowell secured the regimental band to accompany
the outing at San Xavier.
When pleasant temperatures and leisure time
coincided, Tucsonans enthusiastically pursued various forms
of outdoor recreation.

For two weeks in September, 1869,

Tucson citizens were deprived of their issues of the
Arizonian because the editor went camping.^

A courageous

party of four ventured into an unexplored mountain about
fifty miles distant from the Old Pueblo.

The men antici

pated spending ten days searching Canyon del Oro, but the
guide succeeded in getting lost which detained them three
days.^

Other local people mixed business with pleasure as

they traversed unsettled country.

Professor Buehman, the

local photographer, toured the picturesque Grand Canyon of
the mighty "Black Water" photographing spectacular beauty
14.

Arizonian, September 25, 1869.

15. Canyon del Oro was located about fifty miles
northeast of Tucson near old Camp Grant. Will C. Barnes,
Arizona Place Names, 75.
16. The mighty "Black Water" was the Colorado
River.
Professor Henry Buehman was b o m in Bremen, Germany,
in May 1851, arrived in Tucson in 1873, became a surgeon
dentist with an office in the photograph gallery, was a
photographer, businessman, mine owner, rancher, and cattle
man. Along with John Spring he collected flora and fauna
for the Smithsonian Institution in 1875, opened his studio
on Congress Street in 1877, served as mayor of Tucson from
1895 to 1899, and died in 1912. Yndia Smalley Moore,
"Henry Buehman,"■ Arizoniana, I (Spring 1959), 10-11.
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Before reaching their destination, Buehman and his
traveling companion, a local dentist, had visited several
military posts where the latter cared for the soldier's
teeth.^

Besides touring in Arizona some families enjoyed

longer trips and took a ten-day excursion to Santa Monica,
California.

Filled with wanderlust and business acumen,

one prominent merchant, Lionel Jacobs, traveled extensively
throughout the Orient and Europe gathering treasured objects
for his mercantile firm.

18

For the productive pioneers of Tucson only a
limited amount of time was available for indulging in
hobbies.

A note of practicality frequently was exhibited

in the subject a man chose to collect as a hobby.

During

his travels Dr. Hitchcock added rare specimens to the bug
collection which he displayed in his dental office.
Another resident, also interested in insects, was the
19
first man to introduce bees locally.
Newspapers praised
17.

Arizona Daily Citizen, September 17, 1879.

18. Lionel Jacobs owned the successful L. W. Jacobs
and Co., a mercantile firm. He was Territorial Treasurer,
member of the Territorial Legislature, the County Board of
Supervisors, the Tucson City Council, and a member of local
committees.
19.
Arizona Citizen, December 5, 1874. John
Brackett Allen known as "Pie" Allen raised bees. Allen was
b o m in Maine in 1818, arrived in Tucson in 1862, made and
sold apple pies from which he received his nickname "Pie."
Allen was sent to the Legislature in 1867, appointed to
several local offices, and died in June 1 8 9 9 , APHS.
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the delicious honey gathered from his hives.

Seeking a

pragmatic pursuit another local man turned his hobby into
a business enterprise.

Friends and acquaintances of

Leopold Carrillo so thoroughly enjoyed his tenpin alley
that Carrillo began charging admission to the many who
wanted to play.

20

Since amusements were few, the citizenry

was willing to pay the price charged.
Tucsonans thronged to the circus grounds after
hearing the first notes of the calliope announcing the
arrival of the Cole Brothers, the George Ryland, or the
B a m u m and Bailey circus.

21

The Mexicans purchased admis

sion tickets at fifty cents for the entire family, even if
they were forced to sell their sparse furnishings.

99

It

was an opportune time to secure bargains, but a dangerous
period for horses left untied that ran away at the first
scent or sight of an elephant.
23
drinks, apricots, and plums.

Outside, tiendras offered
Each carrying pillows about

20. Leopold Carrillo was b o m in Sonora in 1836,
arrived in Tucson in 1864, was a merchant, rancher, and did
freighting for the government. Carrillo is best remembered
for Carrillo Gardens, a pleasure resort which included a
small lake, bathhouse, a saloon, small zoo, pony races, and
refreshment stands that developed during the 1880's until
Carrillo's death in 1890.
21.

C. C. Wheeler, "Places of Amusement . . . ."

22.

Harry Drachman, APHS.

23. Tiendras referred to vendors who sold
refreshments from a very small stand.
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150 men, women, and children assembled in the corral where
Ryland's circus presented strong men, equestrians, wirewalkers, acrobats, tight-rope artists, dancers, tumblers,
jugglers, and clowns.^

At one performance the leather

cinch strapped to an aerial artist slipped while the
performer slid down a wire holding a child in his out
stretched arms.

Rather than sacrifice the youth, he burned

a deep wound from his shoulder to his waist.
circus performers exhibited such honor.

25

Not all

About a decade

earlier two couples from Sonora announced to the public
that they were a circus.

A brown bear, six mules, and a

dozen blankets labeled "U.S." accompanied the troupe but
neglected to appear.

Peering through eyes weeping from the

smoky bonfire, the people of the audience so vehemently
indicated their disgust with the pair of female clowns,
male dancer, and acrobat that the quartet fled town during
the performance.

The spectators were left to finish the

entertainment with their own impromptu dramatizations.
Mexicans and Americans both delighted in patroniz
ing live entertainment, but discrimination among patrons
was sometimes practiced.

When the teatro, heavy-tragedy

Mexican drama, was performed, Mexicans paid fifty cents,
• i

24.

«. I

Arizona Daily Citizen, September 6, 1879.

25. Jesus Garcia was the performer who carried the
large scar until his death. .Arizona Daily Star, November
12, 1937.
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but Americans were charged one dollar because they had more
money!^

Roaring bonfires and massive wooden torches

illuminated the little stage.

Small boys clustered in

front of the actors and clowns who amused the audience
during the long intervals between acts.

Older men placidly

puffed cigarettes or ate sweet quinces while the ladies
were emotionally moved by the trials of the heroine in
27
"Elena y Jorge," a harrowing sanguinary play.
By their
vehement cries the audience traditionally condemned the
mercenary uncle, the villain, to death.

In contrast to

this crude setting more sophisticated entertainments were
held at Levin's Park.
Walking by a field of waving wheat the traveler
passed beneath an arch of cottonwood trees which lined the
rural lane leading into this lush seven-acre plot.

After

noting that the perimeter was marked off by a single column
of fig trees, the government employee swiftly scanned the
main residence, factories, dancing pavillion, verdant
26.

Bourke, On the Border With Crook, 84-85.

27. Ibid. Elena, a young, beautiful, wealthy,
patriotic heroine was guarded by an aged, miserly uncle who
was anxious to sell the lovely heiress to a French officer
for gold. The French officer, a coward and a liar, was
just as anxious to wed Elena for her wealth. Jorge, a
young, handsome, courageous warrior, loved the heiress for
her own pleasing self, but was kept from her by the wicked
uncle who desired to drive the last cursed despot from his
father's land.

I
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gardens, and park.

28

Colorful masses of tulips, hyacinths,

and roses blossomed beneath grape arbors and trees bearing
apples, plums, and peaches.

The visiting official was

greeted by Alexander Levin, the proud and generous owner,
who had offered his property for many public celebrations
ranging from the San Augustine fiesta to Mexican and
American Independence days.

The host offered a tour of

his enterprises located at the foot of Pennington Street
near Mission Road which he originally purchased for small
manufacturing but extended his endeavors when the nearby
Santa Cruz River produced abundant vegetation and sylvan
beauty.

The guest noticed that the foliage and green lawn

were a Paradise in contrast to the dusty barren streets of
Tucson.

Levin reminisced that in May, 1874, he had launched

the summer frolic with a highly successful moonlight picnic
28. The Levin property also included a brewery,
soda and sarsaparilla factory, mineral water factory,
saloon, and neat stables. Arizona Citizen, April 1, 1876.
29. Ibid. Close to the weeping willow trees grew
patches of raspberries, blackberries, and strawberries
while a hop plantation nearby alternated with rows of corn
stalks. Only recently the proprietor had planted almond,
walnut, and olive trees.
30. Alexander Levin was b o m in Prussia, Germany
in March 1834, came to Tucson in 1866, formed a partnership
with J . Goldtree in 1869-1870 for the Pioneer Brewery which
he bought out in 1870, and purchased the Hodges' House
renovating the hotel in 1870. Levin is best known for his
park and gardens, while among his close friends he was
known as a heavy gambler; Levin died in 1891. Alexander
Levin, Hayden Biographical File, APHS.
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and ball where music was furnished by the band from Fort
Lowell.
After Levin had enlarged the amusement complex,
activities increased.

Two years later, the park remained

open twenty-four hours a day serving refreshments and light
meals while a string ensemble performed.
noons a free concert was featured.

On Sunday after

Levin proudly cited an

Arizona Citizen article on his desk which stated that
"Visitors may rest assured that they may come themselves
and bring their families, without any fear of meeting dis32
reputable parties on the grounds, as none will be there."
Later in the evening Levin invited his official guest to
visit the recent additions.

Promenading along the winding

walks the visitor observed a mixture of the American, the
swarthy Castilian, the brown-skinned Mexican, and the Indian
squaw dressed in red, pink, green, and other brilliant
colors.

The pair of men toured the newer attractions,

skating rink, shooting gallery, and bowling alley.
Most recently Levin had provided Tucson's first
theater by enclosing the dancing hall with adobe bricks
31.

Arizona Citizen, May 23, 1874.

32.

Arizona Citizen, April 29, 1876.
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33
over which an earth and timber roof was laid.

In January

of 1879, the premiere, a "Grand Concert," was performed by
Tucson entertainers.

Unfortunately in May the structure

had collapsed, but was rebuilt with the alteration of a tin
roof.

Levin and his visitor entered and stood beneath the

sturdy roof while the latter stared at the bright blue
ceiling spangled with stars.

They moved through the two

rooms reserved for the gentlemen's lounge then peeked into
the ladies' suite of four rooms which conveniently
accommodated nurses and children when ladies found it
necessary to bring them.

Levin explained that a few days

before on November 3, after renovations were completed, the
first performance offered "H. M. S. Pinafore" featuring
Pring's Opera Company.
For many weeks Tucson newspapers had been publi
cizing the coming performances of a West Coast opera
34
troupe.
When the scenery was delayed in shipment from
San Francisco, panic erupted.

Local artists came to the

33. Around 1880 or later, according to "Reminis
cences of Mose Drachman," APRS, the Variety Theater featured
a show which consisted mostly of girls who also sold liquor
inside the theater and received a commission. The angry
editor of the Star published the names of those who
patronized it. This hardly mattered because the list
included nearly all of Tucson's leading citizens.
34. John Clum and other public-spirited citizens
were responsible for securing the troupe. Pat Ryan,
"Trail-Blazer of Civilization."
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rescue and earned great praise for their set.

35

Every

evening people from surrounding towns, mining camps,
military posts, and prominent Tucsonans crowded into
Levin's Hall to see "H. M. S. Pinafore," a new opera
bouffe.

The golden voice and serious acting of the main

soprano, as well as the other actors' comical episodes,
or

delighted the audience.

On Saturday children attended a

special matinee of the operetta.

At the final performance

instead of a solo pianist, twenty-six members from the
Cavalry Band from Fort Lowell furnished an orchestral back37
ground.
Rounds of enthusiastic encores assured the
actors that the audience appreciated their talents, as the
citizenry of Tucson heartily endorsed most dramatic per
formances .
Only sporadic attempts at theatrical presentations
occurred in Tucson before the railroad arrived in 1880.

A

benefit performance attracted a crowd to the improvised
theater at the Cosmopolitan Hotel in June, 1875.

Mexican

actors and actresses kept the audience roaring with
35. E. Barsalou and E. Obrist were the swift
artists who supplied the neat and complete decor. Arizona
Citizen, November 6, 1879.
36. Miss Pauline Markham was the featured soprano .
who played the role of Josephine, while Mr. Dauphin was
the Admiral. Mr. Cassell was cast as Dead Eye Dick.
Arizona Citizen, November 4, 1879.
37.

Arizona Citizen, November 11, 1879.
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laughter when they performed a Spanish comedy about King
O O

Philip IV.

To secure a road show, a large guarantee must

be promised which required costly ticket prices ranging
39
from fifty cents to five dollars.
If the show was a
quality production, a promoter found little difficulty
drawing a substantial crowd.

For the less affluent,

tickets were not quite so dear to see the Punch and Judy
show.^

Most citizens received equal pleasure walking down

a dusty street and stumbling upon impromptu entertainment,
trained dogs, acrobats, and maromas, tight-rope walkers who
traveled from town to t o w n . ^
Since Tucsonans patronized a variety of entertain
ment, a group of community-minded citizens held a fund
raising activity.

In 1877, fourteen local residents staged

a benefit at the Occidental Hotel where a Minstrel Show
netted $535.00 for equipment at the first public school in
38.
Senor Perez Garcia represented King Philip
while Sofia Perez performed as Anna. Senor Tellon and
Senorita Elena Mancera were cast in supporting roles. Jose
Perez Garcia managed the drama company. Arizona Citizen,
June 26, 1875.
39.

C. C. Wheeler, "Places of Amusement . . . ."

40. Titiris were puppet shows. Mariano Velasquez
de la Cadena, Edward Gray, and Juan L. Iribas, Velasquez,
Spanish and English Dictionary (New York: Follett Publishing Company, 1966), 638.
41. Maromas were tight-rope walkers or people who
engaged in a perilous undertaking. Velasquez, Gray, and
Iribas, Velasquez, 447.
•
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T u c s o n . L o c a l opinion rated the charity endeavor a
grand success.

Neighborhood talent was prompted to form a

permanent group, the Acme Minstrels.

As soon as the per

formers accumulated a sufficient repertoire, they held a
Minstrel Show.

One such pleasing entertainment was per-

formed at Levin's Park in February of 1879.

A *3

"Knockin' on

der Outside Gade," the happy melody of the evening,
received repeated encores.

For the finale, a turn toward

the sublime tragedy of "Othello" which aroused many laughs
from a delighted audience.

While the spectators treasured

happy memories of the evening, everyone indulged in the
leisure activities of a Sunday in the Old Pueblo.
The industrious middle and highest classes of
people in Tucson welcomed the relaxation and variety
afforded by the Sabbath.

Attendance at church dominated

the morning and was followed by an elaborate family feast
served at "high noon."

During the afternoon the entire

population seemed on parade.

Beneath huge hats the men

wore spotless white shirts which contrasted with their
austere, black, frock c o a t s . ^

The elegantly groomed

ladies displayed hats trimmed with vivid plumage that
matched their bouffant gowns topped by dainty bodices.
42.
"Talk before the Hiram Club," Mr. and M r s .
Abraham Maurice Franklin Collection, APHS.
43. .Arizona Weekly Star,.February 27, 1879.
44.

Tucson Citizen,•October 21, 1923.
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Ruffles and ribbons gave the children a cherubic appearance
as they drove behind prancing horses pulling the family
carriage.

Either a low comfortable phaeton or a proud

surrey, both highly polished, rated as the family's
favorite conveyance.

Numerous families kept Sunday "open

house" and served tea to guests who called.

Others of the

fashionably garbed elite congregated at Levin's dance
vpavillion where a lively Mexican band played polkas,
waltzes, and other favorite dances requested by the audi
ence

For those who preferred classical music, "Pop

Concerts" were given in the Philharmonic Auditorium.
Whatever their choice of activity on Sunday, Tucsonans
valued an opportunity to share the spirit of camaraderie.
In this small frontier town a jovial spirit
dominated the social activity during the weeks that sur
rounded Christmas.

All the Tucson Public School children

joined in the yuletide festivities by presenting a program
enthusiastically attended by proud parents.

For weeks

preparations had been underway at the Congress Street
School.

In their divided quarters boys and girls had

draped red and green streamers around the room, placed
holiday wreaths at the windows, and decorated glittering
Christmas t r e e s . ^
45.

The children "spoke pieces," recited

Samuel Lucas, "Arizona in the Seventies," APHS.

46. Arizona Daily Star (n.d .), in collection of
Tucson; General, APHS.

!!
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Christmas poems, sang carols, and presented tableaux before
the highlight of the event.

Just as the applause faded

away, a loud jingling of bells announced the arrival of
Santa Claus.

He asked the excited children if they had

obeyed their teachers, then he could distribute abundant
gifts and return next y e a r E a c h

happy child received a

small gift and a fancy bag containing nuts, popcorn,
cookies, cakes, an orange, and "sweets."

The special

treats were rock candy which resembled crystals on a
string, malcoche or long pieces of brown sugar taffy,
cubierto made from cactus, and jamoncillio which was a
white sugar candy.

After the festivities concluded, the

children began a week's vacation.

As the population of the

Old Pueblo increased, performances in later years were
presented either at the Court House or Levin's Hall.
In Tucson Mexican and American traditions mingled
in the Christmas festivities.

Usually one or more promi

nent citizens inaugurated the Yuletide with a fireworks'
display.

The religiously inclined population had carried

elaborately robed images of the saints through the streets
in their procession.^

At midnight on Christmas Eve all of

the Mexican population, fashionably attired, crowded into
47. Arizona Citizen, December 28, 1877. Mr.
Zeckendorf, a prominent merchant, played Santa Claus at the
Christmas program in 1877.
48.

Tucson Post, December 19, 1863.
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San Agustin to attend Mass

On the morning of December

25, the American families exchanged gifts which were mostly
handmade.

Children were thrilled with harmonicas, toy

pistols, jack-knives, hoops, jacks, and rag dolls.

In the

field of children's literature Robinson Crusoe, Aesops
Fables, and Pilgrims Progress rated the most popular books
exchanged.

While the families opened their packages, a few

notorious gamblers extended their generosity to the poor by
distributing food and gifts.

Anxious youngsters scrambled

for the handfuls of coins which these men scattered.

In

most homes dinner tables were laden with an abundance of
beef, sheep, antelope, venison, wild turkey, luxuries from
Sonora and San Francisco.

Sideboards were stocked with

great amounts of mescal, brandy, wine, and champagne.

In

the afternoon families dressed in their holiday best called
on their friends.

While the adults sipped eggnog, the

children played and inspected gifts.

For the military men

Fort Lowell provided officers with a touring Minstrel Show.
The young unmarried ranchers and prospectors had traveled
to town and partook of the barroom hospitality where
complimentary Tom and Jerrys were o f f e r e d . A t parties
and dances the gay spirit continued throughout the week
49.

Herbert Drachman Collection, APHS.

50.

Samue1 H . Drachman1s Diary, APHS.
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until New Year's Day, an occasion for an "open house" or a
dance.

Other parties followed to enliven the winter season.
During the early territorial period holidays

throughout the year gave cause for celebrations.

In 1869,

when the military formed the social force in the community,
a party honored George Washington's Birthday.

At the

Continental Hall ladies and gentlemen attired in full
military splendor arrived by eight o'clock for dancing.
Special care was taken to encourage the beautiful young
ladies to attend, thereby providing dancing partners for
the eligible bachelors in the military.

At midnight the

party proceeded to the Richardson Hotel where a lavish
banquet had been prepared.

52

Several wine toasts were

raised to the patriotic hero, General George Washington.
After supper the party returned to the hall where music
and waltzes continued.

Dancing slippers need only be

tucked away for less than a month when tribute was paid to
Ireland.
On March 17, St. Patrick's Day, a day of frolic was
planned for the soldiers and their families at Fort Lowell.
For the morning a printed program announced a variety of
games consisting of foot races, sack races, dancing jigs,
51.

The Weekly Arizonian,.February 21, 1869.

52.

The Weekly Arizonian, February 28, 1869.
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and catching a greased pig.

53

In the afternoon horse races

preceded a fiercely competitive baseball game between
officers and enlisted personnel.

After the last inning the

spectators spread out their picnic suppers; dancing con
cluded the day for "the wearin1 of the green."

The Arizona

Citizen complimented the festivities as being the finest
and most spirited celebration conducted in the vicinity by
either the civil or military groups.
At sunrise on July 4 in 1879, the brass cannon at
Fort Lowell proclaimed another year honoring American
c

/

independence.

A cool gentle breeze circulated and the

blue sky was uncovered by clouds.

American flags, large

and small, decorated the streets and business properties of
the Old Pueblo.

Spectators gathered along the route to

watch the parade that formed and extended a half mile.

A

snappy brass band preceded by the marshal of the celebra
tion, Pinckney R. Tully, led the procession.'*'*
53.

Clusters of

Arizona Citizen, March 18, 1876.

54. Arizona Daily Citizen, July 4, 1879. The
Arizonian, July 10, 1869, described the noise and weather.
"Again and again the cannons roar was echoed back from the
mountains while the merry throng filled the intervals with
hearty hurrahs. Thus passed the hours until the blushing
aurora tipped the sun out of bed and the convivial throng
took shelter from h i s ’rays."
55. Pinckney R. Tully was b o m in Mississippi in
1824, became a partner in Tully and Ochoa and Co., was
appointed Territorial Treasurer in 1873 by Gov. A. P. K.
Safford, owned one-third interest in the Arizona Star in
1877, was elected mayor of Tucson in 18821 and died in
1903, APHS.
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school children marched while carrying appropriate banners,
one being inscribed, "Our Free Schools, the century's
g l o r y . H o r s e m e n and footmen appropriately attired in
red, white, and blue drove a cordon of polished and
beautifully appointed carriages.

Several young boys wore

sailor suits as costumes for a decorative float honoring
the m i l i t a r y . T h e

triumphal car carrying the lovely

young ladies representing the states of the Union and the
Territory of Arizona drew the heartiest applause.

During

the afternoon residents of Congress Street challenged the
Main Street dwellers to a baseball championship at Military
Plaza.At

eight o'clock in Levin's Park, the military,

band of Fort Lowell led off with "Hail Columbia" and then
followed an international tribute to England, Mexico,
France, Germany, and the President of the United States.

59

Standing upon a platform draped with Mexican and American
flags, a distinguished guest impressively read in English
the Declaration of Independence, and Benjamin Morgan, Esq.,
56.

Arizona Citizen, July 10, 1875.

57.

Mose Drachman, APHS.

58. Arizona Daily Citizen, June 30, 1879.
Goldtree's cigar store was headquarters for arranging the
game.

59.
The repertoire included "God Save the Queen,
"Mexican National Air," "Marseilles Hymn," "Watch on the
Rhine," and "Hail to the Chief." Arizona Daily Citizen,
July 4, 1879.
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delivered an eloquent oration entitled "American Independ
ence Day."

Varicolored fireworks blasted and illuminated

the darkened sky.

A ball concluded the patriotic festivi

ties, but fireworks thundered throughout the night
resembling a fortification under seige.^

This noise was

quite appropriate since the citizenry frequently heard
stories of Indian skirmishes, so much so, that earlier
inhabitants had selected St. Augustine, the patron saint of
soldiers, for special tribute.
The Mexicans, ardent Catholics, had adopted San
Agustin as the patron saint of Tucson, and for many decades
they honored him on August 28.

Bells rang throughout the

two weeks Tucsonans participated in religious processions,
feasting, the circus, and horse races.

This unique Spanish

custom of fiesta merged with Monte Carlo in which the
American gamblers dominated.

At eighty temporary canvas

structures arranged around the perimeter of Military Plaza,
citizens representing all classes risked their money at
enticing games of roulette, chusas, faro, monte, hazard,
60. B . R. Hereford, Esq., delivered the Declara
tion of Independence. Arizona Daily Citizen, July 3, 1879.
Benjamin A. Morgan, Esq., was a prominent attorney in
Prescott before moving to Tucson in 1879 where he was
affiliated with Morgan, Silent and Stevens, a law firm.
Morgan was director of the Minitor Silver Mine in the
Tombstone District before moving to California where he
ran for the California Assembly in 1884.
61.

Arizonian, July 10, 1869.
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chuck-luck, and the raffle.

Investigating the gambling

stands a journalist discovered several means of robbing the
public.
Carcauan beats you out of your pocket money;
Keno accumulates money for the bank; ABC depicts
your wallet; Chuch of luck fills your pockets
with brass jewelry and freights itself with your
greenbacks; Cosse Pot takes all; Rush Bobbin
after ten minutes mistrial suggests to you to
borrow five dollars with which to win your money
back; Window Glass sets you to thinking about
the quickest plans by which to replace the sum
reserved for board bill. Monte robs you, Tiger
maddens you, Tescila beggars you, Chusettes
.renders you bankrupt, Neddie rips you with
remorse, and Roulette prompts you to commit
suicide . . . .63
Other stands were designated by different Spanish names
that were translated as:

the watermelon stand, the roast

pig and chicken stand, and the summer-green-belly-washstand. ^

At one chuck-luck table the proprietor was

intensely concentrating on the game and unaware that some
wicked fellow had lighted a match to the top of his tall,
cone-shaped, paper hat.
the program followed.

A fine pyrotechnic display not on
When the fiesta reached full power,

the scene depicted organized pandemonium.

If a dashing

cavalier wanted to meet a pretty senorita, he joined others
around the soda fountain and sipped a lemon or sarsaparilla.
62.

Arizona Citizen, September 1, 1877.

63.

Arizonan, September 3, 1870.

64.

Ibid.
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After introductions were exchanged, the young gentleman
squired the lovely lady to the dancing pavillion where a
band from Cortez, Mexico, furnished the music.

This weird

musical group consisted of three violins and two drums but
possessed a repertoire of one tune.

At the end of the

fiesta this musical quintet vanished until the following
year.

Saturated with days of gambling and feasting

Tucsonans1 next holiday on the calendar indicated a quiet
American one.

Perhaps a chicken had been snatched from

sacar el gallo, the rooster-pull.
Although positioned far away from the traditional
New England atmosphere of November, Thanksgiving in the
desert remained a quietly celebrated American holiday.^
An occasional firecracker popped to interrupt the stillness
of the night.
church.

In the early morning the devout attended

To instill a little rivalry the gregarious

employees of the Citizen challenged the Star nines to a
baseball game.^

In most homes and restaurants elaborate

feasts were meticulously prepared.

If turkeys proved

scarce, men roamed the surrounding hills and shot deer.

By

Thanksgiving, one family who had recently moved into their
home, combined the occasion to comply with an ancient
Spanish custom.

Many friends were invited to the

65.

Arizona Daily Citizen, November.27, 1879.

66.

Arizona Daily Citizen, November 11, 1879.
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house-warming fiesta which began with the priest blessing
the house and terminated with a huge venison dinner.^
After the feast some of the older guests were dancing,
while the younger set was excused to attend the baile.
Invitations to a baile had been issued, and the
anxious guests peered through the doorway to observe the
scene.

Flute, harp, bass-drum, and bull-fiddle simultane

ously played.

Candles flickering in tin sconces emitted a

dim light which subdued the flaws of the earthen floor,
streaked mirrors, and rickety benches placed along the
adobe walls of the narrow apartment where the baile was
68
held.
To warm the chilled air a fire blazed in the
corner fireplace.

An eggshell filled with either pungent

cologne or silver and gold confetti, was sprinkled over the
heads of ladies and cavaliers, as they passed through the
threshold.

Tucson etiquette did not require a receiving

line; any man invited could converse with any guest.
Black-eyed, sweet-faced senoritas dressed in silk plush,
rich satin, or delicate lace gathered on one side of the
room to discuss their gowns or absent girlfriends.

Gentle

men in velvet jackets, silver-buckled belts, or military
uniforms invited whom they pleased to dance and performed
with grace as though the floor were marble.

Men politely

67. Charles 0. Brown, Jr., APRS. The Brown family
moved into their new home in November, 1868.
68.

Bourke, On the Border with Crook, 88-99.
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tried to speak with the ladies when they purchased raisins
or candies at the counter during intervals between figures.
Although guests conversed entirely in Spanish, the dances
were announced in English.

Clustered together duennas,

mothers, and grandams strictly chaperoned their senoritas
and prevented a couple from sharing one moment alone.
Perhaps a military man would invite a favorite young lady
who he had met to a baile at Fort Lowell.
Limited social activity at this oasis of the desert
was stimulated by the dances and parties held at Fort
69
Lowell, a strong social force in the community.
Hardly
a day passed without a gallant officer or his fair lady
issuing an

invitation to a riding party, picnic, or

concert.

After the Cavalry Band volunteered to provide the
70
music a grand cotillion came to pass.
In shining
carriages drawn by prancing horses handsome cavaliers and
their pretty ladies had ridden out the we11-traveled road
from Tucson to the Fort.

As each attractively dressed

guest entered the ballroom, he or she was formally
announced.

Although the Lenten season kept some away, a

large attendance of ladies and gentlemen gracefully engaged
in the musical figures.

A dance program, hand-painted with

dainty flowers, featured Latin numbers, waltzes, polkas,
69.

Arizona Citizen, October 21, 1923.

70.

Arizona Citizen, March 22, 1873.
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the schottische, and numerous quadrilles.

During the inter

mission dancing partners gathered around the silver punch
bowl.

After the final strains of "Home Sweet Home" faded,

happy couples departed and awaited the next social occa
sion.
When a man wanted social company, he cleared out a
shed or adobe h u t , hired musicians to play the harp and the
bass drum, and invited all his friends in the village for a
grand ball.

Greater was the occasion when a special event

for rejoicing arose.

In the early days when there was no

law but love, and no occupation but labor, the achievement
(

of creating the Territory of Arizona called for a round of .
bailes.^

Only a few years later a grand soiree honored

the delegation responsible for bringing the capitol of
72
Arizona to Tucson.
In 1873, another historical moment,
telegraphic service to the Old Pueblo, received social
recognition.

Governor Anson P. K. Safford concisely

summarized the mysterious wonder and the progress of
71. Charles D. Poston, "Building a State in Apache
Land." At this same time a prominent haciendado butchered
some calves and invited the townspeople to cut their steaks
and broil them over mesquite coals. During the festivities
another leading citizen, William S. Oury, thought he would
sip his liquor with coffee, the first known in Tucson. He
gave his cooks the green kernels and awaited the coffee.
The women complained to Oury that after they had baked,
boiled, and fried the beans in grease, they still were not
soft. Jose del Castillo Collection, APHS. '
72.

Samuel H. Drachman*s Diary, APHS.
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telegraphy.

After his delivery he proposed a champagne
73
toast to the military men who installed this service.

Besides honoring local advancements, balls were held as
fund-raising benefits.
In the spring of 1875, the civic-minded ladies of
Tucson launched an elegant charity ball.

The anticipated

proceeds would be used to build the public schoolhouse.
Alexander Levin generously donated his park pavillion and
decorated the dance hall with colorful bouquets gathered
from his magnificent gardens.

Before the midnight supper

guests had purchased lottery tickets for this worthy cause,
"the best monument they could have erected to perpetuate
their names, for it will live in the hearts of the little
ones long after they have passed a w a y . " ^

A profit of

$812 provided all the revenue necessary to erect the
desperately needed school that would benefit the entire
community.

It ". . . will afford a place for the happy

boys and girls to go and receive an education and learn to
bless God and love each other for the comforts and blessings
they have received.

Four years later in 1879, Tucson

residents undertook another community project to build St.
73.

Arizona Citizen, December 13, 1873.

74.

Arizona Citizen, June 5, 1875.

75.

Ibid.
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Mary's Hospital.^

Generous citizens purchased the five

dollar tickets, as well as, liberally donated cakes and
other refreshments for the charity ball which amassed
$375.^

The primary purpose of fund-raising had succeeded,

and the guests were filled with pleasant memories.
On any evening Tucsonans enjoyed the merry throng
gathered for a party, but they especially delighted in the
mysterious aura surrounding a Masquerade Party.

The date

of November 28, 1879, coincided with the performances of
11H . M . S . Pinafore" whose cast generously loaned their
78
costumes.
Others attending the party sent to San
Francisco for their attire.

Elegant and elaborately gowned

ladies drew upon the opera company costumer to sculpture
their faces with exotic theatrical make-up.

Throughout the

evening guests in costumes ventured a guess to identify
their dancing partner.

Prizes were awarded to those

wearing the most unique costumes.

A violin solo was

heartily applauded at this festive Thanksgiving party.
At the slightest provocation for companionship, a
man summoned his closest friends and a party was declared.
For a gathering good spirits provided the basic ingredient
whether they were verbal or out of a bottle.

In the early

76.

Arizona Citizen, August 12, 1879.

77.

Arizona Citizen, August 14, 1879.

78.

Arizona Citizen, November 29, 1879.
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days of the Territory a finely prepared dinner prompted a
host to assemble his friends who possessed a sharp appe
tite.

The gourmet arranged tasty dishes on the table with
79
steins of beer to clear the palate.
When the Territorial
Legislature convened early in February, 1871, generous
Tucsonans honored the delegates with a complimentary
80
dinner.
Another party was prompted by a lieutenant and
his wife celebrating their first wedding anniversary.
Their many friends in the military and the community were
invited for a luncheon and card party.

Before Hiram S.

Stevens departed for Washington, D . C . , to serve in
Congress, his friends from scattered parts of the Territory
crowded into the two adjoining party rooms of the Cosmopolltan Hotel for a farewell party.

81

Round after round of

toasts saluted every subject from the government of the
United States to the ladies of Tucson.

When a particular

couple celebrated their third wedding anniversary, they
held a party in their garden which was colorfully illuminated by Chinese lanterns.

82

At the midnight dinner a

79. Alex Levin, a congenial host, frequently held
an impromptu’dinner at the Pioneer Brewery. Arizonian,
January 8, 1870 and Arizonian, March 5, 1870.
80.

Arizona Citizen, February 11, 1871.

81. -Arizona Citizen, January 2, 1875.
82.

Arizona Daily Citizen, August 16, 1879.
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progression of toasts and speeches were raised to the
glories of matrimony, and wishes were extended for future
joyous anniversaries.
The Old Pueblo was emerging from its Hispanic
origins to assimilate both the pioneering American
entrepreneur and the United States military.
blending a unique social pattern was woven.

From this
Vibrant

threads characterized by the singular Mexican heritage were
stitched into the design by perpetuation of the bullfight,
the fiesta, the teatro, and the baile.

Living a rugged

masculine existence, the American passed his leisure time
with horseraces, bets, fights, and bronco-riding.

As the

Army officers brought their wives to Fort Lowell, the
valiant ladies implanted their Eastern traditions.
Thanksgiving, Christmas, George Washington's Birthday, St.
Patrick's Day, and the Fourth of July became staunchly
observed holidays marked by parties and cotillions.

The

growing population demanded civic facilities, such as a
school and a hospital, and the charity ball made these
projects a reality.

With increased entertainment, the

social structure developed sophistication and a distinction
among social classes emerged.

CHAPTER 5
GAMBLING, GAMBOLING, ET CETERA
He fixed the heat at one hundred and seven,
And banished forever the moisture from heaven,
But remembered as he heard his furnace roar,
That the heat might reach five hundred or more.
And after he fixed things so thorny and well,
He said, "I'll be damned if this don't beat hell."
Then he flapped his wings and away he flew
And vanished from earth in a blaze of blue.
By the standards of some people, the streets of
Tucson were an unsavory place to be; by the standards of
others, Tucson was an honorable town.

For most of the male

population gambling was an acceptable form of entertain
ment.

When a lottery was offered, everyone who could

afford the price of a ticket participated.

For some

families Christmas of 1870, brought unexpected bounty
2
received from the drawing held on December 24.
For only
a five dollar ticket one could win a prize in the thousand
dollars worth of gifts offered.

A majority of the winners

pocketed small trinkets such as fish hooks, combs,
1.
God Forgot."

Charles 0. Brown, "Arizona . . . The Land Tha

2.
Arizona Citizen, December 16, 1870. The
merchant, Aaron Zeckendorf, advertised his lottery in
newspapers and on posters placed throughout the village.
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3
Meerschaum clay pipes, or a big bologna sausage.

While

two lucky recipients carted home parlor furniture and a
bureau, another stuffed his pockets with one hundred
dollars in greenbacks.

Only a few years later the

Territory of Arizona held a grand lottery to erect the
capitol building and support the public schools.

Tickets

at five dollars each were purchased from members of the
Arizona Development Company, a corporation established for
this project with Governor John C. Freemont as "ex virtate
officio.

Lotteries were a grand success and a guaranteed

method of raising revenue.

Within the Old Pueblo money

changed hands in various forms of amusement, and the ever
present casino attracted widespread attention.
3. Weekly Arizonian, December 31, 1870. Wooden
horses, dolls, soap, brass jewelry, whistles, kid gloves,
boxes of candy and peanuts were some other prizes.
4. Anita Rose, "Glimpses of Border Life in
Arizona." John Charles Freemont was b o m in Savannah,
Georgia in 1813 and married Jessie Benton, daughter of
Senator Thomas Hart Benton of Missouri. Freemont explored,
surveyed, and wrote about the frontier West, was a soldier
who helped wrest California from Mexico, and became the
first Republican Party presidential candidate. Soon after
the start of the Civil War, he was appointed major general,
but dismissed shortly thereafter. On June 12, 1878, Presi
dent Hayes appointed him Governor of the Territory of
Arizona, an office he held until 1881 when Arizonans asked
for his resignation because Freemont was frequently visiting
in the East. Harold C. Richardson, "John C. Freemont:
Territorial Governor," Arizoniana, III (Summer 1962), 41-47.
See also: Bert M. Fireman, "Fremont's Arizona Adventure,"
The American West, I (Winter 1964), 9-19, and Allan Nevins,
Fremont,.Pathmaker of the West (New York: Longmans, 1955).
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Many western towns in the late nineteenth century
maintained reputations as being "wide-open" places.
Tucson, no exception, contributed its choice of saloons and
gambling establishments.

When the California Column

occupied Tucson during the War Between the States, Charles
0. Brown obtained the exclusive privilege of selling
liquor in the Old P u e b l o . B r o w n secured his license by
paying $500, but he was restricted from selling liquor to
inebriated soldiers.

Profits from this monopoly enabled

him to build the Congress Hall Saloon in 1868.

This

spacious L-shaped, adobe building was situated on the
northwest c o m e r of Main and Commercial Streets.^
Thousands of dollars exchanged hands as five games were
perpetually in full blast.^

Brown had tried to create

sumptuous quarters and spared no expense on the lavish
decor.

,

5. Thomas Edwin Parish, History of Arizona (San
Francisco: Filmer Brothers, 1915), II, 118-119. Gambling
was licensed by the state. Charles Morgan Wood, APHS.
Charles 0. Brown was b o m in New York in 1829, arrived in
Tucson in 1858, worked in copper mines, and opened the
Congress Hall Saloon in 1868 which he operated until 1879
when he retired. Brown continually prospected for mines in
Arizona until his death in Tucson in 1908. Charles 0.
Brown, Hayden Biographical Collection, APHS.
6. Arizonian, February 26, 1870.
Street became Congress Street.
7.
APHS.

Commercial

Warren Allison, "Frontier Days of Old Tucson,"
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Entering one of the finest buildings in southern
Arizona, the Congress Hall Saloon, a man's attention was
quickly attracted to the polished wooden floor, a decided
contrast to the usual tamped earth.

To secure the boards,

Brown had the lumber hauled from Santa F e , New Mexico, and
paid a high price.

Even the door locks cost twelve dollars

O

each.

On one wall a large mirror measuring five by ten

feet let a man scan his image from moustache to boots.

The

other walls were crowded with an assortment of fine pictures
which Brown had gathered during his numerous travels.

The

proprietor received newspaper notice when two billiard
tables covered with green baize ordered from California
9

arrived.

Men wandered through the maze of passageways

which linked the rooms for liquor, cards, billiards, and
reading.

An item of curiosity, an Indian scalp, captured

attention.

On the ears a pair of brass pendants orna

mented this souvenir covered with black glossy hair.
Besides being a successful businessman Brown always retained
a deep interest in mining.

On one wall of the saloon he

built a cabinet to display his vast mineral collection.
Each specimen was labeled with the donor's name and
8.

Jose del Castillo Collection, APHS.

9.

Weekly Arizonian, August 28, 1869.

10. Weekly Arizonian, February 12, 1870.
Bernard killed the Indian.

Colonel
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pertinent information, about the mine location and the
n
'
depth of the shaft.
Strangers to this desert outpost
could swiftly learn some historical knowledge about the
local thriving enterprises by browsing through the mineral
display.

Besides possessing business acumen, keen intel

ligence, and extensive mining knowledge, Brown was never
outwitted.
Along the exterior of the Congress Hall Saloon
wooden posts supported a ramada to shield the facade from
the blistering sun.

These wooden posts were a favorite

target for local whittlers.

Saloon idlers clustered

around the outside of the building and carved away as they
talked.

The owner of Congress Hall replaced his notched

posts with smoothly painted supports.

12

One day Brown

caught a handsomely dressed man carving the brand-new
replacements.

With anger mounting Brown picked up a pair

of scissors and began snipping big slits in the gentleman's
coat.

The surprised whittier inquired about the saloon

keeper's actions.

When the proprietor retorted that the

man was carving his posts, future damage ceased.
If the old walls of Congress Hall could speak, what
a colorful history they,would relate about this social1
11.

Arizona Citizen, June 20, 1874.

12.

Anonymous manuscript, A 41-2, APHS.
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center in the Old Pueblo.

Many events that shaped the

destiny of local history occurred at Congress Hall Saloon.
In 1867, Brown left a permanent historical monument by
offering his saloon to the Second Legislature of Arizona as
temporary meeting quarters.

Because of this gesture the

establishment received the name of Congress Hall, and
Commercial Street was changed to Congress Street.

More

than just a saloon this spot served as a meeting place and
social headquarters for cattlemen and miners.

Other people

brought their savings in a paper bag, marked it with their
name, and Brown placed the money in his safe.

This spacious

complex of rooms accommodated social functions with many a
scene of gay revelry.

When Governor McCormick was re

elected, a festive ball was given in his honor at Congress
13
Hall.
Nearly two hundred invitations were extended for a
party extolling members of the Legislature.

When

Lieutenant Colonel and M r s . George Crook first visited
Tucson, they were entertained at a lavish cotillion on the
15
premises.
In May, 1871, a meeting of local townsmen
13.

Arizona Citizen, November 19, 1870.

14.

Arizona Citizen, February 11, 1871.

15. Arizona Daily Star, December 29, 1910. George
Crook was born in Dayton, Ohio, in September 1829, gradu
ated from West Point in 1852, brevetted to major general •
during the Civil War, and engaged in all major Indian wars
in the Trans-Mississippi West.
In 1871, Crook was assigned
to the Department of Arizona as a lieutenant colonel,
stationed at old Camp Grant, and advocated a peaceful
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gathered to organize the municipality of Tucson and elect
its governing officers.

Following the fireworks on

July 4, a ball at Brown's Saloon turned into a good brawl.
To some old citizens the place served as headquarters for
the sporting element.

Within this "Palace of Evil" a
17
revolver or Bowie knife occasionally flashed.
If plaques
had memorialized each occurrence of local importance, the
walls would have been crowded.
Several other gaming establishments attracted a
certain following.

Besides the plush Congress Hall, two

other casinos in the Old Pueblo achieved widespread
notoriety.

The Legal Tender Saloon, a pioneer gambling

spot, operated its games according to an organized
18
schedule.
To summon participants a dealer stood on the
policy with the Indians w h o , he felt, should be taught
various aspects of civilization.
In 1875, he was promoted
to brigadier general, transferred to the Department of the
Platte, reassigned to Arizona in 1882, and promoted to
major general before his death in March of 1890. James T.
King, "George Crook, Indian Fighter and Humanitarian,"
Arizona and the West, IX (Winter 1967), 333-348, and
Captain John G. Bourke and George W. Baird, "General Crook
and Miles in Arizona," The Smoke Signal, Spring 1967. See
also, Crook's autobiography, General George Crook, ed. by
Martin F. Schmitt (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
I960).
16. Charles 0. Brown,. APHS.
men met on May 17, 1871.
17.

The prominent gentle

Samuel Lucas Reminiscences, APHS.

18. Arizona Daily Star, April 26, 1959. Ezra
Bartlett built and owned the Legal Tender Saloon. Bartlett
always impeccably groomed, never drank a drop of liquor.
John Charles Etche11s, APHS.
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front steps and bellowed the enticing amount which the
"house" had added to the "pot" for the next game.

The cry

of keno reverberated in the streets as spectators and
gamblers crowded through the doorway.

The clink of coins,

growls, and laughter from the men echoed round the clock
at the Fashion, a pretentious and notorious gambling hall
and saloon.

Despite the ornate furnishings gamblers still

moved in a stifling atmosphere of stove-heat, unbathed men,
whiskey fumes, and air stagnated by clouds of tobacco
smoke.
Owners of these casinos became first-class citizens
at this oasis of the desert.
was beyond reproach.

The integrity of most gamblers

Many of the men had been stationed in

the West during the Civil War, and at the close, were
mustered out from frontier cities.

19

These recent civil

ians enjoyed the Southwest, settled there, and married fine
Mexican senoritas.

Some of the newcomers prospered as

saloonkeepers and others as gamblers who did not tolerate
a crooked game.

Once discovered, the honorable ran the

guilty out of town.

As the gambling proprietors prospered,

they invested in sizable real estate holdings, held public
offices, and became leading citizens.

Many of their wives

pioneered movements to establish churches or improve
religious participation.
19.
II

Whenever Tucson citizens

C. C. Wheeler,."Some places of Amusement
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collected for a worthwhile community endeavor, the owners
of the gambling establishments donated generously.

Local

rumor stated that gambling revenue nearly supported the
20
public schools/
The profits were munificent with so many
of the Tucson citizenry supporting the casinos.
Just as the 7:30 church bell clanged, devout
Mexicans flocked to San Agustin's door for vespers.

While

the timbre of the bells echoed, the cry of keno summoned a
motley crowd.

In this typical "wide-open" western town

where saloons and gambling flourished, all types of humanity
gathered around the tables.

Between seven o'clock and mid

night men representing every nationality, race, and occupa
tion walked through the swinging wooden door and were
greeted by the bartender's bewitching smile, so enticing
that money just flowed from men's pockets.

At the casino,

Americans, gaunt or plump, wore handsome frock coats or
white shirts.

Mexicans wrapped in varicolored serapes

joined other Northern-clad Mexicans in rolling a pinch of
tobacco in a c o m shuck.

21

A few negroes and Chinese

watched the stacks of chips on the tables. •Some members of
the floating population used the smoky, oil-lighted
20.
In 1879, the Arizona Legislature permitted
one-half of the money gained from issuing gambling licenses
to be used for the public school system in the Territory.
Frank C. Lockwood, Pioneer Days in Arizona, 247.
21*.

Bourke, On the Border with Crook, 80-81.
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establishments as residences.

At most tables some good-

looking specimens of the old tiger were seated opposite an
immense pile of greenbacks, gold, silver, and checks.
Crafty victors invited the innocent victim by exuding an
air of calm, or by actual request, to "come down in time
22
and play a game with them."
If an amateur joined the
"card-shark," the latter would chatter incessantly to
everyone else and totally ignore one's presence.
Standing behind one of the tables, a visitor found
"Seven Toed Pete" wearing his custom-made shoes and
expertly dealing the cards.

03

Another local character,

"Slap-Jack Billy" stomped through Congress Hall proclaiming
that he "Could whip his weight in b'ar meat."^

A miner

wearing a belt of ammunition occasionally wandered into
Congress Hall and saturated himself with whiskey.

Meanness

dominated his emotions as he shouted "Greaser" at a nearby
Mexican.

This mean ogre was "bounced out" before some
22.

Weekly Arizonian, February 12, 1870.

23. John Charles Etchells, APHS. "Seven-Toed
Pete" was the nickname for Patas de Osa whose feet were
remembered by all the children as a great curiosity.
Merril P. Freeman in "The Regeneration of Tucson: Early
Day Conditions Contrasted With Today," June, 1914, APHS,
gives a variation in discussing the habitual manana move
ments of "Six-Toed Pete," an expert monte player.
24.

McClintock,.Arizona:

. . ., II, 578.
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patron had to be carried out in a wooden box.

25

"King

William," Otto von Reichenback, was a scion of an aristo
cratic German family.

Although well educated and a fine

pianist, he drank and gambled his earnings away whenever he
ventured into Tucson from the mines.

9A

Despite a sporadic

outburst, Tucson remained more tranquil than most towns in
the West.

For the traveler or the resident, if a man had a

saloon to visit, his malcontented streak was subdued.
For the proprietor of a casino, gambling offered a
business opportunity, and he operated honest games.

Keno,

the favorite, cost players twenty-five cents a card and
27
resembled bingo with one exception.
Number combinations
ranged from one to ninety on each card which had nine rows
and five numbers in each column.

Chusu, an Aztec inven

tion, required a table with a hollow center around which
eight balls rotated against sixteen cups.

Spectators bet
28
even or odds as to where the balls would land.
Another

29
Aztec game, monte, was played with a deck of forty cards.
25.

A. H. Noon, Chicago Tribune, November 15, 1879.

26.

Mose Drachman, APHS.

27.

Arizona Star,•April 26, 1959.

28.

Ibid.

29. .Ibid.
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For those who could afford to lose only a small amount of
30
money, chuck-a-luck retained lasting popularity.
Bankers were regularly replaced but ceaselessly and
imperturbably dealt cards from faro boxes or set the
roulette balls in motion.

Occasionally, the banker's cry

of "Make yer little bets, gents; make yer little bets;
all's set, the game's made,

'n' th' ball's rollin',"

reached few ears if the spectators were not participating.
A bonus was needed to stimulate action.

31

Whenever the game

lacked energy, dealers ordered "drinks all round" at house
expense.

If the proprietors became truly desperate, the

aroma of a tasty midnight supper sporadically enticed some
of the idle men standing outside to return and try their
luck.

Frijoles , chi le c o n c a m e , enchi ladas , and other hot,

savory, Mexican dishes were served with coffee or hot
32
chocolate.
Regardless of the rejuvenating meal, the
gambler's stack of blue chips, red chips, and white chips
still gravitated to the dealer.
Panpipes and harps clattered on with an occasional
"booster" to arouse enthusiasm.

The "Sons of Rest," a

worthless, lazy, unemployed lot, acted as "boosters" for
30.

Ibid.

31.

Bourke,•On the Border with Crook, 81.

32.

Bourke, On the Border with Crook, 83.
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33
the gamblers.

When the seats around the tables were

sparsely occupied, the house furnished "boosters" money to
gamble, therefore stirring interest and sociability.
win or lose mattered little to the "boosters."

To

"Frying
3/

Pan Charlie," Charles Alzamorra, led the "Sons of Rest."
He received his

sobriquet

little restaurant.

one day while frying eggs in his

An acquaintance stopped by for a meal

and mentioned that a high-stake Faro game was in progress.
Still holding the frying pan of eggs, Charlie ecstatically
raced into the gambling h all.

He placed his bet while

hungry customers awaited their food.

"Pan" protected the

"Sons of Rest" and generously provided them with money or
food when needed.

Every casino harbored its share of

characters like Charlie, but others exhibited more dis
honorable ethics.
By 1880, honest men from the East dominated
gambling tables and seldom dealt a crooked card, although
their predecessors could not boast such behavior.

In the

early days of the Territory one unscrupulous gambler wore
an ostentatious ring which concealed a mirror.
33.

35

While he

Hose Drachman, APHS.

34. Ibid. Charles Alzamorra was b o m in San
Francisco, but no record of the date exists, spent most of
his life in Tucson, famous gambler who was forced to sell
his lunch stand in 1881 because of a lack of revenue.
35. .Arizona Daily Star, April 26,. 1959.
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dealt the cards, he cleverly sneaked a look at the
supposedly private hand.

Another trick-of-the-trade was

to trim the c o m e r s of important cards in the deck.

Some

disreputable dealers even stooped to sanding the edges of
particular cards in order to distribute the cards to their
advantage.

The term, "cold deck," referred to a hand fixed

by the master of the table.

A fraudulent dealer was titled

a "Tinhorn Gambler.
Besides the devious, another personality also
played at the gaming tables.

Most of the ladies in Tucson

came from genteel families and never entered the gambling
places.

Not so for some lower class women, especially if

money ran low.

A few females achieved notorious fame

within the casinos of the Old Pueblo.

Some of the fair sex

truly lived up to the idiom of "Strip Poker" by losing
37
their clothes in a card game.

One indomitable female

lost her house in the same manner.

Along with her small

36. Joseph Miller, Arizona Cavalcade (New York:
Hastings House, 1962), 204-2051
"The expression originated
with a certain class of gamblers whose stock in trade con
sists of a cone-shaped tin tube across the inside of which
are fastened at different angles several pieces of heavy
wire. Dice are thrown through the small end of the tube
and striking the wires are tossed about until the table
upon which the bottom rests is struck, and then the players
guess in various ways as to what is shown upon the face of
the dece, after which the tin tube is lifted and the result
disclosed." Attracting only petty players, the name indi
cated contempt by the "big-spenders."
37.

* Jose del Castillo Collection, APHS.
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child she was forced to seek a "Tucson bed."

After calmly

spreading out her blankets in the plaza, mother and
daughter settled beneath the stars to sleep.

The next day

the "homeless" returned to the gambling tables and
recovered her cottage.
In the Old Pueblo other women also experienced
temporary living arrangements.

In contrast to the refined

ladies raised in the proper Spanish tradition, some other
38
women did not exhibit very moral behavior.
Miners
notoriously lured females into spending time at their camp.
During the evening amidst the background of clinking liquor
glasses, gambling coins, and screeching fiddle, motley
couples stumbled through a quadrille.

39

In smaller mining

settlements, abandoned women from Mexico or Apaches, were
kept by the men who found them quite useful for various
domestic tasks at the h a c i e n d a . W h e n a man tired of a
woman, he found it extremely difficult to discard her.
"All Mexican or Indian women here are very proud to get a
white man for a lover.

They will work and drudge for them

38. . Because of the delicate nature of the topic
very little direct evidence had been recorded in periodi
cals , books, or manuscripts.
39. A. H. Noon, April 12, 1879. Noon described
the women.
"All are homely; and, with the evidences of
worthlessness and probable disease stamped on their faces,
they form a ghastly picture of a low type of immorality."
40'.
cit., 360.

"Overland Via 'Jackass Mail' in 1858," o p .
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and never leave them if they can help i t .

Soldiers in

the Southwest found numerous invitations from women willing
to serve as laundresses, as well as, follow them on their
e x p e d i t i o n s I n Tucson some of the military men were
stationed at the " . . .

houses of ill-fame for the preserva

tion of public order, or go there of their own accord for
that purpose, which amounts to the same t h i n g . W o m e n
were available to the men who desired them, and the price
paid was minimal.

Although some men found constant female

companionship extremely satisfying, others did not.
Despite the romantic legend perpetrated by the
feminine gender, gentlemen seldom entered a duel to battle
for the heart of an appealing damsel.

The ultimate chal

lenge thrust upon a gentleman was to defend his reputation
in a duel.

If a man defamed the character of another, it

was a fighting matter.

This happened between the Honorable

Sylvester Mowry and Edward E. Cross, editor of the Weekly
41. "Overland Via 'Jackass Mail1 in 1858," o p .
cit:. , 292. Way goes on to give greater explanation to this
attitude.
"Nearly all Americans who have been in this
country long keep a Mexican woman. It is so common here
that no notice is taken of it. When they get tired of her
or wish to leave the country, they turn her off without
ceremony. The women expect this, bear their loss with
fortitude and console themselves with another man the first
opportunity . . . the Mexican women are affectionate, warm
hearted and generous to a fault . . . ." Ibid.
42.

J. Ross Browne, 180-186.

43*. •Ibid.
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Arizonian. ^

In the early morning hours of July 8, 1859,

Cross and Howry met near Tubac and were armed with Burnside
rifles.

From a distance of forty paces four rounds were

exchanged without a scratch.

When Howry's weapon jammed,

Cross discharged his shot into the air and declared the
matter satisfied.

Both duelists then signed a statement

clearing the other's reputation.
lished in the Weekly Arizonian.

This document was pub
Another famous duel fought

in the early days of the Old Pueblo was initiated by a
quarrel about some adobes in Samuel Hughes's butcher
shop.^

William S. Oury and Eduardo Flournoy, who

44. Weekly Arizonian, July 14, 1859. Sylvester
Howry was b o m in Rhode Island in 1832, and graduated from
West Point in 1852 when he entered the army.
In 1857
Howry was elected to the U. S. Congress from Arizona but
not seated, advocated a southern route for the overland
mail and proposed Pacific railroad, and printed a pamphlet,
Hemoir on the Proposed Territory of Arizona, 1857. Howry
in 1859, established the Tubac Weekly Arizonian, had his
property confiscated during the Civil War by Confederate
forces, and owned the "Howry Hines" located in the
Patagonia Hining District.
Sylvester Howry, Hayden
Biographical Collection, APHS, and B . Sacks, "Sylvester
Howry," American West, I (Summer 1964), 14-24. Edward
Ephram Cross was b o m in Lancaster, N. Y. , in 1832, was
trained as a printer, became editor of the Cincinnati Times
in 1854, and correspondent for several papers. From Harch
1859 until July 1860, Cross served as editor of the Weekly
Arizonian. During the Civil War he served as Colonel for
the New Hampshire Infantry and was fatally injured at
Gettysburg on July 2, 1863. Edward Ephram Cross, Hayden
Biographical Collection, APHS.
45. This duel was recorded by Atanacia Santa Cruz
Hughes, wife of Samuel Hughes.
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substituted for his married brother, exchanged f i r e . ^

At

a spot later known as Elysian Grove a small group of
invited spectators witnessed Eduardo killed on the first
shot by a bullet through his heart.

Although publicity was

given to these two duels, several others were quietly
executed.
When members of Fort Lowell participated in local .
duels, they kept silent about their actions, while a few
compatriots in the military blatantly flaunted their
ventures.

Although volunteer troops guarded public

property and places of amusement, the soldiers from Fort
Lowell did not always conduct themselves like "choir-boys."
At the military post civilians also stored some of their
provisions in the Commissary storehouse which was padlocked,
and a guard armed with a musket stood in f r o n t . ^

If a

thief stole any items, the violation reflected unfavorably
against the entire post which reimbursed the loss.

Attempts

at lawlessness occurred at Lowell, and an occasional out
rage in the Old Pueblo aroused public defamation.^

One

Sunday evening a group of approximately twenty soldiers
followed their drinking spree with ubiquitous rounds of
target practice.

The bull's-eye ranged from barking dogs

46.
Ibid. M r s . Hughes only identified Eduardo
Flournoy as being a business partner with Fritz Contzen.
47. .Browne, 135.
48. -Arizonian, March 12, 1870.
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to men idly standing in front of their homes.

Citizens

were furious; the Arizonian protested that the perpetrators
of these crimes be brought to justice.

49

The "writing on

the wall" led to the military installation being moved
seven miles beyond Tucson where a permanent base was
established.

With the military moved outside the town

limits, other attempts at law and order were initiated.
Because many of the people who settled in Arizona
were of righteous character, law and order were cherished
principles.

Before the Civil War the Mexican Alcalde had

dealt out justice in the old-fashioned manner, but
Americans did not sanction the whipping post.

A relative

degree of peace came in the late 1860's when Charles H.
•Meyer, a German emigrant, served as Justice of the Peace.
In a corner of his pharmacy Meyer furnished Judge's chambers
complete with rows of thick books.

Fortunately most

criminals were illiterate, because the volumes were medical
texts and not law books.

For men unable to pay their

fines, Meyer established a chain gang where plundering
49.

Ibid.

50.

Hamilton, 254.

51. McClintock, II, Arizona: . . ., 578. Charles
Meyer was born in Germany in 1829, entered Tucson in 1858,
and in 1861 opened a small pharmacy. He was elected
Justice of the Peace in 1863 and served continuously in .
that office or as City Recorder until 1903, the year of his
death. Lockwood, Life in Old Tucson, 160.
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Easterners, brawny cattlemen, and hardy miners were
employed in repairing the streets of Tucson.

This Justice

of the Peace adhered to his judicial practice even when it
clashed with laws of the period.

The general public some

times resented that the fines levied were in direct propor
tion to the criminal's financial status.

It was not

uncommon to have Meyer double the penalty, when the accused
argued with the verdict.

If a prisoner bearing charges of

being drunk, pleaded that he was only painting the town
red, Meyer imposed a fine of seventy-five dollars for the
paint.

One day the town marshal arrested Meyer and a

friend for driving his team of spirited horses beyond the
five-mile speed limit.

After the Judge fined his friend

fifteen dollars or fifteen days in jail, he removed his
judicial robes and stood before the empty bench.

Publicly

admonishing himself, the Justice paid a twenty-five dollar
penalty because he should have known better.
In August, 1873, mass-witnessed hangings still
remained one of the penalties for murder.

About midnight a

Tucson pawnbroker and his wife were sound asleep, when
52
three thieves invaded their home.
After stealing money,
jewelry, fire-arms, and other valuables, the blood-thirsty

52.
The victims were Vicente and Librada Hernande
who lived on Convent Street. Vicente legally went by the
name of Piedras Negras. Leocardo Cordova, Clemente Lopez,
and Jesus Saguaripa were the three murderers who hung.
Arizona Citizen, August 9, 1873.

i
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trio smashed their innocent victim's skulls with a club,
then mercilessly stabbed them.

Immediately after the

funeral for the husband and wife, justice was rendered.
In the plaza outside the jail door two posts forked on top
had been planted in the ground and across them a long pole
was placed.

Ropes with nooses dangled from this beam.

Because stores, saloons, and businesses had closed for the
day, a crowd of several hundred gathered in the plaza.
After the doomed trio received the benefit of the clergy,
then black bandages were fastened around their eyes.

The

prisoners stood in two wagons which were driven beneath the
scaffold.

Immediately after the nooses were adjusted, the

wagons retreated.

The murderers dangled side by side;

proper retribution was made.
Despite the effectiveness of Judge Meyer, Tucson, a
typical frontier town, witnessed some outbursts of crime.
As early as 1863, Mark Aldrich, Judge of the Criminal Court,
resigned his position because no one cooperated with him to
apprehend the guilty, after a man had been murdered before
numerous w i t n e s s e s F o l l o w i n g Aldrich's resignation,
53.

Solomon Warner, APHS.

54.

Reminiscences of Mrs. Mary C. Moss, APHS.

55. Mark Aldrich, APHS. Mark A. Aldrich was b o m
in New York in 1801, studied law, served in the Illinois
Legislature, and arrived in Tucson in 1855. On August 29,
1856, Aldrich was chosen president of a convention in
Tucson to organize a territory, was criminal court judge
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shyster lawyers had selfishly controlled the machinery of
justice which resulted in rogues ruling the village during
these early Territorial t i m es.^

In 1867, a Law and Order

Society was established to protect the public against
robbers, thieves, and murderers.

Despite this custodial

group, several local merchandise firms flourished by openly
smuggling contraband from S o n o r a . S o m e owners of Monte
Pio or pawnshops, were guilty of thievery by charging
exorbitant rates of interest to redeem the merchandise.
Pawnshop dealers also bought stolen merchandise or sold
articles before their due date.

As Chinese railroad

employees immigrated to Tucson, records stated that several
58
opium dens were raided.

In those early days of the Old

Pueblo certain aspects of life were not legal, but crime
was far less prevalent than in most other frontier towns.
A throng of craftsmen fashioned this Southwestern
scene.

From the midnight assemblage gathered in Congress

Hall to the Justice of the Peace, each contributed his
deftness which produced an original and unique result.

One

from 1860 until 1863, served as the first postmaster of
Tucson, served in the Arizona Legislature from 1864-1866
and 1872-1873. Aldrich held other territorial offices
until his death in September 1873. Mark A. Aldrich, Hayden
Biographical Collection, APHS.
56.

Parish, History of Arizona, III, 254-255.

57.

(Yuma) Arizona Sentinel, September 22, 1877.

58.

Arizona Daily Citizen, October 20, 1879.
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recalled the images of a man turned pauper by excessive
gambling losses, bedroom furniture won at a lottery, duels
culminating in tragedy, "Frying Pan Charlie" flipping eggs,
Charlie Meyer sentencing men to the chain gang, or three
murderers hanging.

These artisans meshed their designs

into an individual panorama depicting the pleasures of the
Old Pueblo.

CHAPTER 6
THE COMING OF THE IRON HORSE: AN EPILOGUE
And Now, no doubt, in some c o m e r of hell
He gloats over the work he has done so well,
And vows that Arizona cannot be beat
For scorpions, tarantulas, snakes and heat.
■For his own realm compares so well
^
He feels assured it surpasses hell.
Conditions in Tucson were drastically altered when
the railroad arrived.

In 1878, the Southern Pacific Rail

road entered the Territory and obliterated the barriers of
9

isolation by serving as a link to the West Coast.

Popularity rapidly swelled; towns and villages grew up
along the route; industry expanded; property values
tripled; the country embarked upon a prosperous era.

Now

the luxurious palace car superseded the rickety stage, and
the traveler dined at an inviting table.

Gone were the

perilous dangers and bruised appendages so familiar to
stage-coach passengers.

The opening of the transconti

nental railway minimized the hardships and fear endured in
those hot, dusty, tedious stage rides.

In only two days a

voyageur could travel from San Francisco to Tucson.
1.
God Forgot.11
2.

Charles 0. Brown, "Arizona . . . The Land That

Patrick Hamilton, The Resources of Arizona, 26.
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Throngs of people representing all facets of life
journeyed here to establish a new and promising life.
Ladies consented to move to the Southwest.

With the influx

of numerous immigrants, a more sophisticated and cosmo
politan attitude emerged.

Diets once restricted to

merchandise grown locally or transported by buckboard,
increased to include the greater varieties of food con
veyed along the rails.

More Eastern traditions were

transfused into the Hispanic heritage.

The day of jubila

tion was welcomed in a manner grand.
Finally on a cloudy March 20, 1880, a special
Southern Pacific Railroad train chugged into the Old Pueblo
at 11:00 a.m.

3

Fireworks had illuminated the sky through

out the night preceding this festive day.

Houses were

draped with flags or colorful gauze and paper ornaments.
Doors of all business firms were bolted and dark green
shades were drawn.

The populace appeared along the route

to witness the monumental event.

Aboard the special train

were a score of dignitaries and Charles Crocker, the
3.
Arizona Weekly Star, March 25, 1880. On that
special train some of the guests were Superintendent James
Gamble of the Western Union Telegraph Company, Chief
Engineer, George E. Gray, Division Superintendent E.-E.
Hewitt, Frank M . .Pixley, editor of the San Francisco
Argonaut and Major Ben Trujan, a noted journalist. Frank
C. Lockwood and Captain Donald W. Page, Tucson, the Old
Pueblo, 88.
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president of the l i n e A

thirty-eight gun salute and

canons roared; thousands of citizens displayed wild
enthusiasm; the Sixth Cavalry Band from Fort Lowell played.
A prominent Tucsonan, Estevan Ochoa, ceremoniously pre
sented Crocker with an engraved silver spike, the last
spike to seal the iron bands.^

A banquet at Levin's Park

4. Charles Crocker was b o m in Troy, New York, in
1822, led a band of men to California in 1850 for gold
mining, opened a store in Sacramento, California, in 1852,
and was elected to the California State Legislature in 1860.
Crocker became associated with Collis P. Huntington, Leland
Stanford, and Mark Hopkins in building the Southern Pacific
Railroad to connect with the Union Pacific Railroad where
he was in charge of construction, and was elected president
of the Southern Pacific Railroad in 1871. In 1884, he
effected the consolidation of the Central and the Southern
Pacific Railroad, and was concerned with banking, real
estate, and industrial properties in California.
In 1886,
Crocker was seriously injured after being thrown from a
carriage and he died two years later. Dictionary of
American Biography, ed. by Allen Johnson and Dumas Malone
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1958). See: Oscar
Lewis, The Big Four (New York: A. A. Knopf, 1938).
5. The silver for the spike came from the
Tombstone Mill and Mining Company and was handcrafted by
Richard Gird, superintendent.
Coincidentally, Estevan
Ochoa, a wealthy merchant who prospered from shipping lines
to Mexico, later suffered business reverses because of the
competition from the railroad. Estevan Ochoa was b o m in
Chihuahua, Mexico, in 1831, arrived in Tucson in 1857, and
became a partner with Tully, Ochoa, and DeLong, the largest
freighting business in Arizona which supplied government
contracts. Ochoa owned the Santa Rita Copper Mine, served
as mayor of Tucson in 1875, donated the land for Tucson's
first public school, and owned a stage line to Ewell
Springs. He was a man of great wealth until the Southern
Pacific Railroad arrived, and died in New Mexico in 1888.
Frank C. Lockwood, Life in Old Tucson, 234-255.
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Hall highlighted the celebrations of the day.

Colonel

Charles D. Poston presided as toastmaster and delivered the
formal welcoming speech after the throngs of people were
seated for the feast.

A host of celebrities proposed

innumerable toasts and addressed lengthy speeches attempting
to excel the previous orator.

The witty, inimitable Thomas

Fitch delivered the principal oration for the jubilant
occasion.

Commencing at eight o'clock a grand soiree

entertained the noteworthy amidst a crowd of 1,200.
midnight the "joy was unconfined.

Until

Thus, closed a

historical day for this ancient and honorable Pueblo.
Upon the arrival of the "black giant," Mayor Robert
N. Leatherwood officially dispatched telegrams to the
President of the United States, to Arizona Governor John
C. Fremont, and mayors of several coastal cities

P

Leatherwood was advised to notify the Pope that Tucson was
connected by bands of steel with the outside world.
6.

Arizona Weekly Star, March 25, 1880.

7. Robert Nelson Leatherwood was b o m in Haysvilie,
North Carolina in June 1844, arrived in Tucson in 1869, and
owned the Leatherwood Stables. Leatherwood was elected to
the Village Council of Tucson in 1874, elected mayor of
Tucson in 1880, member of the Legislature from 1885 to
1888, and 1893-1894, served as Treasurer of Tucson, 18811882, and organized the Tucson Rangers. He owned mining
interests and served in many public offices until his
death in 1920. Mabel Forseth Blow, "Robert N . Leatherwood,"
Arizoniana, I (Winter 1960), 14-17.

\
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Legends and "tail-tales" recorded that the following
greeting was dispatched.
•To his Holiness, the Pope of Rome, Italy,
The mayor of Tucson begs the honor of reminding
your Holiness that this ancient and honorable
pueblo was founded by the Spaniards more than
three centuries ago, and to inform your Holiness
that a railroad from San Francisco, California,
now connects us with the Christian world.
R. N.-Leatherwood, Mayor,
Asking your Benediction,
J . B. Salpointe
Vic. Ap.8
Three Tucsonans bribed a telegraph operator to forge a
reply.

When the gaiety reached its full height, Thomas

Fitch read the reply.
Leatherwood, Mayor,
Tucson, Arizona.
It gives the Pope much pleasure to know
Tucson is connected with the outside world by
rail. But where in H — 1 is Tucson?
When the iron horse chugged into town, train
whistles amplified the other ubiquitous clatter of Tucson.
The jingling of coins in gambling houses, screaming of
produce vendors, rumbling of tickety wagon-wheels, whistling
tintinnabulating of the calliope, rolling of drums and
blasting of guns resounded like music to lure miners,
ranchers, and soldiers in from distant locales.
8. -Robert Leatherwood, APHS.
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Inhabitants gravitated to this desert oasis to seek and
find fortunes, others zealously searched for adventure, but
everyone sought their favorite pleasures in the Old Pueblo.
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